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Abstract
In recent years, the vibro-acoustic performance of products has become a key design
feature. This evolution has been instigated by growing customer expectations, who
associate the sound of a product with a certain quality, and by ever tightening
regulations on the noise emission levels of products and the human exposure to
noise and vibrations. Also important is the trend towards lightweight materials,
fuelled by an increasing ecological awareness and high direct and indirect material
costs. These lightweight materials, however, have less favourable vibro-acoustic
properties because of their lower weight, while retaining the component’s stiffness.
Often multilayered damping treatments are added, but almost always a posteriori.
Bringing these damping treatments into an integrated design procedure with often
conflicting design requirements, including the NVH behaviour (Noise, Vibration
and Harshness), thus puts design engineers worldwide to the challenge.
A modern design environment requires a lot of prototyping. Nevertheless, in order
to decrease the time-to-market, the use of physical prototypes is strongly decreasing
in favour of virtual prototypes, based on Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) tools.
Unfortunately, none of the existing tools allows for simulation of the vibro-acoustic
behaviour over the full audible frequency range. Whereas dedicated techniques exist
for the low- and high frequency ranges, this is not the case for the mid frequency
range, which is in many applications also the region where the human hearing is
most sensitive. Element based methods are limited to the low frequency range
characterised by long wavelengths relative to the problem geometry due to more
than linearly increasing model sizes and calculation times. Statistical methods
rely on a number of underlying assumptions which only hold in the high frequency
range where the wavelengths are short. The introduction of lightweight materials
and complex damping treatments even further limits the applicability of classical
CAE techniques because of their large model sizes and short wavelengths.
The Wave Based Method, which is at the core of this dissertation, is developed to
alleviate the efficiency problems of the low frequency techniques and as such to
bridge the mid frequency range. By approximating the dynamic field variables by
a set of wave functions which are exact solutions to the governing equation(s), a
much more efficient technique can be obtained. The method has already shown its
computational efficiency and modelling effectiveness for acoustic and structural
v
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problems separately and for the combined vibro-acoustic problem.
In light of the recent emergence of lightweight materials and complex damping
treatments, the presented work focuses on the introduction of accurate models
for these materials into a highly efficient wave based model of the vibro-acoustic
environment. Two separate tracks are followed in order to serve a double purpose.
A first, computationally efficient approach, based on a coupling between the Wave
Based Method and the Transfer Matrix Method, allows for quick predictions at
hardly an increased cost with relation to the vibro-acoustic system model without
the damping treatment. A second technique is based on a hybrid coupling between
the Wave Based Method and the Finite Element Method and allows for detailed
predictions of the dynamic behaviour of complex damping materials and their
impact on the vibro-acoustic environment.
Both contributions enhance the applicability of the Wave Based Method to vibro-
acoustic problems with localised complex damping treatments. The theoretical
developments are supported by a number of validation cases, illustrating the
applicability and efficiency of the proposed techniques.
Beknopte samenvatting
De voorbije jaren heeft vibro-akoestiek een belangrijke rol verworven in de
maakindustrie. Deze evolutie kwam op gang door groeiende klantvereisten, die een
bepaald geluid met kwaliteit associëren, en door steeds strengere reglementering op
het afgestraalde geluid van producten en de menselijke blootstelling aan geluid en
trillingen. Ook belangrijk is de trend naar lichtgewichtmaterialen, aangespoord door
een toegenomen ecologisch bewustzijn en hoge directe en indirecte materiaalkosten.
Deze lichtgewichtmaterialen hebben nochtans minder gunstige vibro-akoestische
eigenschappen door hun lagere massa met behoud van stijfheid. Vaak worden
meerlaagse dempende materialen toegevoegd, maar bijna altijd a posteriori. De
introductie van deze dempende lagen in een geïntegreerde ontwerpcyclus met
vaak tegenstrijdige vereisten, waaronder het NVH gedrag (Noise, Vibration and
Harshness / Geluid, Trillingen en Ruwheid), vormt wereldwijd een uitdaging voor
ingenieurs.
Een hedendaagse ontwerpomgeving vereist een groot aantal prototypes. Tijdrovende
en dure fysieke prototypes worden echter meer en meer virtueel om de
ontwikkelingstijd te verkorten. Jammer genoeg kan op dit moment geen enkele
van de bestaande technieken het vibro-akoestisch gedrag voorspellen over het
hele menselijk hoorbare frequentiegebied. Momenteel bestaan er technieken
voor het laag- en hoogfrequente gebied, maar niet voor het middenfrequente
gebied, dat voor veel toepassingen overeenkomt met het gebied waar het menselijk
gehoor het meest gevoelig is. Elementgebaseerde methodes zijn beperkt tot het
laagfrequente gebied gekenmerkt door lange golflengtes in verhouding tot de
probleemgeometrie doordat de modelgrootte en de rekentijd meer dan lineair
toeneemt met frequentie. Statistische methodes steunen daarentegen op een aantal
aannames die alleen gelden in het hoogfrequente gebied met korte golflengtes.
Toevoegen van lichtgewichtmaterialen en complexe dempende lagen beperkt de
toepasbaarheid van de huidige technieken nog verder door de grote resulterende
modellen en korte golflengtes.
De Golfgebaseerde Methode, die de kern vormt van deze verhandeling, is
ontwikkeld om de problemen van de laagfrequente methodes te verlichten en het
middenfrequente gebied te overbruggen. De dynamische veldvariabelen benaderen
met een set van golffuncties die exacte oplossingen zijn van het wiskundig probleem,
vii
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leidt tot een efficiëntere techniek. De methode is in het verleden al toegepast
voor akoestische en structuurdynamische problemen en het gecombineerde vibro-
akoestische probleem.
In het licht van de opgang van lichtgewichtmaterialen en complexe dempende
lagen focust het onderzoek in deze verhandeling op de introductie van nauwkeurige
modellen voor deze materialen in een efficient golfgebaseerd model van de vibro-
akoestische omgeving. Twee aparte sporen worden hierin gevolgd om een dubbel
doel te dienen. Een eerste, zeer efficiënte aanpak is gebaseerd op een koppeling
tussen de Golfgebaseerde Methode en de Transfermatrixmethode en laat snelle,
benaderende voorspellingen toe op een model met een amper toegenomen rekenkost
in vergelijking met het ongedempte vibro-akoestisch model. Een tweede techniek
laat gedetailleerde voorspellingen toe van het dynamisch gedrag van deze dempende
lagen en hun impact op de vibro-akoestische omgeving.
Beide bijdragen breiden het toepassingsgebied van de Golfgebaseerde Methode uit
naar vibro-akoestische problemen met complexe dempende lagen. De theoretische
ontwikkelingen zijn ondersteund door een aantal numerieke validatiestudies die de
toepasbaarheid en efficiëntie van de voorgestelde technieken aantonen.
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Vibro-acoustic simulation
including complex damping
treatments
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Importance of CAE tools in vibro-acoustic analy-
sis and design
The human perception of sound, i.e. local density oscillations in a fluid, is strongly
coloured by the source. Whereas in some forms, such as for example music, it
can be perceived as soothing and pleasant, some other forms can be annoying or
even hazardous. In the latter case, sound is often referred to as noise. High noise
levels can cause irreversible damage to the human hearing system (e.g. tinnitus).
However, also persistent low-level noise can lead to health issues. Recent studies
by the World Health Organisation [246] show that the stress caused by e.g. traffic
noise leads to an increased susceptibility to a.o. heart diseases. Over the years,
European guidelines have become increasingly restrictive on the allowed noise levels
of products. Also from a commercial point of view the vibro-acoustic performance
of products becomes an important differentiator; the sound, however subjective,
has become a factor on which customers judge the quality.
Next to increased awareness for vibro-acoustics, high commodity prices and an
increased ecological awareness have made that the direct material cost, total weight
and fuel consumption have also become key design features of a product. Product
manufacturers in all kinds of industries (automotive, aerospace, machine design,
construction and many more) increasingly use lightweight materials. However, a
lower weight, while retaining the component’s stiffness, leads to less favourable
vibro-acoustic properties.
Therefore, often damping treatments are added to the system in order to meet
the targets on noise and vibration emissions. These material solutions consist
of a number of thin layers of viscoelastic materials and poroelastic foams or
felts, combined with thin air gaps. They operate on the concept of dynamic
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decoupling; due to the combination of materials with different dynamic properties at
a discontinuous interface, very localised near-field effects are generated. Moreover,
these materials operate on a number of complex, frequency- and temperature
dependent damping mechanisms (e.g. for a poroelastic material, thermal, viscous
and friction losses) which provide internal energy absorption.
Their high complexity makes that knowledge on these materials and their vibro-
acoustic impact is scarce, and that they are often just added ad hoc, hoping
that they will lead to vibro-acoustic targets met. Such non-optimised measures,
however, strongly decrease the expected final weight reduction one would expect
from lightweight materials. Nevertheless, an optimised design is only possible if
the impact of lightweight materials and the damping treatments can be estimated
in the design and development phase.
Therefore, product designers and manufacturers in many industries rely on
Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) tools to predict the dynamic behaviour
of products in an early development phase; the use of accurate numerical models
can effectively reduce the number of physical prototypes, drastically shortening
the time-to-market of new products. The same numerical models, complemented
with targeted measurements, can enhance the insight of material designers in
the increasingly complex material systems they develop. Finally, model-aided
characterisation strategies can deliver design engineers the parameters necessary to
make their numerical models more reliable.
All these virtual prototypes, characterisation strategies, . . ., however, be it on
component or on system level, require accurate mathematical models and, even
more, user-friendly and efficient numerical simulation techniques.
1.2 Challenges in vibro-acoustic simulation with com-
plex damping treatments
Building a vibro-acoustic model that can cover the whole audible frequency range (20
Hz to 20 kHz) is the Holy Grail for the analyst. Unfortunately, the modelling of such
a multi-physical system, whose dynamic behaviour has very different characteristics
in different frequency ranges, is far from a trivial matter. Typically, the following
three frequency regions, which are problem dependent, can be identified:
Low frequency region In the frequency region where the characteristic length of
the problem at hand is much smaller than or comparable to the dominant physical
wavelengths of the dynamic response, the system can be described in terms of a
small number of well separated modes, which have a small sensitivity to variations.
In this low frequency range, element based deterministic prediction techniques, such
as the Finite Element Method (FEM) [249] and the Boundary Element Method
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(BEM) [241] are most commonly applied. These approaches divide the problem
domain (or its boundary in the case of the BEM) into a large number of small
elements. Within these elements, the dynamic field variables are approximated
using simple polynomial shape functions. However, as physical wavelengths shorten
with increasing frequency, the required number of elements to control interpolation
and pollution errors [39, 115, 116] increases more than linearly. Consequently, the
number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) also strongly increases. These effects are
innate to the polynomial approximation functions and create an upper frequency
limit above which the computational cost becomes prohibitive.
High frequency region In the frequency range where the characteristic length of
the studied problem is much larger than the physical wavelength, many modes,
which strongly overlap with each other and which are very sensitive to small
variations, determine the dynamic response. The response of one nominal realisation
loses its meaning and should be replaced by the averaged response over a number of
realisations. A commonly used method for high-frequency vibro-acoustic analysis
is the Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) [155].
The SEA predicts the spatial and frequency averaged energy level in a small number
of subsystems which are coupled to each other through power balance equations
based on coupling loss factors between the subsystems. However elegant, the
underlying approximations of the SEA, such as a high modal overlap, restrict the
use of the method to the high frequency range.
Mid frequency region The gap between the low frequency range, where
deterministic methods are applicable, and the high frequency range, where
energy methods are applicable, is commonly called the mid frequency region.
For this frequency range, no mature numerical prediction technique is available,
notwithstanding the fact that in many applications, this range covers the frequency
range in which the human hearing is most sensitive. Since the dynamic behaviour
in this frequency band is often a combination of low frequency and high frequency
characteristics, three approaches to bridge the gap can be followed:
Extension of the frequency range of deterministic approaches to higher
frequency – The FEM process can be optimised in a number of ways,
such as adaptive mesh refinements [39, 75, 115, 116, 188], iterative solvers
[24, 82, 200] or Fast Frequency Sweep (FFS) methods [18, 153, 156, 204].
Also modifications of the underlying mathematical formulations [25, 84, 89,
103, 104, 208, 213, 212], parallellisation [21, 27, 86] or incorporation of a
priori knowledge into the models, have led to deterministic methods with a
higher computational efficiency. An important group of the latter methods
are the so-called Trefftz-methods [216] of which the Wave Based Method
[64, 72], which forms the core of this dissertation, is a prime example.
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Extension of the frequency range of energy methods to lower
frequency– Better estimations of the parameters through deterministic
simulations on the components [189] or relaxation of the underlying
assumptions [162], can lower the applicable frequency limit of energy methods
such as the SEA.
Combination of deterministic and energy based methods – In this class of
extensions, stiff, deterministic components are modelled using a deterministic
method, and the highly flexible components using a statistical method. An
important example is the Hybrid FEM-SEA [146].
When complex damping treatments are introduced in undamped vibro-acoustic
system models, the mid frequency region becomes even wider. A first reason is
the complex, frequency-dependent material parameters of these treatments. Their
introduction into vibro-acoustics system models, which can be typically decomposed
into real submatrices, strongly hampers the application of efficient modal reduction
schemes. Moreover, the constituents of the multi-material solutions have a wide
diversity in dynamic properties (stiff or flexible, dissipative or non-dissipative,
dispersive or non-dispersive, . . .). When modelling such problems, deterministic
methods fail because the dynamic behaviour of the component with the shortest
wavelength drives the accuracy of the full system; all subcomponent models need to
be able to accurately capture the near-field effects generated by their higher dynamic
neighbours. This makes that inclusion of complex damping treatment models into
vibro-acoustic system models does not increase the computational load by the mere
cost of the damping layer model itself but also requires additional refinement of
the vibro-acoustic system model. However, as mentioned, deterministic methods
also lose some of their applicability with increasing frequency due to the impact of
variability and non-linearities. In those cases, statistical and energy based methods
are more suitable. This dissertation, however, focuses on linear, deterministic
models for complex damping treatments.
1.3 Research goals and achievements
The research presented in this dissertation aims to resolve (some of) the problems
discussed in the previous sections, especially on the efficient modelling of vibro-
acoustic systems with complex damping treatments, and on the understanding of
the operating principles in these materials.
The leverage technology to do this, is the Wave Based Method (WBM). This method,
which was originally perceived by Desmet [72], has the potential to be a crucial
technique to (at least partially) bridge the mid frequency region. Therefore, over
the past 2 decades it has been the subject of continuous research [64]. The method’s
operating principle is very simple, yet so elegant; it uses expansion functions which
are based on a priori known information on the problem to represent the dynamic
field variable(s), thus efficiently encapsulating physically relevant information in the
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model, such as wave propagation and evanescent near-field effects. Apart from its
computational efficiency, it is also an efficient method on the practical side. As a so-
called meshless method, WB models can be efficiently refined by simply increasing
the number of expansion functions. The method is very well suited to study
different configurations of a problem and, by extension, for optimisation problems,
such as e.g. inverse material characterisation. Another interesting advantage is that
all dynamic variables of interest can be easily post-processed with high accuracy.
So far, the WBM has been mainly applied to undamped, or proportionally damped
(e.g. complex speed of sound or complex Young’s modulus) vibro-acoustic problems.
More complex configurations, involving add-on, localised damping treatments,
stayed under the radar until now. Nevertheless, in many realistic applications,
these complex damping treatments are present and play a very important role in
the global dynamic performance of a product.
1.3.1 Objectives
The objectives of the research presented in this dissertation are thus clear; there is
a clear need for user-friendly, highly efficient numerical techniques that allow the
modelling of vibro-acoustic problems with complex damping treatments. These
techniques need to serve a double purpose: (i) allow for quick predictions of the
impact of a multilayer material on the vibro-acoustic system dynamics and (ii) allow
for detailed models which enhance the understanding of the operating principles of
these materials.
User-friendly numerical techniques for quick predictions – The work of
Raymaekers and Vergote [190] illustrated the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM)
as a highly flexible, user-friendly technique to model multilayered damping
materials. Introducing the TM concept in the WB framework could lead to
a very efficient numerical technique, where the main computational cost is
situated in the vibro-acoustic system model, which can be solved efficiently
with the WBM. For this, the framework of the WBM has to be extended
to allow for coupling between acoustic WB models and plate bending WB
models.
Moreover, the use of the WBM allows for a more intelligent use of the
TMM. Currently the applicability of the TMM inside deterministic modelling
techniques has its limitations because of the underlying assumptions; in e.g.
a classical FE model the exact angle of incidence at a given frequency is
not known because the field itself is described by a large number of small
elements with local approximation functions. Therefore, the TM coefficients
need to be calculated outside of the loop, and the TMM functions as a mere
pre-processing tool. Moreover, calculations are inevitably based on (wrong)
estimates of the angle of incidence (e.g. normal incidence or averages over
multiple values). The use of a global method with a priori knowledge on the
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wave number components and thus the propagation directions of the dynamic
pressure field, such as the WBM, allows for a more efficient use of the TMM.
This makes the first goal of this dissertation clear: introduction of the TMM
in WB acoustic and vibro-acoustic system models and further improvement
of the TMM in a WB context. This way, a user-friendly tool and efficient
numerical technique is obtained which allows for quick predictions of the
impact of a multilayer material on the vibro-acoustic system dynamics.
Efficient and accurate models for detailed insight – The high complexity
of damping treatments makes it increasingly difficult to understand and make
detailed predictions of the dynamic behaviour of these materials. Numerical
techniques, together with improved experimental procedures, such as in the
work of Vivolo [239], can help in gaining a better understanding of these
materials and allow for a better characterisation.
Pioneering work by Deckers [63] brought insight in the dynamic behaviour of
2D poroelastic multilayers through efficient WB models. However, extension
to 3D problems is not obvious at the moment. Moreover, these material
layers often have very high aspect ratios and have additional inclusions and
stiffeners to further improve the performance. The WBM is not very effective
in these geometrically complex configurations and more flexible techniques,
such as the FEM, are necessary. These techniques, however, struggle with
the computational complexity of a fully coupled vibro-acoustic system model.
As such, the second goal of this dissertation is to come up with efficient
techniques that allow for high-accuracy numerical models of damping
treatments in a computationally cheap vibro-acoustic environment. This
way, detailed models can be created which enhance the understanding of the
operating principles of multilayer damping materials.
1.3.2 Achievements
To achieve this dual research goal, five main tasks are completed:
• Continuing on the pioneering work of Desmet [72], a framework is developed
to model plate bending problems with a distributed excitation using the
WBM. Two different strategies to come to a novel set of particular solutions
are explored thoroughly. One is based on the integration of the existing
particular solution function for a point source, the other one on a forward
and inverse transformation into the wave number domain. Especially the
second one opens a number of new applications. In a vibro-acoustic problem,
for example, this scheme allows the transformation of acoustic wave functions
into plate bending particular solutions. Also the case of a flat plate under
a broadband stochastic excitation, e.g. a diffuse sound field or a turbulent
boundary layer (TBL), is elegantly tackled in this framework.
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• Secondly, the TMM is introduced into the WBM, allowing very efficient
modelling of vibro-acoustic systems with complex damping treatments.
Moreover, the TMM and WBM can work in synergy; instead of calculating
the transfer coefficients in a pre-processing step, as is done in conventional
approaches, the available information of propagation direction of the wave
functions is exploited. Through the use of wave function dependent transfer
coefficients, the performance of the TMM is boosted in applications where the
impact of the boundary conditions is still negligible, but a correct estimate
for the angle of incidence is necessary.
• In a third task, the existing hybrid FE-WB techniques for acoustic-acoustic
coupling and vibro-acoustic coupling are extended. Given some small
modifications, the acoustic-acoustic FE-WBM can also allow for the use
of equivalent fluid models of a poroelastic material on the FE side. The
vibro-acoustic FE-WBM is extended to couple with FE models of solid
elastic continua, such as viscoelastic materials or equivalent solid models of
poroelastic materials.
• In some cases, the accuracy of TM models or equivalent fluid/solid models is
insufficient. Therefore, the hybrid FE-WB coupling schemes are extended with
a coupling between a poroelastic FE model and an acoustic WB model. Many
poroelastic FE implementations exist, all based on different formulations.
The two most conventional formulations are considered. For an acoustic-
poroelastic interface with an open pore network, novel coupling terms are
developed and validated. For an interface with a closed pore network, the
coupling strategies for solid continua can be used.
• The final task considers a novel class of hybrid approaches, now built around
the WBM for plate bending problems. For displacement-based FE models,
this extension has no added value. For e.g. vibro-acoustics, with a pressure-
based acoustic FE model, a hybrid strategy improves the prediction efficiency.
For the vibro-acoustic interface, the coupling terms between a WB plate
bending model and direct and modally reduced acoustic FE models are
detailed and validated.
1.4 Outline of the dissertation
This dissertation is divided into three main thematic parts and a conclusion. Part
I, including the present chapter, gives an overview of the broader research context
and state of the art in the matter. Part II focuses on the developments in WBM
itself, whereas Part III focuses on the extensions of the hybrid FE-WBM. The
dissertation is concluded in Part IV.
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1.4.1 Part I – Vibro-acoustic simulation including complex
damping treatments
Chapter 1 – The present chapter discusses the broader scientific context of
this dissertation. Themes that are touched upon are the emergence of
lightweight materials, the increased legislatory and commercial sensitivity to
vibro-acoustic problems, and the need for accurate mathematical models and
efficient numerical prediction techniques. It outlines the main research goals
and overviews the achievements of the presented research.
Chapter 2 – The second chapter gives an overview of the relevant mathematical
models and numerical modelling techniques in the literature for vibro-acoustic
modelling and simulation. The models for the vibro-acoustic problem and for
complex damping treatments are detailed, together with the mutual coupling
conditions. The last section focuses on numerical prediction techniques to
solve these mathematical models, such as element based techniques, transfer
matrix methods and Trefftz approaches.
Chapter 3 – Chapter 3 focuses on the Wave Based Method (WBM), which is the
core numerical technique in this dissertation. The general modelling approach
is explained and further detailed for 3D vibro-acoustic problems. The state
of the art of the method is applied to predict the dynamic behaviour of a
measurement setup for the characterisation of lightweight materials.
1.4.2 Part II – Wave Based methodologies
Chapter 4 – The WBM for plate bending problems is extended in Chapter 4
with particular solution functions that can deal with a distributed excitation
over the domain. This opens the application range of the WBM to a.o.
vibro-acoustic and weakly coupled aeroelastic problems.
Chapter 5 – With the extensions of the plate bending WBM in place, the
Transfer Matrix Method (TMM), an implicit method to model complex
damping treatments, can efficiently be introduced into acoustic and vibro-
acoustic WB system models. Moreover, the WBM contains additional
information about the dominant wave number components of the acoustic
pressure field, which can improve the prediction accuracy of the TMM.
These TM based approaches are validated against explicit hybrid FE-WB
models to assess their applicability and trustworthiness, both for narrowband
calculations and for the prediction of trends.
1.4.3 Part III – Hybrid Finite Element – Wave Based method-
ologies
Chapter 6 – Chapter 6 focuses on the introduction of more accurate, explicit
models of the damping layers into vibro-acoustic WB system models. It
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motivates the use of the hybrid FE-WB coupling scheme and presents two
modifications to the existing coupling schemes to extend their application
range to damping material modelling.
Chapter 7 – The development of a hybrid coupling between poroelastic FE
models and acoustic WB models is the topic of Chapter 7. The coupling
terms for different interface conditions and formulations for the poroelastic
material model are discussed and numerically validated.
Chapter 8 – In Chapter 8, a whole new family of hybrid approaches using
the plate bending WBM is discussed. Whereas hybrid couplings with
(visco/poro)elastic materials seem to make no sense, a hybrid coupling
between the Kirchhoff WBM and the acoustic FEM does. The coupling
terms for this hybrid approach are detailed and numerically validated.
1.4.4 Part IV – Conclusions
Chapter 9 – Chapter 9 summarises the dissertation and overviews once more
the main achievements of the research. Interesting topics for future research
based on the developments discussed in this thesis are formulated.

Chapter 2
State-of-the-art mathematical
models and numerical
techniques
A vibro-acoustic system is a complex mechanical system in which acoustic fluids
interact with vibrating structures; the acoustic pressure dynamically loads the
structure, whereas the structural vibrations on their turn excite the acoustic fluid.
The introduction of complex multilayered damping materials, as illustrated by
Figure 2.1, has two effects: (i) it physically insulates the acoustic cavity from
the vibrating structure in order to reduce the mutual coupling effects and (ii) it
dampens both the structural and acoustic vibrations through a number of complex
damping mechanisms. By assuming a steady-state behaviour, i.e. a time-harmonic
dynamic behaviour and through assumptions on the constitutive relations, relating
internal stress and deformation, a linear mathematical model of this problem can
be derived. However, due to their complexity, these models can generally not be
solved analytically and thus require appropriate numerical techniques.
This chapter presents an overview of the state-of-the-art mathematical models
and numerical modelling techniques for vibro-acoustic analysis of problems with
complex damping treatments. Section 2.1 separately reviews the mathematical
models for acoustics and elastodynamics and their vibro-acoustic coupling. Section
2.2 focuses on the mathematical models for common constituents of damping
treatments, i.e. viscoelastic and poroelastic materials and thin air gaps, and also
treats the coupling conditions between them and to the vibro-acoustic environment.
Section 2.3 gives an overview of the relevant techniques to solve these mathematical
models such as element based techniques, transfer matrix methods and Trefftz
based approaches. For all of them, the general procedure, the bottlenecks and the
improvements are detailed.
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y
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r
Figure 2.1: A general open 3D vibro-acoustic problem with a complex damping
treatment (light and dark grey) on some of the boundaries.
Note that this dissertation considers steady-state problems, using a harmonic form
x (r, t) = < (X (r)) ejωt, with X the complex amplitude of the field, ω = 2pif the
harmonic pulsation, t the time, r = [x y z]T the location in space and j2 = −1
the imaginary unit. Also note that the r-dependency is only written explicitly
at the formal definition of the parameter. The frequency dependency of material
properties is denoted by •˜.
2.1 Mathematical models for the vibro-acoustic prob-
lem
Removing all complex damping treatments from Figure 2.1, we get the bare vibro-
acoustic problem, shown in Figure 2.2. The steady-state dynamic behaviour is
described by two sets of variables. The first set describes the dynamic pressure
distribution pa inside the acoustic domain Ωa. The acoustic domain is in (partial)
contact with an elastic structure Ωe. The structural displacements ue form a
second set of variables. At their common boundary, these two sets of variables
mutually interact.
Section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 first treat the acoustic and the elastic problem separately.
Section 2.1.3 details the vibro-acoustic coupling terms between both.
2.1.1 Acoustic pressure fields
The acoustic domain Ωa is filled with an acoustic fluid, characterised by its speed
of sound ca =
√
γRT (where γ is the thermodynamic ratio of specific heats, R is
the fluid’s gas constant and T is the absolute temperature), and its ambient fluid
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Figure 2.2: A general 3D vibro-acoustic problem illustrating the open acoustic
domain Ωa and the elastic domain Ωe.
density ρa. The steady-state behaviour of the acoustic pressure pa (r) is described
by the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation [167] under the assumption of a linear,
inviscid and adiabatic fluid behaviour:
r ∈ Ωa :∇2pa + k2apa = Qa, (2.1)
where
ka =
ω
ca
(2.2)
is the acoustic wave number, ∇2• = ∂2•∂x2 + ∂
2•
∂y2 +
∂2•
∂z2 the Laplacian operator,
and Qa an acoustic source term, for example an acoustic point source Qa,q(r) =
−jρaqδ (r, rq) with δ (•, ?) the Dirac delta function, rq = [xq yq zq]T the location
of the source and q its amplitude.
As a scalar second-order differential equation, the Helmholtz equation requires
one condition at every point of the problem boundary in order to be well-posed.
The conditions on the boundary Γa = ∂Ωab of the acoustic domain can either be
acoustic boundary conditions (Γavn ∪ Γap ∪ ΓaZn) or multi-physical coupling terms
(Γamp). For the latter, also see Section 2.1.3 and 2.2.4.
The common acoustic boundary conditions can be expressed as follows:
• Imposed normal velocity:
r ∈ Γavn : Ravn(r) = Lavn [pa]− van = 0, (2.3)
with van(r) the imposed normal velocity distribution and Lavn [•] the normal
velocity operator defined as
Lavn [•] =
j
ρaω
∂•
∂n
, (2.4)
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with ∂•∂n = ∇ • ·n the normal derivative and the unit normal vector to the
boundary n = [nx ny nz]T.
• Imposed pressure:
r ∈ Γap : Rap(r) = pa − pa = 0, (2.5)
with pa(r) the imposed pressure distribution.
• Imposed normal impedance:
r ∈ ΓaZn : RaZn(r) = Lavn [pa]−
pa
Z
a
n
= 0, (2.6)
with Zan(r) the imposed normal acoustic impedance distribution.
On the boundary at infinity Γa∞, the Sommerfeld radiation condition for outgoing
waves is applied [50]. This condition ensures that no acoustic energy is reflected
back and is expressed as:
r ∈ Γa∞ : Ra∞(r) = lim|r|→∞ |r|
(
∂pa
∂ |r| − jkap
a
)
= 0. (2.7)
Solution of the governing differential equation (2.1), together with the associated
boundary conditions (2.4)-(2.6) and (2.7), yields the unknown acoustic pressure
distribution pa in the acoustic domain Ωa.
2.1.2 Elastic vibrations
The domain Ωe consists of an elastically deformable solid material. The steady-state
displacements are written as: ue(r) =
[
uex u
e
y u
e
z
]T. For an elastic continuum, the
momentum equation can be written as:
∇ · σe = −ω2ρeue − fe, (2.8)
with ρe the volumetric material density, fe(r) the body forces per unit volume and
σe(r) the elastic stress tensor. This tensor is symmetric and is denoted as:
σe(r) =
 σexx σexy σexzσeyx σeyy σeyz
σezx σ
e
zy σ
e
zz
 . (2.9)
Assuming a linear elastic, isotropic material, the constitutive relation, relating
stress and strain, is:
σe = λeeI + 2Ge, (2.10)
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where I is the identity matrix, ee(r) is the volumetric strain, also known as
dilatation:
ee(r) =∇ · ue = ∂u
e
x
∂x
+
∂uey
∂y
+ ∂u
e
z
∂z
, (2.11)
and e(r) is the symmetric small strain tensor:
e(r) =
 exx exy exzeyx eyy eyz
ezx 
e
zy 
e
zz

=

∂uex
∂x
1
2
(
∂uey
∂x +
∂uex
∂y
)
1
2
(
∂uez
∂x +
∂uex
∂z
)
1
2
(
∂uex
∂y +
∂uey
∂x
)
∂uey
∂y
1
2
(
∂uez
∂y +
∂uey
∂z
)
1
2
(
∂uex
∂z +
∂uez
∂x
)
1
2
(
∂uey
∂z +
∂uez
∂y
)
∂uez
∂z
 .
(2.12)
The parameters λ and G are the two Lamé coefficients. They relate to the commonly
used Young’s modulus E with a structural loss factor ηl and Poisson ratio ν through:
λ = E (1 + jηl) ν(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) , (2.13)
and:
G = E (1 + jηl)2(1 + ν) . (2.14)
Substitution of the constitutive relation (2.10) into the momentum equation (2.8)
leads to the well-known Navier-Cauchy equation [145]:
G∇2ue +∇ [(λ+G) ee] + ω2ρeue = −fe. (2.15)
As a vectorial second-order differential equation, the Navier-Cauchy equation
requires one condition in every coordinate direction at every point of the problem
boundary in order to be well-posed. Typically, these can be grouped into conditions
normal to the boundary (•n = • · n) and conditions tangential (shearing) to the
boundary (•s = • · s with the tangential unit vector s = [sx sy sz]T and n · s = 0).
The conditions on the boundary Γe = ∂Ωe of the elastic domain can either be
elastic boundary conditions (Γeki ∪ Γeme ∪ Γemi) or multi-physical coupling terms
(Γemp). For the latter, also see Section 2.1.3, and 2.2.4.
The common elastic boundary conditions can be expressed as follows:
• Kinematic boundary conditions with prescribed values for the displacements:
r ∈ Γeki :
{
Reun(r) = uen − u¯en = 0,
Reus(r) = ues − u¯es = 0,
(2.16)
with u¯en(r) and u¯s(r) the prescribed values for the displacement components
normal and tangential to the boundary. A special case is a fixed boundary
condition with zero values for all displacements.
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• Mechanical boundary conditions with prescribed values for the stress
resultants:
r ∈ Γeme :
{
Reσen(r) = σ
e
n − σ¯n = 0,
Reσes (r) = σ
e
s − σ¯s = 0, (2.17)
with σ¯n(r) and σ¯s(r) the prescribed values of the stress resultant components
normal and tangential to the boundary. A special case is a free boundary
condition with zero values for all stress resultants.
• Mixed boundary conditions with prescribed values of the displacements and
stress resultants:
r ∈ Γemi :
{
Reun(r) = uen − u¯n = 0,
Reσes (r) = σ
e
s − σ¯s = 0, (2.18)
or vice versa. A special case is a rolling boundary condition with zero values
for the normal displacement and the tangential stress resultant.
Solution of the governing differential equation (2.15), together with the associated
boundary conditions (2.16)-(2.18), yields the unknown dynamic displacement ue
in the elastic domain Ωe.
In an elastic continuum, one compressional wave and one shear wave can propagate.
Their respective wave numbers ke,l and ke,t can be calculated as follows:
ke,l =
ω2ρe
λ+ 2G, (2.19)
ke,t =
ω2ρe
G
. (2.20)
Plates – Thin elastic layers
When the elastic domain Ωe is sufficiently thin in one direction, as Figure 2.3a
shows, it is considered a plate with a given thickness h.
By introducing additional assumptions on the dynamic behaviour, the steady-
state displacement is uniquely defined by the translational displacements ub(r) =[
ubx u
b
y u
b
z
]T of the middle plane and the rotations θb(r) = [θbx θby]T relative to
this middle plane. The conventions are illustrated in Figure 2.3a. For the ease of
notation, it is assumed that the xy-plane is the middle plane of the plate. The
thickness is thus in the z-direction.
The common assumption is that planar sections normal to the middle plane remain
planar during deformation. This implies that ubx and uby vary linearly over the
thickness of the plate. Moreover, if we consider the middle plane to be a geometric
symmetry plane, the out-of-plane bending behaviour is decoupled from the in-plane
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y,uby
Ω
θby
θbx
(a) Variable naming convention.
x
y
z
Ω
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nb
mbxdy
qbxdymbxydy
qbydx
mbydx
mbxydx m
b
nds
mbnsdsqbnds
(b) Bending forces and moments.
Figure 2.3: Variable naming convention and definition of the bending forces and
moments for a flat plate [226].
membrane behaviour. In this case, the following relation between ub and θb holds:{
ubx
uby
}
= z
{
θbx
θby
}
. (2.21)
From this relation, the bending strain-displacement relation is derived:
b(r) =
[
ebxx e
b
xy
ebxy e
b
yy
]
= z

∂θbx
∂x
1
2
(
∂θbx
∂y +
∂θby
∂x
)
1
2
(
∂θbx
∂y +
∂θby
∂x
)
∂θby
∂y

= zχb(r).
(2.22)
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Secondly, a plane stress condition is assumed. With the in-plane stress tensor σb
and the transverse shear stress vector τb defined as:
σb(r) =
[
σbxx σ
b
xy
σbxy σ
b
yy
]
, (2.23)
τb(r) =
{
σbxz
σbyz
}
, (2.24)
the bending stress-strain relation for linear elastic isotropic materials can be written
(in a condensed form) as:
σbxx
σbyy
σbxy
 = E(1 + jηl)1− ν2
1 ν 0ν 1 0
0 0 1−ν2

ebxx
ebyy
ebxy
 , (2.25)
{
σbxz
σbyz
}
= Gγb. (2.26)
Figure 2.3b shows the bending forces and moments acting on the plate [226]. The
stress resultants, i.e. the plate moments and forces, are defined as follows:
• The bending moments mbx and mby and the twisting moment mbxy:
mb(r) =
[
mbx(r) mbxy(r)
mbxy(r) mby(r)
]
=
∫ h/2
−h/2
zσbdz. (2.27)
• The transverse shear forces qbx and qby:
qb(r) =
{
qbx(r)
qby(r)
}
=
∫ h/2
−h/2
zτbdz. (2.28)
Up to this point, the two important plate bending theories, i.e. the Reissner-Mindlin
thick plate theory and the Kirchhoff thin plate theory correspond. The crucial
difference between both is in the definition of the transverse shear strain γb. This
will be elaborated further.
Reissner-Mindlin
Figure 2.4 illustrates the kinematics in the Reissner-Mindlin thick plate theory
[166, 191]. In this framework, the transverse shear strain can be written as:
γb =∇ubz + θb. (2.29)
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Figure 2.4: Kinematic relations between ubz, θby and γbyz in the Reissner-Mindlin
thick plate theory.
In real plates, however, transverse shear strain cannot be constant over the thickness
as it has to be zero on the top and bottom free surface. Through the introduction
of a scaling factor κ2, the parabolic shear in real plates is accounted for. Eq. (2.28)
is transformed into
qb = κ2hGγb. (2.30)
Writing the equilibrium equations and substituting the stress-strain (2.22) and
strain-displacement relations (2.25)-(2.26) eventually leads to the following coupled
set of differential equations:
∇ ·mb − qb + ω
2ρeh
3
12 θ
b =0, (2.31)
∇ · qb + ω2ρehubz − p (rd) + Fzδ (r, rF) =0, (2.32)
The plate is excited by a distributed normal load p(rd) on a part Ωbd of the free
surface and a normal point force Fz in the point rF = [xF yF zF ]T, as shown in
Figure 2.5.
The Reissner-Mindlin equations (2.31)-(2.32), being a set of three coupled second-
order differential equations, require three boundary conditions at every point of
the problem boundary Γb = ∂Ωb = Γbki ∪ Γbme ∪ Γbmi.
The common boundary conditions can be expressed as follows:
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Figure 2.5: General plate bending problem with a point force Fz at location rF
and a distributed excitation p(rd) over the surface Ωd.
• Kinematic boundary conditions with prescribed values for the displacements
and rotations:
r ∈ Γbki :

Rmuz (r) = ubz − ubz = 0,
Rmθn(r) = Lmθn
[
θb
] − θbn = 0,
Rmθs(r) = Lmθs
[
θb
] − θbs = 0, (2.33)
with ubz(r), θ
b
n(r) and θ
b
s(r) the prescribed values for the out-of-plane
displacement and the normal and transverse rotation respectively, as defined
by Figure 2.3b. The related differential operators are defined as:
Lmθn [•] = • · nb, (2.34)
Lmθs [•] = • · sb, (2.35)
with nb and sb the normal and tangential vector to the boundary, respectively,
as indicated in Figure 2.3b.
A special case is a clamped boundary condition with zero values for the
displacement and the rotations.
• Mechanical boundary conditions with prescribed values for the stress
resultants:
r ∈ Γbme :

Rmqn(r) = Lmqn
[
ubz,θ
b] − qbn = 0,
Rmmn(r) = Lmmn
[
θb
] − mbn = 0,
Rmmns(r) = Lmmns
[
θb
] − mbns = 0, (2.36)
with qbn(r), mbn(r), mbns(r) the prescribed values for the shear force, bending-
and twisting moment, respectively. The differential operators associated with
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these derivative quantities are defined as:
Lmmn [•] = D
((
(nbx)2 + ν(nby)2
) ∂•x
∂x
+ nbxnby(1− ν)
∂•x
∂y
+nbxnby(1− ν)
∂•y
∂x
+
(
(nbx)2 + ν(nby)2
) ∂•y
∂y
)
,
(2.37)
Lmmns [•] =
D(1− ν)
2
(
−2nbxnby
∂•x
∂x
+
(
(nbx)2 − (nby)2
) ∂•x
∂y
+
(
(nbx)2 − (nby)2
) ∂•y
∂x
− 2nbxnby
∂•y
∂y
)
,
(2.38)
Lmqn [•, ?] = Gκ2h
∂•
∂nb
+ ? · nb, (2.39)
with the bending stiffness D:
D = E(1 + jηl)h
3
12(1− ν2) . (2.40)
A special case is a free boundary condition with zero values for the shear
force, the bending- and twisting moment.
• Mixed boundary conditions with prescribed values for the displacements and
bending moment. Depending on the constraint on the tangential rotations,
the condition is referred to as a soft support:
r ∈ Γbmi :

Rmuz (r) = ubz − ubz = 0,
Rmmn(r) = Lmmn
[
θb
] − mbn = 0,
Rmmns(r) = Lmmns
[
θb
] − mbns = 0, (2.41)
or a hard support:
r ∈ Γbmi :

Rmuz (r) = ubz − ubz = 0,
Rmmn(r) = Lmmn
[
θb
] − mbn = 0,
Rmθs(r) = Lmθs
[
θb
] − θbs = 0. (2.42)
A special case is the simply supported boundary condition with zero values
for the displacement and the bending moment. Most often the soft support
(2.41) is used [19].
Solution of the governing differential equations (2.31)-(2.32), together with the
associated boundary conditions (2.33),(2.36),(2.41)-(2.42), yields the unknown
dynamic displacement ubz of the middle plane of the plate Ωb and the rotations θb
around it.
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As predicted by the Reissner-Mindlin theory, three different wave types can exist
in a plate: two in-plane shearing wave types and one bending wave type. The
corresponding wave numbers kms1 and k
m
s2 and k
m
b are [136]:
kms1 =
√
1
2A1
[
A2 +A3 +
√
(A2 −A3)2 + 4
A1
]
, (2.43)
kms2 =
√
1
2A1
[
A2 +A3 −
√
(A2 −A3)2 + 4
A1
]
, (2.44)
kmb =
√
2
1− ν
[
A1A2 − 1
A3
]
, (2.45)
with:
A1 =
ρehω
2
D
, (2.46)
A2 =
D
κ2Gh
, (2.47)
A3 =
h2
12 . (2.48)
Kirchhoff
The Kirchhoff thin plate bending theory [132] neglects the transverse shear strain.
This means that sections normal to the middle plane not only remain flat, but
also remain normal under deformation. See Figure 2.4 for a problem sketch. This
assumption eliminates the rotations θb as a variable:
∇ubz = −θb. (2.49)
Therefore, the transverse displacement of the middle plane ubz uniquely defines the
steady-state dynamic displacement of the plate. This way, the Reissner-Mindlin
equations can be simplified and eventually lead to the following fourth-order partial
differential equation:
∇4ubz −
(
kkb
)4
ubz =
Fz
D
δ(r, rF)− p(rd)
D
, (2.50)
where ∇4 = ∂4∂x4 + 2 ∂
4
∂x2y2 +
∂4
∂y4 is the biharmonic operator. The wave number for
plate bending kkb is defined as:
kkb =
4
√
ω2ρeh
D
. (2.51)
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This wave number kkb is closely related to the wave number kmb predicted by the
Reissner-Mindlin plate theory (2.45). The Kirchhoff bending wave number kkb is
denoted kb for the remainder of the dissertation.
The Kirchhoff equation (2.50), being a fourth-order partial differential equation,
requires two conditions at every point of the problem boundary Γb = ∂Ωb =
Γbki ∪ Γbme ∪ Γbmi.
The common boundary conditions can be expressed as follows:
• Kinematic boundary conditions with prescribed values for the displacements
and rotations:
r ∈ Γbki :
{
Rkuz (r) = ubz − ubz = 0,
Rkθn(r) = Lkθn [uz] − θ
b
n = 0.
(2.52)
The operator Lkθn [•] is defined as:
Lkθn [•] = −
∂•
∂nb
. (2.53)
A special case is a clamped boundary condition with zero values for the
displacement and the normal rotation.
• Mechanical boundary conditions with prescribed values for the stress
resultants. However, since only two boundary conditions can be imposed, the
shear force qbn and the twisting moment mbns are combined into a generalised
shear force Qbn such that:
Qbn(r) = qbn +
∂mbns
∂sb
. (2.54)
With this generalised shear force, the mechanical boundary conditions are
defined as:
r ∈ Γbme :
{
Rkmn(r) = Lkmn
[
ubz
] − mbn = 0,
RkQn(r) = LkQn
[
ubz
] − Qbn = 0, (2.55)
with Qbn(r) the prescribed value for the generalised shear force. The operators
Lkmn [•] and LkQn [•] are defined as follows:
Lkmn [•] = −D
(
∂2•
∂(nb)2 + ν
∂2•
∂(sb)2
)
, (2.56)
LkQn [•] = −D
∂•
∂nb
[
∂2•
∂(nb)2 + (2− ν)
∂2•
∂(sb)2
]
, (2.57)
A special case is a free boundary condition with zero values for the bending
moment and the generalised shear force.
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• Mixed boundary conditions with prescribed values for the displacement and
bending moment:
r ∈ Γbmi :
{
Rkuz (r) = ubz − ubz = 0,
Rkmn(r) = Lkmbn
[
ubz
] − mbn = 0. (2.58)
A special case is a simply supported boundary condition with zero values for
the displacements and the bending moment.
Solution of the governing differential equation (2.50), together with the associated
boundary conditions (2.52),(2.55),(2.58), yields the unknown dynamic displacement
ubz of the middle plane of the plate Ωb.
Comparison
As a side note, the accuracy of the Kirchhoff theory is sufficient in many
applications. Even though its validity deteriorates as the bending wavelength
λb comes increasingly close to the plate thickness h, typically, the Kirchhoff theory
can be safely (< 10% error with relation to a solid description) used for λb > 6h
[55]. For higher frequency or thicker plates, the transverse shear can no longer be
ignored and the Reissner-Mindlin thick plate theory should be applied. This theory
holds, depending on the exact value of κ2 up to values λ ≈ h [205]. In typical
vibro-acoustic simulations, the Kirchhoff hypothesis holds well, as is illustrated in
Section 4.4.1 on two coupled vibro-acoustic examples.
2.1.3 Coupling conditions
This section discusses the acoustic-acoustic, elastic-elastic and acoustic-elastic (i.e.
vibro-acoustic) coupling conditions.
Acoustic-acoustic coupling
The acoustic-acoustic coupling occurs when two acoustic fluid models are coupled
along their common interface. Although this seems a non-physical situation, it is a
necessary continuity condition in the coupling of two separate numerical models.
This can e.g. be the case when substructuring techniques are applied or when
different techniques are coupled together in a hybrid way. Moreover, in some
specific cases, poroelastic materials can be described using an equivalent fluid
model, which results in a Helmholtz equation.
Two conditions need to be specified to couple the acoustic domains Ωa1 and Ωa2
along their common acoustic-acoustic interface Γaa = Γa1 ∩Γa2 : a pressure-velocity
(p, vn) coupling or an impedance (Zcpl) coupling.
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(p, vn) coupling In a pressure-velocity coupling, the continuity of the acoustic
pressure along the interface and of the normal velocity perpendicular to the interface
is imposed through following residuals:
r ∈ Γaa :
{
Raap (r) = pa1 − pa2 = 0,
Raavn(r) = Lavn [pa1 ] + Lavn [pa2 ] = 0.
(2.59)
Zcpl coupling Alternatively, in an impedance coupling scheme, the acoustic
pressure and normal velocity of a domain are combined into an equivalent normal
velocity [26, 181]:
r ∈ Γaa :

RaaZ+(r) =
[
Lavn [pa1 ]− p
a1
Zcpl
]
−[
−Lavn [pa2 ]− p
a2
Zcpl
]
= 0,
RaaZ−(r) =
[
−Lavn [pa1 ]− p
a1
Zcpl
]
−[
Lavn [pa2 ]− p
a2
Zcpl
]
= 0.
(2.60)
The coupling impedance Zcpl can in principle be chosen freely. However, as the
work of Pluymers [179] shows, it performs best when Zcpl is based on the plane
wave impedance ρaca.
Elastic-elastic interface
The elastic-elastic coupling occurs when two different elastic material domains Ωe1
and Ωe2 are coupled along their common interface Γee = Γe1 ∩ Γe2 . Typically two
interface types are considered: a fixed coupling where components are forced to
move together and a sliding coupling, where an infinitesimally thin air gap between
the materials is assumed.
Fixed interface Along a fixed interface Γeefx there is continuity of all displacement
components and stress components across the interface; the two elastic continua
are rigidly connected to each other:
r ∈ Γeefx :
{
Reeu (r) = ue1 − ue2 = 0,
Reeσ (r) = σe1 − σe2 = 0. (2.61)
Sliding interface When two materials are coupled along a sliding interface Γeesl ,
only the normal components of displacement and stress are continuous. The shear
stress in both materials is zero at the interface; they can freely slide against each
other:
r ∈ Γeesl :

Reeun(r) = ue1n − ue2n = 0,
Reeσn(r) = σe1n − σe2n = 0,
Reeσs,sl(r) = σ
e1
s = 0,
Reeσs,sl(r) = σ
e2
s = 0.
(2.62)
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Elastic-acoustic (vibro-acoustic) coupling
In a coupled vibro-acoustic system, the pressure field pa in the acoustic domain
and the elastic displacement ue in the structural component mutually affect each
other on the ‘wetted’ interaction surface Γae = Γa ∩ Γe. The acoustic pressure
dynamically loads the structure whereas the structural normal displacement excites
the surrounding fluid particles:
r ∈ Γae :
{
Raevn(r) = Lavn [pa] − jωuen(r) = 0,
Reeσn(r) = pa + σen = 0.
(2.63)
When coupling to an elastic plate, the pressure loading is not made through a
boundary residual but by directly replacing p in equations (2.32) and (2.50) by pa.
2.2 Mathematical models for complex damping treat-
ments
Complex damping treatments typically consist of (a number of) thin layers of
viscoelastic and poroelastic material layers, combined with thin air gaps. By
combining materials with different material properties at a discontinuous interface,
very localised near-field effects are generated and a dynamic decoupling between
both sides of the multilayer is achieved. These materials operate on a number of
complex, frequency-dependent damping mechanisms to damp out undesired noise
and vibrations.
This section gives a selective overview of the commonly used mathematical
models for each of the constituents of complex damping treatments, their mutual
coupling conditions and their coupling conditions to the vibro-acoustic environment,
respectively.
2.2.1 Viscoelastic materials
A special type of elastic materials is the viscoelastic material. These materials
typically consist of long macro-molecular chains of small entities called monomers.
They have a complex dynamic behaviour, which can be situated somewhere in
between a (crystalline) solid and a (viscous) fluid. Moreover, its dynamic behaviour
strongly depends on temperature and on frequency. Between both, an equivalence
relation exists [128]. Typically three zones can be distinguished, as shown in
Figure 2.6: (i) a ‘rubbery’ state with low stiffness and relatively low damping (low
frequency, high temperature); (ii) a transition zone with high damping around the
glass transition frequency/temperature; (iii) a ‘glassy’ state with high stiffness and
low damping (high frequency, low temperature).
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Figure 2.6: Frequency-temperature dependence of the G modulus [198].
In the field of linear viscoelasticity, the same linearised constitutive laws as in
regular elasticity (2.15) are used, be it with a frequency dependency of the material
parameters. A number of models to determine the complex shear modulus G are
available. This modulus is also known as the second Lamé coefficient N or µ.
The most basic models relate elastic and viscous behaviour through an equivalent
model consisting of a spring and/or a dashpot [87]:
• Kelvin-Voigt (Figure 2.7a):
G˜ = G+ jωη, (2.64)
• Maxwell (Figure 2.7b):
G˜ = Gjωη
G+ jωη , (2.65)
• Zener (Figure 2.7c):
G˜ = G0 +
Gjωη
G+ jωη . (2.66)
These models can be further generalised to represent more complex frequency
dependent behaviour. A commonly used approach is the Generalised Maxwell
(GM) model [244], shown in Figure 2.8a, which describes the complex modulus as
n Maxwell models in parallel with a static spring:
G˜ = G0 +
n∑
k=1
Gkjωηk
Gk + jωηk
, (2.67)
where G0 is the relaxed shear modulus and Gk and ηk are the respective shear
modulus and loss factor of the k-th spring-damper system.
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Figure 2.7: Basic equivalent models for viscoelastic frequency-dependency [198].
Other variants exist. The model of Golla-Hugues-McTavish (GHM) [95, 163]
is a Generalised Maxwell model where between each spring-dashpot system an
additional mass is placed. The Anelastic Displacement Fields (ADF) method
[151, 152]) is a generalised Kelvin-Voigt model.
Another improvement is the extension of the concepts of spring and dashpot. A so-
called springpot model, can apply more complex stress-strain relations of fractional
order α and with a relaxation time constant τ :
σ = ταG∂
αe
∂tα
. (2.68)
Fractional Derivatives (FD) models [20, 91, 106] combine this springpot principle
with e.g. a Zener model, as shown in Figure 2.8b:
G˜ = G0 +G∞ (jωτ)
α
1 + (jωτ)α , (2.69)
where G∞ is the unrelaxed shear modulus.
All these models generate a complex G modulus, which can be plugged into the
elastic Navier-Cauchy equation (2.15).
Because of its many parameters and thus high flexibility to give a reliable correlation
with measurements, the GM model is most commonly used in the industrial
practice. However, the FD model shows potential, especially in view of material
characterisation through optimisation, since only 4 parameters are required.
For a more thorough overview of linear and nonlinear viscoelastic materials, the
reader is referred to the reference textbook of Ferry [87].
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Figure 2.8: Advanced models for viscoelastic frequency-dependency [198].
2.2.2 Poroelastic materials
The poroelastic material domain Ωp consists of a porous solid, i.e. a frame of an
elastically deformable material which is interpenetrated by a network of pores,
saturated by an acoustic fluid. The distribution between both is described by
the porosity φ, i.e. the volume ratio between the open pore volume and the
total volume. Many mathematical models of various degrees of accuracy and
complexity exist. This section gives a very brief overview, with a strong focus
on the Johnson-Champoux-Allard (JCA) model and the Biot theory. To this
extent, it gradually builds up from empirical relations, to analytical and semi-
phenomenological equivalent fluid models and eventually the full Biot theory.
Empirical relations
For simplicity, empirical relations based on a small number of parameters are
often used in purely acoustic models. Delany and Bazley [70] provide a simplified
model for fibrous materials, based on the static flow resistivity σ of the porous
material. These were further adapted by Miki [165] to prevent non-physical values
for the surface impedance at low frequency. Other models and extensions exist, e.g.
[137, 243], but nevertheless the laws by Delany and Bazley and Miki are widespread.
Rigid frame equivalent fluid models
By assuming that the poroelastic material has a rigid, motionless frame, the
propagation in the pores can be described by an equivalent fluid model which is
governed by a Helmholtz equation:
∇2pri + k˜2ripri = 0, (2.70)
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with pri(r) the pore pressure and the frequency dependent wave number k˜ri defined
as:
k˜ri = ω
√
ρ˜ri
K˜ri
, (2.71)
with ρ˜ri = ρ˜f/φ and K˜ri = K˜f/φ the frequency dependent effective density and
effective bulk modulus of the equivalent fluid. Different models have been presented
through the years to describe the behaviour of these parameters. Typically the
effective bulk modulus K˜f governs the thermal losses and the effective density ρ˜f
describes the viscous losses in the fluid.
A first analytical model considers the exact solution of the propagation of sound
in a uniform, rigid, cylindrical tube, given by Kirchhoff [133], starting from the
linearised Navier-Stokes equations, the mass conservation equation, the ideal gas
law and the thermal conductivity equation. Kosten and Zwikker [139] used a
simplified approach and treated thermal conductivity and viscosity separately
using low- and high-frequency asymptotes. Stinson [206] has further validated
their approximation for a wide range of tube radii and frequencies. The simplified
equations can be found in [4, 206].
In general, however, the pore geometry of a porous material is highly complicated.
As such, it is not possible to straightforwardly calculate the viscous and thermal
interactions between the fluid in the pores and the frame material. Therefore, mostly
phenomenological models are applied. After some initial steps by Attenborough
[16], the work of Johnson et al. [125] and Champoux and Allard [44] led to the
so-called Johnson-Champoux-Allard (JCA) model, which introduces characteristic
parameters on the pore micro-structure. Most often, these parameters are obtained
via measurements, but they can also be retrieved from micro-structure simulations
[108, 177, 178]
The first parameter, the tortuosity α∞, takes the difference in relative length due
to the pore network complexity into account. According to the JCA model, the
tortuosity directly affects the effective density of the fluid:
ρ˜f (ω) = ρaα˜, (2.72)
with α˜, the dynamic tortuosity, a function to take into account the frequency-
dependent viscous effects [125]. The viscous interaction between air and the pore
walls is known exactly at the low- and the high frequency asymptote. In the
intermediate frequency regime an analytical interpolation function is used:
α˜ = α∞
[
1 + σφjωρaα∞
G˜J
]
, (2.73)
where G˜J is a relaxation function which takes into account the transition from
micro-scale Stokes flow at very low frequency to inviscid flow as high frequency
asymptote:
G˜J =
√
1 + 4jα
2∞ηaρaω
σ2Λ2φ2 , (2.74)
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where ηa is the dynamic fluid viscosity and Λ is the viscous characteristic length
scale [125].
In a similar way, a function α˜′ can be used [144] to take into account the transition
from isothermal to adiabatic heat exchange:
K˜ = γP0
γ − (γ−1)α˜′
. (2.75)
Again, the thermal interaction is known exactly at low and high frequency.
Champoux and Allard [44] have shown that the equivalent bulk modulus is
controlled by a different aspect of the pore geometry, introducing the thermal
characteristic length scale Λ′. Following their approach, α˜′ is given by:
α˜′ = 1 + 8ηajΛ′2Prωρa
√
1 + jρa
ωPrΛ′2
16ηa
, (2.76)
where the Prandtl number Pr expresses the ratio between kinematic viscosity and
thermal diffusivity:
Pr = cpηa
k
, (2.77)
with cp the specific heat under constant pressure and k the thermal conductivity
of the fluid.
Beside the Johnson-Champoux-Allard model using 5 parameters, Wilson [245]
uses relaxation processes instead of a low and high frequency asymptote to come
up with a model with 4 parameters. Also more advanced models similar to JCA
with more parameters can be found. Lafarge et al. [144] introduce the static
thermal permeability k′0 to better describe thermal effects in the low frequency
range. Modified expressions of the dynamic density and the dynamic bulk modulus
for the low-frequency asymptote were proposed by introducing the static viscous
tortuosity α0 and the static thermal tortuosity α′0 [143, 144, 185]. Those extended
models are, however, rarely used, as the new parameters should be characterised.
A comparison between a number of models can be found in [4, 172, 176].
Biot theory
When the elastic behaviour of the frame can not be ignored, its vibrations and the
mutual interaction with the fluid also need to be accounted for. The Biot theory
[32, 33, 34] is most commonly used to model the fully coupled dynamic behaviour of
poroelastic materials. It applies a homogenised solid and fluid continuum description
on a macroscopic level. This is justified when the characteristic dimensions of the
material, e.g. the pore size, are small as compared to characteristic dimensions on
the macroscopic level, e.g. the wavelengths of the different types of propagating
waves [41, 184]. The interaction between both phases is described using coupling
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parameters which are derived from measurable macroscopic properties. Fluid-
structure interaction occurs throughout the whole material, and the different waves
can be strongly coupled.
According to the Biot theory, the momentum equations can be written as:
∇ · σs =− ω2ρ1us − (ω2ρi − jωb˜)(us − uf ), (2.78)
∇ · σf =− ω2ρ2uf − (ω2ρi − jωb˜)(uf − us), (2.79)
with σ• the partial stress tensor and u• the displacement vector of phase •. The
partial stress tensor of the solid phase σs is symmetric and is denoted as:
σs(r) =
 σsxx σsxy σsxzσsyx σsyy σsyz
σszx σ
s
zy σ
s
zz
 . (2.80)
The partial stress tensor of the fluid phase σf is denoted as:
σf (r) =
 σf 0 00 σf 0
0 0 σf
 , (2.81)
with the scalar σf proportional to the hydrostatic fluid pore pressure pf (r):
σf = −φpf . (2.82)
The partial stress tensors can be combined in the total stress tensor σt:
σt(r) = σs + σf . (2.83)
The first term in the right hand side of equation (2.78) takes into account the
inertia of the solid frame. The density ρ1 = (1 − φ)ρs is the bulk density of the
solid phase. The second term in the right hand side depends on the relative motion
between the solid and the fluid phase and contains two dynamic coupling effects.
Due to the viscosity of the fluid, viscous drag forces are generated between the fluid
and the solid phase when both phases move with a relative velocity with respect
to each other. The frequency dependent viscous drag b˜ accounts for this effect and
is given by [125]:
b˜ = σφ2G˜J . (2.84)
Due to the complex pore geometry, inertial interactions occur between the two
vibrating phases, which can be taken into account by introducing an inertial
coupling term ρi, which depends on the porosity and the tortuosity:
ρi = φρa(α∞ − 1). (2.85)
Similarly, the first term in the right hand side of equation (2.79), with ρ2 = φρa
the bulk density of the fluid phase, takes into account the inertia of the fluid
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phase. Due to the principle of action and reaction, the same viscous and inertial
interactions apply as in equation (2.78), but with an opposite sign.
According to the theory of Biot, the constitutive relations are:
σs = [A˜es + Q˜ef ]I + 2Ns, (2.86)
σf = [Q˜es + R˜ef ]I, (2.87)
where I is the identity matrix, e•(r) is the volumetric strain of phase •, also known
as dilatation:
e•(r) =∇ · u• = ∂u
•
x
∂x
+
∂u•y
∂y
+ ∂u
•
z
∂z
, (2.88)
and s(r) is the symmetric small strain tensor of the solid phase:
s(r) =
 sxx sxy sxzsyx syy syz
szx 
s
zy 
s
zz

=

∂usx
∂x
1
2
(
∂usy
∂x +
∂usx
∂y
)
1
2
(
∂usz
∂x +
∂usx
∂z
)
1
2
(
∂usx
∂y +
∂usy
∂x
)
∂usy
∂y
1
2
(
∂usz
∂y +
∂usy
∂z
)
1
2
(
∂usx
∂z +
∂usz
∂x
)
1
2
(
∂usy
∂z +
∂usz
∂y
)
∂usz
∂z
 .
(2.89)
The parameter N is the second Lamé coefficient of the solid frame material, Q˜ is a
dilatational coupling factor describing fluid stress dependence on frame dilatation
and conversely frame stress dependence on fluid dilatation and R˜ can be interpreted
as the fluid phase bulk stiffness at zero frame dilatation. Expressions for the elastic
constants N , R˜, Q˜ and A˜ can be found by using Biot’s ‘gedanken experiments’ [35].
Assuming that the bulk modulus of the elastic solid from which the frame is made
Ks is very large as compared to the bulk modulus of the porous material in vacuo
Kb and the bulk modulus of the fluid in the pores K˜f , simple expressions for the
elastic constants can be found:
A˜ = λ+ (1− φ)
2
φ
K˜f , (2.90)
Q˜ = (1− φ)K˜f , (2.91)
R˜ = φK˜f , (2.92)
with λ = Eν(1+ν)(1−2ν) the first Lamé coefficient of the solid phase material. The
JCA model can be used to evaluate the bulk modulus of the fluid in the pores K˜f .
Several ways to include structural damping can be applied, such as for instance
the Augmented Hooke’s Law (AHL) [77, 99, 112]. The Lamé coefficients are then
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augmented with complex and frequency dependent damping functions which take
into account relaxation processes.
The substitution of the constitutive relations (2.86)-(2.87) into the momentum
equations (2.78)-(2.79) leads to the Biot equations:
N∇2us +∇[(λ+ Q˜
2
R˜
+N)es + Q˜ef ] = −ω2(ρ˜11us + ρ˜12uf ), (2.93)
∇[Q˜es + R˜ef ] = −ω2(ρ˜12us + ρ˜22uf ), (2.94)
where ρ˜11 = ρ1 + ρi + b˜/jω, ρ˜12 = −ρa − b˜/jω and ρ˜22 = ρ2 + ρi + b˜/jω [4]. The
complex and frequency dependent densities ρ˜11, ρ˜22 and ρ˜12 take into account the
total viscous and inertial energy dissipation caused by the relative motion between
the solid and the fluid phase.
The original Biot equations (2.93)-(2.94) are expressed in terms of the solid and
the fluid displacement components but other formulations exist. Apart from the
(us,uf ) formulation, also the (us,pf ) formulation [13, 14] is widely used. This
approach depends on the fluid pore pressure pf instead of the fluid displacements.
Using the relation between the pore pressure and the displacement of both phases:
uf (r) = φ
ρ˜22ω2
∇pf − ρ˜12
ρ˜22
us, (2.95)
and the stress tensor σˆs(r) of the frame in vacuo:
σˆs(r) = λesI + 2Ns, (2.96)
the Biot poroelasticity equations can be cast in terms of (us,pf ) variables:
∇ · σˆs + ω2ρ˜us + γ˜∇pf = 0, (2.97)
∇2pf + ω2 ρ˜22
R˜
pf − ω2γ˜ ρ˜22
φ2
∇ · us = 0, (2.98)
with
ρ˜ = ρ˜11 − ρ˜
2
12
ρ˜22
, (2.99)
and
γ˜ = φ
(
ρ˜12
ρ˜22
− Q˜
R˜
)
. (2.100)
Apart from these two formulations, several others exist, using different variables
for the fluid phase behaviour and/or starting from different expressions for the
constitutive equations. Some approaches model the fluid phase dynamics using
e.g. the fluid displacement scalar potential ϕf (r) with uf ≈ ∇ϕf [98], the fluid
vector potential ψf (r) with uf = ∇ϕf +∇ × ψf [98, 110]. Others consider the
relative motion, or flux, between both phases, e.g. w(r) = φ(uf − us), which
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simplifies the coupling conditions between two poroelastic materials, [34, 53, 80],
or the total poroelastic displacement ut(r) = φuf + (1− φ)us [59]. Use of these
parameters instead of (us,uf ) only holds if the material the frame is made of is not
compressible, and has a bulk modulus Ks that is very large as compared to the
bulk modulus of the frame in vacuo Kb and the bulk modulus of the fluid in the
pores K˜f . Typically, this only holds for a gaseous fluid.
As a set of two coupled vectorial second-order differential equations, the Biot
equations require three boundary conditions at every point of the problem boundary
in order to be well-posed. The conditions on the boundary Γp = ∂Ωp of the
poroelastic domain can either be poroelastic boundary conditions (Γpki ∪Γpme ∪Γpmi)
or multi-physical coupling terms (Γpmp). For the latter, also see Section 2.2.4.
The common poroelastic boundary conditions can be expressed as follows:
• Kinematic boundary conditions with prescribed values for the displacements:
r ∈ Γpki :

Rsun(r) = usn − usn = 0,
Rsus(r) = uss − uss = 0,
Rfun(r) = ufn − ufn = 0,
(2.101)
with usn(r), uss(r) and ufn(r) the prescribed values for the displacement
components of the solid phase in the normal and tangential direction to
the boundary and the prescribed value of the displacement of the fluid phase
in the normal direction to the boundary, respectively. A special case is a
fixed boundary condition with zero values for all displacements.
• Mechanical boundary conditions with prescribed values for the stress
components:
r ∈ Γpme :

Rsσn(r) = σsn − σsn = 0,
Rsσs(r) = σss − σss = 0,
Rfσn(r) = σfn − σfn = 0,
(2.102)
with σsn(r), σss(r) and σf (r) the prescribed values of the stress resultant
components of the solid phase in the normal and tangential direction to
the boundary and the prescribed hydrodynamic stress of the fluid phase,
respectively. A special case is the free boundary with zero values for all stress
components.
• Mixed boundary conditions with prescribed values for the displacements and
stress components:
r ∈ Γpmi :

Rsusn(r) = u
s
n − usn = 0,
Rsσs(r) = σss − σss = 0,
Rf
ufn
(r) = ufn − ufn = 0.
(2.103)
or any other combination. A special case is a sliding edge boundary condition
with zero values of the solid phase normal displacement and tangential stress
components and for the fluid phase normal displacement.
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Solution of the governing differential equations, be it in the (us,uf ) formulation
(2.93)-(2.94) or in the (us, pf ) formulation (2.97)-(2.98), together with the associated
boundary condition (2.101)-(2.103), yields the unknown dynamic displacement us
of the solid phase and the dynamic displacement uf of the fluid phase or the fluid
pore pressure pf in the poroelastic domain Ωp.
As predicted by the Biot theory, three different wave types can exist in poroelastic
materials: two compressional wave types and one shear wave type [4]. The
corresponding wave numbers kp,l1 and kp,l2 and kp, t are:
kp,l1 =
√
A1
2 −
√
A21
4 −A2, (2.104)
kp,l2 =
√
A1
2 +
√
A21
4 −A2, (2.105)
with
A1 = ω2
ρ˜11R˜− 2ρ˜12Q˜+ ρ˜22P
R˜P˜ − Q˜2 , (2.106)
A2 = ω4
ρ˜11ρ˜22 − ρ˜212
R˜P˜ − Q˜2 , (2.107)
where P˜ = A˜+ 2N . The wave number associated with the shear wave is given by:
kp,t = ω
√
ρ˜11ρ˜22 − ρ˜212
Nρ˜22
. (2.108)
Each of the three waves propagates in the solid as well as in the fluid phase of the
poroelastic material. The ratios of the fluid over the solid velocities of the different
wave types, µp,l1 , µp,l2 and µp,t, are given by [4]:
µp,l1 =
P˜ k2l1 − ω2ρ˜11
ω2ρ˜12 − Q˜k2l1
, (2.109)
µp,l2 =
P˜ k2l2 − ω2ρ˜11
ω2ρ˜12 − Q˜k2l2
, (2.110)
µp,t = − ρ˜12
ρ˜22
. (2.111)
The dynamic behaviour of the different wave types can be decomposed into two
frequency zones, based on the characteristic frequency fc [34]:
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fc =
φσ
2piρa
. (2.112)
For low dimensionless frequency f/fc, the viscous forces are strong and there is
no relative motion between the solid and the fluid for the fast compressional wave
and the shear wave. The fluid-solid displacement ratio µ• is close to one and the
phase difference between the solid and the fluid is close to zero. Therefore, the fast
compressional wave and the shear wave are typically less damped than the slow
compressional wave, as in this case the solid and the fluid phase move out 180◦ of
phase. The slow wave mainly propagates in the fluid phase and is therefore called
the airborne wave in this frequency range, whereas the fast wave is referred to as
the frame-borne wave.
For high dimensionless frequency f/fc, the fast compressional wave mainly
propagates in the fluid, whereas the shear wave and the slow compressional wave
propagate in both phases, but mainly in the solid. In this frequency range, the
slow wave is referred to as the frame-borne wave, and the fast wave as the airborne
wave.
Note, however, that the characteristic frequency fc does not necessarily describe
the transition zone for every poroelastic material. Kurzeja et al. discuss a number
of corrections based on the solid’s inertia, compressibility and momentum exchange
[141].
Limp frame equivalent fluid models Beside the equivalent fluid models which
describe the dynamic behaviour of the materials when the frame is supposed to be
rigid and motionless (see Section 2.2.2), also the assumption of a limp frame can
be made. This means that the frame has zero stiffness and does not resist external
excitations. Similarly to rigid frame models, only one compressional wave type is
accounted for. The resulting governing equation can be obtained starting from the
Biot equations in the (us, pf ) formulation (2.97)-(2.98), neglecting the stress tensor
of the solid phase in vacuum [4, 174]. By combining the two resulting equations,
one obtains again a Helmholtz equation:
∇2pli(r) + k˜2lipli(r) = 0. (2.113)
The limp effective density ρ˜li takes into account the inertia of the frame:
ρ˜li =
ρ˜ρ˜ri
ρ˜+ ρ˜riγ˜2
. (2.114)
The difference between the rigid frame and the limp frame model is mainly important
at low frequency, as illustrated in [174]. An important difference is that the
equivalent fluid model does not allow for rigid body motion of the material, whereas
the limp model does. Generally, rigid frame material models should not be used
when the material is bonded to a vibrating structure. The limp material model
might be more applicable in this case, if the bulk modulus of the fluid is much
higher than the bulk modulus of the frame in vacuum.
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Equivalent solid models Similarly as for rigid frame materials, but under different
boundary conditions and/or excitation frequency, one can assume that no wave
propagates in the fluid phase. At very low frequency, when the wavelength is
much larger than the thickness of the poroelastic material, or under structural
excitations, the rigid frame materials can not be used. One can assume, however,
that the acoustic pressure is the same on both sides of the sample. In that case
one may assume that the pressure field is uniform inside the material and apply an
equivalent solid description; by assuming that σf is zero in equation (2.87) and by
substituting ef by −Q˜
R˜
es in (2.86), one retrieves the elastic constitutive relations:
N∇2us +∇ [(A˜+N) es]+ ω2ρ˜ue = 0. (2.115)
When the frequency increases, and the wavelengths are in the same order of
magnitude as the thickness of the poroelastic sample, one should use a model
considering two phases, also accounting for the fluid phase. Therefore, in vibro-
acoustic applications, equivalent solid models are not often used, since one considers
relatively high frequency and often acoustic excitations. However, an example can
be found in [57].
2.2.3 Air gaps
Between these (visco)elastic and poroelastic materials, but also between the
damping layers and the hosting structure, air gaps, i.e. thin ‘layers’ of air or
a different acoustic fluid can be present. They can be modelled either explicitly or
implicitly.
The explicit modelling approach directly models the system dynamics of the thin
cavity using the acoustic Helmholtz equation (2.1) and the associated boundary
conditions (2.4)-(2.6).
When the gap is thin relative to the wavelength, but viscous effects can still be
neglected, one can assume that the pressure is constant over the thickness. In this
case, only the interface dynamics are important. These can be transferred into the
boundary conditions. Section 2.2.4 will go into further detail.
2.2.4 Mathematical models for multi-physical coupling
Complex damping treatments pursue a dynamic decoupling between the separate
layers. This is done by a discontinuous interface between two materials with different
characteristic wavelengths, creating highly localised near-field effects. Since the
layers are often very thin, the multilayer dynamics are highly influenced by the
way the different layers are joined. It is therefore very important, in order to have
accurate mathematical models, that the dynamics of these multi-material interfaces
are accurately captured. As was done in Section 2.1.3 for the acoustic and elastic
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domains and their mutual coupling, this section discusses the relevant coupling
conditions between the typical constituents of damping treatments (viscoelastic and
poroelastic materials and explicit air gaps) and their coupling to the vibro-acoustic
environment. Note that some of these coupling conditions again assume that
material the frame is made of, is incompressible and has a bulk modulus that is
very large as compared to the bulk modulus of the frame in vacuo and the bulk
modulus of the fluid. Typically, this only holds for a gaseous fluid.
The previously discussed mathematical formulations can be divided into three
categories: fluids, which can sustain one longitudinal wave type, elastic materials,
which can sustain one longitudinal and one shear wave type and poroelastic
materials, which can sustain two longitudinal and one shear wave type.
The coupling conditions between the three main categories can then be summarised
in Table 2.1. The acoustic-elastic coupling types, indicated in grey are discussed in
Section 2.1.3. This section thus focuses on the coupling conditions for poroelastic
materials (acoustic-poroelastic, elastic-poroelastic and poroelastic-poroelastic).
A E P
A Γaa Γae Γapop ∪ Γapcl
E Γeefx ∪ Γeesl Γepfx ∪ Γepsl
P Γppop,fx ∪ Γppcl,fx ∪ Γppop,sl ∪ Γppcl,sl ∪ Γppag
Table 2.1: Overview of considered multi-physical coupling conditions (a/A =
acoustic, e/E = elastic, p/P = poroelastic and op = open pore interface, cl =
closed pore interface, sl = sliding, fx = fixed, ag = air gap).
Acoustic-poroelastic coupling
Depending on whether or not the complex network of pores is insulated from the
surrounding acoustic fluid, the acoustic-poroelastic interface can be subdivided
into open pore interfaces, where the acoustic fluid and the fluid in the pores can
directly interact, and closed pore interfaces, where the complex network of pores
is separated from the acoustic fluid by a thin impermeable membrane. Note the
difference with closed pore materials. In the latter case, the individual pores are
not interconnected but form small inclusions instead. Here, the Biot theory is no
longer necessary. These materials should be modelled using an elastic model with
equivalent solid properties [49].
For these two types of interfaces, different coupling conditions are necessary since
the fluid phase does not directly interact with the acoustic environment if the
pores are closed. The mathematical expressions of the coupling along the interface
Γap = Γa ∩ Γp can thus be subdivided in a part with open pores (Γapop) and with
closed pores (Γapcl ).
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Open pore interface When the pores of the poroelastic material are open, the
acoustic fluid in the pores can directly interact with the surrounding acoustic fluid.
Firstly, there has to be continuity between the acoustic normal velocity and the
total poroelastic normal velocity. Moreover, the acoustic pressure field pa on one
side and the pore pressure pf (or hydrostatic stress σf ) have to be continuous. The
solid phase shear stress σss is zero since the acoustic fluid is considered inviscid.
r ∈ Γapop :

Raputn
(r) = Lavn [pa] − jωutn = 0,
Rapσsn(r) = σ
s
n + (1− φ)pa = 0,
Rap
σf
(r) = σf + φpa = 0,
Rapσss (r) = σ
s
s = 0.
(2.116)
Closed pore interface When the pores are closed, the coupling conditions change.
Now there is only velocity continuity between the acoustic domain and the solid
phase. Furthermore, there should be no normal flux wn through the closed interface
and the normal velocity should be continuous over the interface. This normal flux
is defined as:
wn = φ
(
usn − ufn
)
. (2.117)
The total normal stress σtn should be continuous over the interface and the solid
phase shear stress σss remains zero:
r ∈ Γapcl :

Rapusn(r) = Lavn [pa] − jωusn = 0,
Rapwn(r) = wn = 0,
Rapσtn
(r) = σtn + pa = 0,
Rapσss (r) = σ
s
s = 0.
(2.118)
Elastic-poroelastic coupling
As was the case in the elastic-elastic coupling (see Section 2.1.3), elastic and
poroelastic materials can be coupled in two ways, depending on whether the
materials are fixed in the tangential direction or not. The boundary Γep = Γe ∩ Γp
can thus be subdivided in a part with with fixed contact (Γepfx) and a part with
sliding contact (Γepsl ).
Fixed interface In the fixed case, a poroelastic material is rigidly glued to an
elastic layer. Because of this rigid connection, the displacements of the solid phase
are continuous with the elastic displacements. Moreover, the elastic material closes
the pores of the poroelastic material such that the flux is zero. The total normal
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and the solid phase shear stress are continuous over the interface:
r ∈ Γepfx :

Repusn(r) = u
s
n − uen = 0,
Repwn(r) = wn = 0,
Repus(r) = ues − uss = 0,
Repσtn
(r) = σtn − σen = 0,
Repσss ,fx
(r) = σss − σes = 0.
(2.119)
Sliding interface In the case of a sliding interface, the continuity of the variables
in the tangential direction is lost. Two expressions indicating that the two materials
have zero solid phase shear stress come in place:
r ∈ Γepsl :

Repun(r) = usn − uen = 0,
Repwn(r) = wn = 0,
Repσtn
(r) = σtn − σen = 0,
Repσss ,sl
(r) = σss = 0,
Repσes ,sl
(r) = σes = 0.
(2.120)
Poroelastic-poroelastic coupling
The coupling conditions for a poroelastic-poroelastic interface can be derived in
two ways: (i) the interface can be considered as a superposition of an interface
between the two fluid phases (i.e. open or closed pore interface) and two solid
phases (e.g. fixed or sliding interface), (ii) an infinitely thin air gap between both
layers can be assumed. The mutual interaction surface Γpp = Γp1 ∩ Γp2 can be
subdivided into five parts Γppop,fx ∪ Γppop,sl ∪ Γppag ∪ Γppcl,fx ∪ Γppcl,sl.
Open pore, fixed interface A first superposition that can be considered is an
open pore, fixed interface. This is a superposition of (2.116) and (2.119):
r ∈ Γppgl,op :

Rppusn(r) = u
s1
n − us2n = 0,
Rppwn(r) = w1n − w2n = 0,
Rppuss(r) = u
s1
s − us2s = 0,
Rppσtn
(r) = σt1n − σt2n = 0,
Rpp
pf
(r) = σf1φ1 − σ
f2
φ2
= 0,
Rppσss ,fx
(r) = σs1s − σs2s = 0.
(2.121)
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Open pore, sliding interface The superposition of (2.116) and (2.120) gives open
pore, sliding coupling conditions:
r ∈ Γppsl,op :

Rppusn(r) = u
s1
n − us2n = 0,
Rppwn(r) = w1n − w2n = 0,
Rppσtn
(r) = σt1n − σt2n = 0,
Rpp
pf
(r) = σf1φ1 − σ
f2
φ2
= 0,
Rppσss ,sl,1
(r) = σs1s = 0,
Rppσss ,sl,2
(r) = σs2s = 0.
(2.122)
One can argue, however, that the solid and fluid phases do not behave separately
for this kind of interface, but they mutually interact. By assuming that both
layers are separated by an infinitesimally thin air gap (i.e. the pressure and total
normal velocity of this air gap are equal on both sides) and eliminating its variables,
alternative expressions can be derived:
r ∈ Γppag :

Rpputn
(r) = ut1n − ut2n = 0,
Rppσsn(r) =
σ
s1
n
1−φ1 −
σ
s2
n
1−φ2 = 0,
Rpp
pf
(r) = σf1φ1 − σ
f2
φ2
= 0,
Rpppa(r) = σ
s1
n
(1−φ1) +
σ
s1
n
φ1
= 0,
Rppσss ,sl,1
(r) = σs1s = 0,
Rppσss ,sl,2
(r) = σs2s = 0.
(2.123)
Closed pore, fixed interface The third superposition is a closed pore, fixed
interface and contains terms from (2.118) and (2.119):
r ∈ Γppgl,cl :

Rppusn(r) = u
s1
n − us2n = 0,
Rppwn,1(r) = w1n = 0,
Rppwn,2(r) = w2n = 0,
Rppuss(r) = u
s1
s − us2s = 0,
Rppσtn
(r) = σt1n − σt2n = 0,
Rppσss ,fx
(r) = σs1s − σs2s = 0.
(2.124)
Closed pore, sliding interface The last superposition contains terms from (2.118)
and (2.120) and can also be considered as an infinitely thin air gap between two
poroelastic materials where the fluid in the pores cannot interact:
r ∈ Γppsl,cl :

Rppusn(r) = u
s1
n + us2n = 0,
Rppwn,1(r) = w1n = 0,
Rppwn,2(r) = w2n = 0,
Rpp
pf
(r) = σf1φ1 − σ
f2
φ2
= 0,
Rppσss ,sl,1
(r) = σs1s = 0,
Rppσss ,sl,2
(r) = σs2s = 0.
(2.125)
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The conditions discussed in Section 2.1.3 and 2.2.4 couple two poroelastic layers
unambiguously together.
2.3 Numerical techniques for the steady-state mod-
elling of dynamic problems
The mathematical models discussed earlier in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, can
only be solved analytically for a very limited number of problem geometries.
Numerical techniques which provide an approximative solution to the mathematical
formulation of the problem are thus indispensable. Many methods and ways to
classify these methods exist. This overview divides them into three categories:
element based techniques, transfer matrix methods and Trefftz based approaches.
2.3.1 Element based techniques
Ever since the early 1960s, element based techniques have been used to tackle
mathematical problems, governed by (a set of) differential equations on an
arbitrarily shaped problem geometry. Typically, these techniques are divided into
two subclasses: the Finite Element Methods (FEM) and the Boundary Element
Methods (BEM).
Whereas the Finite Element Method (FEM) [23, 249] discretises the whole problem
domain into a large number of small problems, the Boundary Element Method
(BEM) [22, 241] only discretises the boundaries of the problem. The use of BEM
consequently leads to a lower number of DOFs and a smaller system to solve,
but comes with fully populated and frequency dependent matrices, impeding
the use of efficient sparse solvers. Consequently, the BEM is mainly applied for
problems with a high volume to boundary ratio, and is also particularly interesting
for unbounded problems, since the formulation inherently takes into account the
radiation conditions at infinity.
The focus of this subsection is, however, on FE approaches since the applications
that are considered in this dissertation are all bounded. It starts with a generalised
formulation of the mathematical problem and elaborates the modelling procedure of
the FEM with applications to the different mathematical models discussed earlier.
Thereafter, the typical properties of FE models are given. The section ends with a
short overview of improvements that have been made to the FEM over the years.
Generalised problem
Consider a general interior steady-state dynamic problem as given in Figure 2.9.
The mathematical description of the dynamic behaviour inside the problem domain
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Ω consists of a number of nDE coupled differential equations, which can be generally
described in the following formalism:
r ∈ Ω : Dj [v] = Fj with j = 1, . . . nDE . (2.126)
In this equation, Dj [•] is a general domain differential operator and v(r) =
[v1 . . . vnDE ]T is a vector containing the nDE dynamic field variables. The right
hand side Fj(r) represents non-homogeneous forcing terms.
Γ2
y
x
r
z
Γ1 Γi
Ω
Figure 2.9: General interior steady-state dynamic problem with different boundary
conditions Γi.
On the problem boundary Γ = ∪iΓi = ∂Ω, a number of nBC boundary conditions
need to be defined to obtain a well-posed problem. The set of nBC boundary
conditions on the problem boundary Γi can be written in the general form:
r ∈ Γi : Bi,l [v] = Bi,l with l = 1, . . . nBC , (2.127)
with Bi,l [•] a general boundary differential operator and Bi,l(r) an imposed field on
the boundary. Note that the subscript •,l denotes a counter, and not a derivation
of the parameter • with respect to the parameter l.
The differential equations (2.126) together with the applied boundary conditions
(2.127) define unique field variables v.
The FEM modelling procedure
The general modelling procedure of the FEM, as applied to a general set of coupled
differential equations, consists of the following five steps, which will be explained
afterwards:
A. Discretisation of the problem domain into small elements,
B. Approximation of the field variables by means of polynomial shape functions,
C. Construction of the FE system matrices via a weighted residual formulation
of the differential equations and boundary conditions,
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D. Solution of the system of equations, yielding the nodal values,
E. Post-processing of the dynamic variables.
A. Discretisation of the problem domain In a first step, the problem domain is
discretised into a large number of small elements which are interconnected by a
network of nfe nodes. Figure 2.10 illustrates the principle.
Ω
Figure 2.10: Typical FE discretisation of a bounded problem domain in Figure 2.9
into elements.
The steady-state dynamic field vj in each of the elements is approximated by a
solution expansion vˆj(r) in terms of nfe polynomial shape functions Nfj (r):
vj ' vˆj =
nfe∑
fj=1
Nfjvfj
= Njvj.
(2.128)
The nodal values vfj belonging to each of the nodes nfe are gathered into the
vector of the DOFs vj. The row vector Nj(r) collects the nfe shape functions Nfj .
These shape functions are defined per element. Each shape function has a nonzero
value in only one element. Moreover, each shape function has a value of 1 for only
one DOF of the element and is zero for all others.
C. Construction of the system of equations The polynomial shape functions
do not satisfy the underlying differential equations, nor the imposed boundary
conditions. By applying a weighted residual formulation, these errors are
orthogonalised with respect to a set of weighting functions t˜(r) and minimised:
nDE∑
j
∫
Ω
t˜ [Dj [v]−Fj ] dΩ = 0. (2.129)
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Through application of the divergence theorem, this strong integral formulation is
transformed into integrals over both the domain Ω and its boundary Γ:
nDE∑
j
[∫
Ω
WΩ,j
[˜
t
]OΩ,j [v] dΩ− ∫
Ω
t˜FjdΩ
+
∫
Γ
WΓ,j
[˜
t
]OΓ,j [v] dΓ] = 0,
(2.130)
with W• [?] and O• [?] domain and boundary residual dependent operators. Since
O• [?] is generally of lower order than D• [?], this formulation is referred to as the
weak integral formulation.
In a Galerkin weighted procedure, as often applied in the FEM, the weighting
functions t˜j(r) in the vector t˜ are expanded in terms of the same locally defined
shape functions as for the field variable vj :
t˜j =
nfe∑
fj=1
Nfj t˜fj
= Njt˜j.
(2.131)
Substitution of the field variable expansion (2.128) and the weighting function
expansion (2.131) yields an algebraic equation linking the unknown nodal values.
The enforcement that these equations should hold for any combination of the
weighting functions results in a matrix system of equations. Neumann and Robin
boundary conditions can be applied through the boundary residuals. Dirichlet
boundary conditions can be applied by means of row and column elimination such
that the final system reads:
[Z] {u} = {f} , (2.132)
where Z represent the dynamic system matrix, u the vector of unknown nodal
values and f represent loading vectors, containing externally applied forces Fj .
D. and E. Solution and post-processing In a final step, the system matrix of
equation (2.132) is solved for the unknown nodal values. The backsubstitution
of these values in the field variable expansions (2.128) leads to an expression of
the approximation of the field variables vˆj inside the problem domain. Derivative
quantities, such as acoustic velocities and structural displacements and stresses
can be obtained by applying differential operators to the shape functions. Note
however that this always comes with a loss of spatial resolution as they consist of
derivatives of the polynomial shape functions.
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2.3.2 Application to complex damping treatments
The FEM solution procedure can be applied to any set of differential equations.
This section gives a brief overview for the considered physics in this dissertation
and gives the relevant weak forms and introduces the notation for the system of
equations.
Acoustics The acoustic Helmholtz equation (2.1) can be transformed into the
following weak form:
1
ω2ρa
∫
Ω
∇p˜a ·∇padΩ + 1
Ka
∫
Ω
p˜a · padΩ
− j
ω
∫
Ω
p˜aqdΩ + j
ω
∫
Γ
p˜a (van · n) dΓ = 0.
(2.133)
This eventually leads to following system of equations in the unknown nodal
pressure values:
[Zaa] {pa} = {fa} . (2.134)
Gladwell [93] was among the first to use the (then) new concept to solve the
acoustic Helmholtz problem. For an overview of the state-of-the-art, the reader is
referred to Thompson [211].
Elastodynamics The Navier-Cauchy equation (2.15) can be transformed into the
following weak integral form:∫
Ω
σe : e˜edΩ−ω2ρe
∫
Ω
u˜e ·uedΩ−
∫
Ω
u˜e · fedΩ−
∫
Γ
u˜e · (σe · n) dΓ = 0. (2.135)
This eventually leads to the following system of equations in the unknown nodal
displacements: [
Zee
] {ue} = {fe} . (2.136)
The formalism of the FEM was first applied to 3D elastic problems by Melosh [164].
The book of Zienkiewicz and Taylor [249] gives a thorough overview.
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Reissner-Mindlin plate bending The Reissner-Mindlin thick plate bending
equations (2.31-2.31) can be transformed into the following weak integral form:∫
Ω
χ˜b : mbdΩ +
∫
Ω
θ˜b · qbdΩ
+ρet
3
12 ω
2
∫
Ω
θ˜b · θbdΩ−
∫
Γ
θ˜b ·mbdΓ = 0,
∫
Ω
(∇u˜bz) · qbdΩ + ρetω2 ∫
Ω
u˜bzu
b
zdΩ +
∫
Ω
u˜bzpdΩd
−
∫
Ω
u˜bzFzδ(r, rF)dΩ−
∫
Γ
u˜bzq
b
ndΓ = 0.
(2.137)
This leads to the following system of equations in the nodal out-of-plane
displacements and in-plane rotations:[
Zmuu Zmuθ
Zmθu Zmθθ
]{
ub
θb
}
=
{
fmu
fmθ
}
. (2.138)
The formalism of the FEM was first applied to thick plate bending problems by
Greimann et al. [102].
Kirchhoff plate bending Eq. (2.137) can again be condensed into the weak
integral form of the Kirchhoff thin plate bending equation (2.50) by neglecting
transverse displacements:∫
Ω
χ˜b : mbdΩ− ω2ρet
∫
Ω
u˜bzu
b
zdΩ−
∫
Ω
u˜bzpdΩd
−
∫
Ω
u˜bzFzδ(r, rF)dΩ−
∫
Γ
u˜bzQ
b
ndΓ +
∫
Γ
∂u˜bz
∂n
mbndΓ = 0
(2.139)
This leads to the following system of equations in the unknown out-of-plane
displacements: [
Zkuu
] {ub} = {fku} . (2.140)
The formalism of the FEM was first applied to thin plate bending equations by
Ardini et al. [1].
Poroelastic materials When the poroelastic material is represented by a rigid or
limp frame equivalent fluid, a similar weak form as the acoustic problem is used
(2.133) [54, 97]. When an equivalent solid is considered, the elastic weak form
(2.135) still holds.
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The formalism of the FEM can also be used to deal with the full Biot equations.
For each of the previously mentioned formulations, an FE formulation can be found.
However, here we will focus on the two most commonly used formulations, i.e. the
(us,uf ) and the (us, pf ) formulation:
(us,uf) formulation – Equations (2.93)-(2.94) can be transformed into the
following weak integral form:∫
Ω
σs : e˜sdΩ− ω2
∫
Ω
u˜s · (ρ˜11us + ρ12uf) dΩ
−
∫
Γ
u˜s · (σs · n) dΓ = 0,
∫
Ω
σf :
(∇u˜f) dΩ− ω2 ∫
Ω
u˜s · (ρ˜12us + ρ22uf) dΩ
−
∫
Γ
u˜f · (σf · n) dΓ = 0.
(2.141)
This leads to the following system of equations in the unknown nodal
displacements of the solid and the fluid phase:[
Zuuss Zuusf
Zuufs Zuuff
]{
us
uf
}
=
{
fuus
fuuf
}
. (2.142)
The formulation was used by Kang and Bolton [130] for 2D poroelastic
problems, coupled to acoustic cavities, but the first implementations of this
scheme in geomechanics originate earlier [183, 248]. Later, this approach was
extended to 3D acoustic-poroelastic problems by Panneton et al. [175].
(us,pf) formulation – Equations (2.97)-(2.98) can be transformed into the
following weak integral form:∫
Ω
σˆs : e˜sdΩ− ω2ρ˜
∫
Ω
u˜s · u˜sdΩ− (γ˜ + ξ˜) ∫
Ω
u˜s ·∇pfdΩ
−ξ˜
∫
Ω
∇u˜spfdΩ−
∫
Γ
u˜s · (σt · n) dΓ = 0,
φ
ω2ρ˜22
∫
Ω
∇p˜f ·∇pfdΩ− φ
2
R
∫
Ω
p˜fpfdΩ
− (γ˜ + ξ˜) ∫
Ω
∇p˜f · usdΩ− ξ˜
∫
Ω
p˜f (∇ · us) dΩ
−φ
∫
Γ
p˜f
(
uf − us) · n dΓ = 0,
(2.143)
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where:
ξ˜ = φ
(
1 + Q˜
R˜
)
. (2.144)
This leads to the following system of equations in the unknown nodal
displacements of the solid and the fluid pore pressure:[
Zupss Zupsf
Zupfs Z
up
ff
]{
us
pf
}
=
{
fups
fupf
}
. (2.145)
This formulation was used by Atalla et al. [13] for vibro-acoustic problems,
but older mixed formulations exist in geomechanics [202]. The advantage
of this formulation is that the number of DOFs decreases to 4 per node.
Moreover, it leads to simpler coupling and boundary conditions, a.o. since
the zero flux condition is an essential boundary condition [62]. Consequently,
itis nowadays preferred over the (us,uf ) formulation for direct simulations.
For a broader overview of the existing poroelastic FEM formulations for acoustic
applications, the reader is referred to the overview of Deckers et al. [68].
FEM Properties
The discretisation strategy of the FEM and the use of simple polynomial
interpolation functions has its advantages and disadvantages. This leads to the
following characteristics:
Problem discretisation and DOFs – The FEM divides the problem domain
into a large number of small elements. The DOFs in a FE model are the
nodal values of the field variables, and inside the elements, the dynamic
field is approximated using simple polynomial shape functions. As frequency
increases and wavelengths shorten, the FE mesh needs to be refined to retain
a similar accuracy as driven by interpolation errors, which originate from
the polynomial approximation of a harmonic function and pollution errors,
which originate from an incorrect extimate of the wavelength [39, 90, 157].
Problem geometric complexity – Due to the fine discretisation typically
necessary to capture the wavelength the FEM has almost no restrictions
regarding the geometrical complexity.
System matrix properties – In general, the system matrices of the FEM are
real-valued, large, frequency independent and sparsely populated with a
banded structure. These properties allow for an efficient solution and a reuse
of the matrices for different frequencies. Nevertheless, for some problems, the
material properties are complex and frequency dependent. In this case, the
FE matrices, which are complex, have to be recalculated for each frequency,
hampering the efficient solution and the applicability of modal reduction
schemes.
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Accuracy of derivative variables – Since the FEM commonly applies polyno-
mial shape functions to approximate the primary response variables, the
derivative quantities are approximated with a lower spatial resolution.
Computational performance – Although the FE matrices are in general sparse
and symmetric, because of the large number of FE DOFs, the solution of
the FE models is computationally demanding. The CPU time required to
build and solve the system is proportional to n∆2 [209]. The number of
DOFs n scales with the number of nodes and the (system of) scalar/vectorial
differential equation(s), and the bandwidth ∆ also on the order and type of
the elements and the dimensionality of the problem.
Specific properties for multilayer models
The use of the FEM for vibro-acoustic simulation with trim materials is mainly
limited to low frequency calculations due to a strongly increased computational
load with relation to undamped vibro-acoustic simulation. The reason is threefold:
(i) the FE matrices have to be recalculated for each frequency due to the frequency-
dependent parameters, (ii) the number of unknowns per node is relatively high,
yielding both a high number of DOFs and a high system bandwidth, (iii) the physics
of poroelastic and viscoelastic materials involve short wavelengths, requiring often
extremely fine meshes. Since the dimensions of the computational domain are
often large as compared to the wavelengths, the numerical dispersion error, also
known as pollution error, becomes significant, leading to even more restrictive
requirements on the mesh discretisation [57]. Moreover, the model of the vibro-
acoustic environment has to be able to follow these short wavelengths. Therefore,
also the vibro-acoustic model needs to be drastically refined.
Improvements
Three types of improvements are generally considered to tackle the limited
applicable frequency range of the FEM: process optimisation, domain decomposition
methods and formalism modifications.
Process optimisation A first improvement of the process is the use of adaptive
refinement where the mesh density is too low for an accurate prediction. As
a result, either the mesh density (h-refinement [39, 115]) or the order of the
approximation functions can be increased (p-refinement [75]), or a combination of
both (hp-refinement [116, 188]).
A second improvement is in the solution of the system of equations, which for FEM
takes up large amounts of memory and computation time. By replacing direct
solution methods by iterative methods [24, 82, 200] in general the solution can be
sped up. These methods typically rely on Krylov subspaces which are iteratively
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expanded. The reduction, however, is problem dependent and is more sensitive to
ill-conditioning of the problem, requiring preconditioners for the system matrices.
When considering the response over a broad frequency range, Fast Frequency Sweep
(FFS) methods reduce the number of matrix inversions. In these approaches, the
system response is only computed in the expansion point and is approximated
in the direct vicinity by making use of the derivatives of the system matrices
[18, 153, 156, 204]. Also here, the reduction is problem dependent and is generally
higher when the frequency behaviour is smoother.
Domain decomposition By dividing a large problem into a number of smaller
problems which can be solved independently from each other, the solution can
be distributed over a large number of parallel computers. Component Mode
Synthesis (CMS) [21] calculates the uncoupled dynamic modes for each of the
subcomponents separately. This set is typically enriched with static or dynamic
constraint modes. Often, the dynamic modes can be condensed out, such that
the final system, coupling the different subcomponents together, only consists of
DOFs on the interfaces. The Automated Multi-level Substructuring (AMLS) [27]
performs this subdivision itself, based on mathematical grounds instead of relying
on user experience to create meaningful substructures. An alternative to the CMS
is the Finite Element Tearing and Interconnecting (FETI) approach [86]. The
different substructures are interconnected by Lagrange multipliers [88] and the
original DOFs are eliminated, leaving a system in terms of the Lagrange multipliers.
Formalism modifications The techniques in the two previous paragraphs are
enhancements on the solution, but they do not modify the underlying system of
equations; the models are thus still prone to pollution errors. By stabilising the
weak integral form with extra terms, the pollution can be strongly reduced or
even removed for 1D problems [104]. The Galerkin Least Squares FEM (GLS)
therefore adds a least squares term to the FEM weak formulation [213]. Similarly,
the Galerkin Gradient Least Squares FEM (G∇LS) [89] adds the gradient of the
residual on the differential equation to the weak form. Combination of both leads
to the Galerkin Generalised Least Squares (GGLS) FEM [212]. An alternative
approach is to enrich the polynomial shape functions with functions which introduce
a priori knowledge about the governing equation(s). In the Partition of Unity
FEM (PUFEM), also known as the Generalised FEM [208], the polynomial basis is
enriched with plane waves or other special harmonic functions. The Element-Free
Galerkin Method (EFGM) [25] is a meshless variant of the PUFEM. An alternative
approach is followed by the Discontinuous Enrichment Method (DEM) [84] where
the large scale polynomial approximation is enriched by a plane wave basis on
the fine scale. Lagrange multipliers are used to weakly enforce the continuity
on the small scale. A totally different way to reduce the pollution errors is to
intervene in the integration scheme. By deliberately making integration errors in
the construction of the system matrices, the accuracy of the models can be strongly
increased with minimal intervention in the modelling procedure [103].
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2.3.3 Transfer matrix methods
At higher frequency, the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) [4, 5, 105, 214] is widely
used to predict the transmission loss of multilayer structures. Assuming an infinitely
extended material layer, it models the propagation through a layered structure,
consisting of acoustic, elastic and poroelastic material types.
This section starts with a description of the problem and the general modelling
procedure. Thereafter, it gives an overview of the limitations of the method and
the extensions that have been developed to overcome them.
Problem description
The TMM models the propagation of an incoming plane wave at an angle θ through
a flat, infinitely extending layer. Because of these assumptions, no effects of the
boundary conditions are taken into account. Through the thickness, both the
outgoing and the reflected wave, i.e. in the (x1, x3)-plane, are taken into account.
This makes the TMM a 2D approach. See also Figure 2.11 for an illustration of
this principle.
...
θ
x1
x3
incoming
plane
wave
h1 h2 hl hL
A. A1. A2.B1. B2. Al. Bl. AL. BL.B.
1 2 l L
Figure 2.11: TMM for a multilayered material under an incoming plane wave θ:
Partitioning into L layers.
The sound propagation from the point A to the point B through a multilayer
material with total thickness h =
∑
l hl, with hl the different layer thicknesses, is
governed by a transfer matrix T.
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The TMM modelling procedure
The general modelling procedure of the TMM consists of the following five steps,
which will be explained in more detail afterwards:
A. Partitioning of the multilayer in L layers,
B. Expression of the wave propagation through layer l,
C. Calculation of the transfer matrix through each layer l,
D. Assembly of global transfer matrix through interface and termination
conditions on the l layer transfer matrices,
E. Condensation of the internal DOFs.
A. Partitioning of the multilayer In a first step, the multilayer is divided into l
separate layers. For each layer l, the propagating wave field can be decomposed
in an incident and a reflected field. This means that for each wave type two
constants should be known or, alternatively, two independent field variables. Since
the propagation through the multilayer can be described using a low number of
DOFs, the method results in a very low computational load.
An acoustic layer only sustains one propagating wave type. It is thus completely
defined in each point x3 by two variables:
va = [pa va3 ]
T
, (2.146)
using the acoustic pressure pa and the acoustic velocity in the x3-direction va3 ,
respectively.
An elastic material, on the other hand, can sustain two different wave types: one
dilatational and one shear wave. Therefore, the complete wave field is only uniquely
defined through four independent variables:
ve = [ve1 ve3 σe33 σe13]
T
, (2.147)
where ve1, ve3 represent the velocity in the x1- and x3-direction, respectively. The
stress components are represented by σe33 for the normal stress in the x3-direction
and by σe13 for the shear stress.
For a poroelastic material, which can sustain three different wave types (two
dilatational waves and one shear wave), the complete wave field is only uniquely
defined using six independent variables:
vp =
[
vs1 v
s
3 v
f
3 σ
s
33 σ
s
13 σ
f
33
]T
, (2.148)
where vs1, vs3 and v
f
3 represent the velocity in the solid phase in the x1- and x3-
direction and the velocity in the fluid phase in the x3-direction, respectively. The
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stress components for the solid phase are represented by σs33 for the normal stress
in the x3-direction and by σs13 for the shear stress. The hydrostatic fluid phase
stress is denoted as σf33.
B. Expression of the wave propagation When travelling under an angle θ in free
air, the incident plane wave has a trace x1-component. The wave number k1 can
be easily calculated as:
k1 = ka sin θ. (2.149)
The x3-component of the wave number k• for each of the propagating wave types
ka (2.2), ke,l (2.19), ke,t (2.20), kp,l1 (2.104), kp,l2 (2.105), kp,t (2.108) can then be
determined using the dispersion relation
k•,3 =
√
k2• − k21. (2.150)
The wave propagation of the field variables vl in a layer l can be generally described
in the following format:
vl(x3) = Γl(x3)Wl, (2.151)
with Γl(x3) the propagating wave functions and Wl the vector containing a linear
combination of the amplitudes of the propagating waves in the ± x3-direction.
For an acoustic layer, this gives:
Γa(x3) =
[
e(−jka,3x3) e(jka,3x3)
ka,3
ωρa
e(−jka,3x3) −ka,3ωρa e(jka,3x3)
]
(2.152)
and:
Wa = [(Aa +A′a) (Aa −A′a)]T , (2.153)
with Aa and A′a the amplitude of the left- and right-running acoustic wave,
respectively.
For an elastic layer, this gives:
Γe(x3) =

ωk1 cos (ke,l,3x3) −jωk1 sin (ke,l,3x3)
−jωke,l,3 sin (ke,l,3x3) ωke,l,3 cos (ke,l,3x3)
−D1 cos (ke,l,3x3) jD1 sin (ke,l,3x3)
jD2ke,l,3 sin (ke,l,3x3) −D2ke,l,3 cos (ke,l,3x3)
· · ·
jωke,t,3 sin (ke,t,3x3) −ωke,t,3 cos (ke,t,3x3)
ωk1 cos (ke,t,3x3) −jωk1 sin (ke,t,3x3)
jD2ke,t,3 sin (ke,t,3x3) −D2ke,t,3 cos (ke,t,3x3)
D1 cos (ke,t,3x3) −jD1 sin (ke,t,3x3)
 ,
(2.154)
where:
D1 = λ(k21 + k2e,l,3) + 2Gk2e,l,3 = G(k2e,l,3 − k21),
D2 = 2Gk1,
(2.155)
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and:
We = [(Al +A′l) (Al −A′l) (At +A′t) (At −A′t)]T , (2.156)
with Al and A′l the amplitude of the left- and right-running compressional wave,
and At and A′t the amplitude of the left- and right-running shear wave, respectively.
For a poroelastic layer, this gives:
Γp(x3) =
ωk1 cos (kp,l1,3x3) −jωk1 sin (kp,l1,3x3)
−jωkp,l1,3 sin (kp,l1,3x3) ωkp,l1,3 cos (kp,l1,3x3)
−jωkp,l1,3µp,l1 sin (kp,l1,3x3) ωkp,l1,3µp,l1 cos (kp,l1,3x3)
−D˜l1 cos (kp,l1,3x3) jD˜l1 sin (kp,l1,3x3)
2jNk1kp,l1,3 sin (kp,l1,3x3) −2Nk1kp,l1,3 cos (kp,l1,3x3)
−E˜l1 cos (kp,l1,3x3) jE˜l1 sin (kp,l1,3x3)
· · ·
ωk1 cos (kp,l2,3x3) −jωk1 sin (kp,l2,3x3)
−jωkp,l2,3 sin (kp,l2,3x3) ωkp,l2,3 cos (kp,l2,3x3)
−jωkp,l2,3µp,l2 sin (kp,l2,3x3) ωkp,l2,3µp,l2 cos (kp,l2,3x3)
−D˜l2 cos (kp,l2,3x3) jD˜l2 sin (kp,l2,3x3)
2jNk1kp,l2,3 sin (kp,l2,3x3) −2Nk1kp,l2,3 cos (kp,l2,3x3)
−E˜l2 cos (kp,l2,3x3) jE˜l2 sin (kp,l2,3x3)
· · ·
jωkp,t,3 sin (kp,t,3x3) −ωkp,t,3 cos (kp,t,3x3)
ωkp,t cos (kp,t,3x3) −jωk1 sin (kp,t,3x3)
ωk1µp,t cos (kp,t,3x3) −jωk1µp,t sin (kp,t,3x3)
2jNkp,t,3k1 sin (kp,t,3x3) −2Nkp,t,3k1 cos (kp,t,3x3)
N(k2p,t,3 − k21) cos (kp,t,3x3) −jN(k2p,t,3 − k21) sin (kp,t,3x3)
0 0
 ,
(2.157)
where:
D˜• = (P˜ + Q˜µp,•)(k21 + k2p,•,3)− 2Nk21,
E˜• = (R˜µp,• + Q˜)(k21 + k2p,•,3),
(2.158)
where • = l1, l2 and:
Wp =
[
(Al1 +A′l1) (Al1 −A′l1) (Al2 +A′l2)
(Al2 −A′l2) (At +A′t) (At −A′t)
]T
,
(2.159)
with Al1 and A′l1 the amplitude of the left- and right-running fast compressional
wave, Al2 and A′l2 the amplitude of the left- and right-running slow compressional
wave and At and A′t the amplitude of the left- and right-running shear wave,
respectively.
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C. Calculation of the layer transfer matrices Setting an arbitrary coordinate
system at side Bl, the wave field at both sides of the layer, i.e. at Al (x3 = −hl)
and Bl (x3 = 0) can be evaluated:{
vl(Al) = Γl(−hl)Wl,
vl(Bl) = Γl(0)Wl.
(2.160)
After elimination of Wl, the layer transfer matrix Tl can be easily calculated as:
Tl = Γl(−hl)Γl(0)−1. (2.161)
The formulation in (2.161) was proposed to alleviate the numerical instability of the
matrix inversion [4]. Especially in problem configurations where the wavelength is
short relative to the layer thickness, numerical instability can hamper the accuracy
of the coefficients of Tl. In most vibro-acoustic problem settings, however, the
typical wavelengths are in the same order of magnitude as the layer thickness.
D. Assembly of the global transfer matrix Since not all material types are
described by the same number of variables, and since not all physical variables,
such as e.g. transversal displacement or stress, should necessarily be continuous over
the interface, the global transfer matrix cannot be calculated using a mere matrix
product of the layer transfer matrices. The global transfer matrix T is assembled
from the transfer matrices Tl of the separate layers, supplemented with interface
conditions between the layers, based on the multi-physical coupling conditions
discussed in Section 2.1.3 and Section 2.2.4, and termination conditions at the
excitation and the opposite side.
The continuity conditions over the interface between two layers can generally be
written in the following matrix form:
Il−1,lvl−1(Bl−1) + Jl−1,lvl(Al) = 0, (2.162)
with Il−1,l and Jl−1,l the mutual coupling matrices between layer (l−1) and layer l.
The combination of transfer matrices of each layer and interface conditions between
subsequent layers, leads to the global transfer matrix, relating the variables on
both sides of the multilayer.
As an example, the terms for the poroelastic-poroelastic coupling (2.123) are written
in the appropriate matrix form:
Ipp,agvp(Bp) + Jpp,agvp(Ap) = 0, (2.163)
where
Ipp,ag =

0 (1− φ1) φ1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1φ1
0 0 0 11−φ1 0 0
0 0 0 11−φ1 0
1
φ1
 , (2.164)
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and
Jpp,ag =

0 (1− φ2) φ2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1φ2
0 0 0 11−φ2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
 . (2.165)
A more elaborated overview of the theory of the TMM, including some other
domain types and interface conditions, can be found in the reference book of Allard
and Atalla [4].
The assembled transfer matrix T0 can then be constructed from the transfer and
interface matrices of the separate layers. The total set of wave propagation and
interface equations then reads:
[T0] {v0} = {0} , (2.166)
where
T0 =

If1 Jf1T1 0 · · · 0 0
0 I12 J12T2 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 · · · JL−2,L−1TL−1 0
0 0 0 · · · IL−1,L JL−1,LTL
 , (2.167)
with If1 and Jf1 the coupling matrices between the free acoustic field and the first
layer on the excitation side and
v0 = [vf (A) v1(B1) · · · vL(BL)]T . (2.168)
The matrix T0, however, is not square. Additional conditions are necessary to have
a well-posed problem. Both on the excitation and the termination side additional
information has to be provided about the impedance, mutually linking the field
variables.
Excitation side – On the excitation side, information about the surface
impedance of the layer is necessary. This can be introduced by adding
a new equation to the global transfer matrix such that[ −1 Zs 0 · · · 0
T0
]
{v0} = {0} , (2.169)
where the surface impedance Zs can be calculated by:
Zs = −
det T0\1
det T0\2
, (2.170)
with T0\1 and T0\2 the matrices obtained by removing the first and second
column from T0 respectively.
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Termination side – On the termination side, two types are possible: rigid wall
backing or semi-infinite fluid termination.
Rigid wall backing – For a rigid wall backing, all velocity components
are set to zero. Adding these new conditions to the system of equations
gives [
T0
0 · · · 0 RL
]
{v0} = {0} , (2.171)
where RL is a matrix which consists of a matrix with unit values for
the continuous field variables.
Semi-infinite fluid termination – For a semi-infinite fluid termination,
the coupling to a fluid is applied for the variables at the termination
side. Adding these new equations gives:
T0
0
...
0
0 · · · 0 ILf JLf
0 · · · 0 −1 ZBcos θ

{
v0
v(B)
}
= {0} , (2.172)
The resulting matrix T is an (L+ 2)× (L+ 2) matrix which relates the dynamic
behaviour of both sides of the multilayer.
E. Condensed transfer matrix The global transfer matrix T can be further
condensed into a transfer matrix relating pressure and velocity on both sides of
the multilayer: {
pB
vB
}
=
[
T11 T12
T21 T22
]{
pA
vA
}
. (2.173)
Two different choices are commonly made regarding the angle of incidence θ to
calculate this matrix:
• Normal incidence (θ = 0◦), representing the parameters that could e.g. be
extracted from a Kundt tube measurement setup,
• Averaged incidence (0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦), where, in absence of knowledge about the
exact angle of incidence, averaged values are used over a number of angles of
incidence, e.g. similar to a reverberant room test.
Extensions
Due to the many assumptions made, either on the material side (homogeneous,
infinitely extended, flat interface), on the incident wave field (plane waves) or on
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the transmission path, it may be hard to get accurate results in several cases.
Therefore, extensions have been developed to enhance the applicability of the TMM
over its original assumptions.
Infinite extent – Due to the infinite extent assumption, the TMM is only
applicable for layers of finite extent when higher frequencies are considered,
such that the effects of the boundary conditions are restricted to a small zone.
The method is mainly useful when locally reacting materials are considered
and when the local impedance does not depend on the angle of incidence [4].
To account for finite size effects at lower frequency, Villot [238] applies a
spatial windowing correction to the radiation efficiency. Ghinet and Atalla [92]
developed the Finite Transfer Matrix Method (FTMM) with an alternative
correction factor for the radiation efficiency. The FTMM has been applied to
calculate transmission loss and absorption of flat finite multilayer structures
[15].
Both approaches only account for the geometrical finite size effect. These
extensions still do not account for finite size effects caused by the boundary
conditions.
Plane wave excitation – The TMM in its original form models the transmission
of a plane wave through a multilayer material. However, the method can
be extended to more complex load cases by representing the source (e.g. a
mechanical point force or an acoustic point source) as a superposition of
plane waves in the wave number domain. For each wave number component,
the TMM can be applied. Thereafter, the results are recombined using the
two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform [4, 192].
Transmission path – The TMM assumes that transmission between two layers
only happens through the material layer. However, when the structure is
stiffened or point connections are present, these can act as sound bridges and
provide an additional transmission path from excitation to receiver side. In a
first order approximation, these two transmission paths can be considered
decoupled and the stiffeners infinitely stiff [236]. However, as Legault and
Atalla [149, 150] show, the decoupled approaches are highly approximative
and next to effects of the stiffness, there are also non-negligible effects of
periodicity and mass of the stiffeners.
Layer isotropy – The TMM is originally derived for an assembly of laterally
infinite, homogeneous isotropic layers. Khuruna et al. [131] extended the
application range to transversely isotropic materials, and Vashishth et al.
[232] to stratified anisotropic media, following the work of [169]. Recently,
Verdière et al. [233] extended the framework to heterogeneous materials in
the form of patchworks.
Combined techniques – The TMM can be readily exploited in other numerical
models. This gives rise to a number of hybrid approaches in which the
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full modelling of the trim layer can be done using the TMM. In a hybrid
coupling between FEM and TMM, the expensive explicit modelling of the
multilayer can be replaced by a TM model, while the detailed vibro-acoustic
system model can still be done using the FEM [215]. Recently, Alimonti et
al. improved this procedure by applying an intermediate frame with Green’s
functions to overcome problems with the a priori unknown angle of incidence
[2, 3]. By combining the TMM and the SEA, the effects of a sound package,
i.e. equivalent damping and added mass, can be estimated using the TMM
and used further in an SEA approach [4, 192]. The TMM also works very well
with modal approaches, where for each mode different transfer parameters
can be applied, based on a superposition in the wave number domain.
Curvature – So far, the flat panel assumption of the TMM remains one of the
major restrictions of the use of the TMM. Nevertheless, this effect is mainly
present below the first ring frequency. In some cases, e.g. aircraft fuselages,
the curvature is low enough to be neglected in a first order approximation
[182].
Applications
Using the 2D TM models, acoustic indicators such as absorption coefficients and
transmission loss can be straightforwardly predicted [4].
This ease of use and the method’s low computational requirements are distinct
advantages of the TMM. Notwithstanding its sometimes crude approximations and
inherent limitations, this makes the TMM a very convenient method to predict
trends and qualitative results. It is therefore often used in the industrial practice
[78, 79].
2.3.4 Trefftz approaches
In 1926, Trefftz [216] proposed a novel method as a counterpart to the Rayleigh-Ritz
method [194]. Whereas in the latter the trial functions are selected such that they
satisfy the boundary conditions, but violate the governing differential equations,
Trefftz proposed the reverse. By using exact solutions to the governing differential
equations, a priori information on the mathematical problem is built-into the
solution.
Several decades later, Trefftz’ ideas were picked up and incorporated into a novel
class of numerical prediction techniques, commonly referred to as Trefftz approaches.
This class of numerical methods has grown substantially since. All Trefftz methods
use so-called T-complete functions sets (i.e. sets which have the ability to represent
any possible solution in the continuum domain) which are exact solutions to the
governing differential equations. Because of the global nature and non-orthogonality
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of this T-complete function set, all Trefftz methods have the common property
that they lead to ill-conditioned system matrices [247].
Although these methods apply the same basic principle, they differ in the exact
choice of the function set and in the way the boundary- and interface conditions are
imposed. Most Trefftz approaches are indirect in that the DOFs are not physical
quantities themselves, but also some direct Trefftz approaches can be found in
literature [48, 123, 135, 159]. The following discussion, however, focuses on the most
relevant indirect Trefftz approaches. Three categories will be discussed: equivalent
source methods, domain discretisation methods with an indirect coupling between
subdomains and methods with a direct coupling.
Equivalent source methods
In the first group, the approximation functions consist of distributed source terms
outside the problem boundary. Many configurations with different source types and
locations and schemes to enforce the boundary conditions (collocational, variational
or weighted residual) are possible. Depending on the configuration, the method goes
by different names, e.g. the Method of Fundamental Solutions (MFS) [83, 94], the
Equivalent Source Method (ESM) [138], Boundary Knot Method (BKM) [47], etc.
All these methods have in common that they do not require a domain discretisation.
However, they often rely on user experience since no general guidelines are available
[138, 171].
Domain methods with indirect coupling
The second group applies a domain discretisation scheme with an indirect inter-
domain coupling approach. For this coupling, often Lagrange multipliers are
applied. A prime example in this group is the Discontinuous Galerkin Method
(DGM) [85, 210] which originates from the DEM (see Section 2.3.2) by ignoring the
polynomial shape functions on the large scale. Very closely related to the DGM is
the hybrid Trefftz FEM (HT-FEM) [124, 186, 187] which also uses plane waves as
basis functions and enforces inter-element continuity through Lagrange multipliers.
Domain methods with direct coupling
A third group also applies a domain discretisation, but couples the domains in a
direct way. The least-squares T-elements method [207] elaborates on the HT-FEM-
framework by directly enforcing the inter-element continuity through a least-squares
approach. The Ultra-weak Variational Formulation (UWVF) [42, 43, 114, 154] uses
a modified variational formulation on the boundary- and interface variables. Most
often, these variables are approximated using a plane wave basis, but theoretically
any basis that satisfies the adjoint Helmholtz equation can be used. The interface
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conditions are inherently satisfied through the adapted formulation. Another
method in this group is the is the Variational Theory of Complex Rays (VTCR)
[142, 193, 197]. Using a different variational formulation, it applies complex
rays (i.e. interior rays, edge rays and corner rays) which satisfy the governing
differential equations. The amplitude of these complex rays, which are the DOFs, is
discretised using piecewise polynomials. Recently, Kovalevsky et al. [140] proposed
an alternative discretisation method using a Fourier series. The last example in the
group of directly coupled indirect Trefftz approaches is the Wave Based Method
(WBM) [64, 72]. As it forms the core technique of this dissertation, it will be
discussed in more detail in the following chapter.
The reader is referred to Kita et al. [134] and Pluymers et al. [181] for a more
elaborated overview of the different Trefftz approaches.
2.4 Summary
This chapter reviews the state of the art in mathematical models and numerical
modelling techniques to predict the vibro-acoustic behaviour of systems with
complex damping treatments.
A first section covers the vibro-acoustic problem itself by discussing acoustics and
elastodynamics (with special attention for plate bending problems) separately.
The mutual coupling terms between different acoustic and elastic domains are
discussed. The second section goes deeper into the modelling of the complex
damping treatments themselves. These materials typically consist of thin layers of
(visco)elastic and poroelastic materials, sometimes with air gaps. Therefore, the
relevant mathematical models and their related material parameters are discussed.
The mutual coupling terms between all constituents are reviewed.
The third section, finally, gives the general modelling procedure, bottlenecks and
improvements for three types of numerical methods: (i) element based techniques
which divide the problem domain into small elements over which simple polynomial
functions approximate the solution, (ii) Transfer Matrix Methods, which assume a
2D propagation through a multilayered material, and (iii) Trefftz based approaches,
which apply functions that satisfy the governing differential equations a priori.

Chapter 3
The Wave Based Method
Over the past two decades, the Wave Based Method (WBM) has come to the
fore. The WBM is a deterministic numerical modelling technique and belongs
to the Trefftz approaches with a direct coupling strategy (see Section 2.3.4). Its
general modelling concept can be applied to solve steady-state dynamic problems,
governed by any set of coupled differential equations which can be cast into a
number of decoupled Helmholtz equations. It can be applied to bounded as well as
(semi-)unbounded problem domains.
Contrarily to element based approaches, which divide the problem domain (or
its the boundary) into a large number of small elements, the WBM partitions
the problem domain into a small number of large subdomains. Instead of using
simple approximating polynomials, the WBM expresses the field variables as a
weighted sum of so-called wave functions, which are exact solutions of the governing
Helmholtz equation(s). The DOFs are the contribution factors of the wave functions.
This makes the WBM an indirect approach since the contribution factors are not
the dynamic field variables themselves. According to the Trefftz principle, the
wave functions fulfil the Helmholtz equation(s) a priori. Nevertheless, the resulting
dynamic field(s) may violate the boundary and continuity conditions. Minimising
these errors using a weighted residual formulation leads to a system of linear
equations which can be solved for the unknown wave function contribution factors.
In a post-processing step, the field variables are determined.
The first section describes the generalised Helmholtz problem definition. Next,
the five steps involved in the WB modelling procedure are detailed and applied to
two examples relevant to 3D vibro-acoustics: a 3D acoustic problem and a thin
plate bending problem. Section 3.2 compares the typical properties of the WB
models and their strength and weakness compared to element based approaches.
Thereafter, the application areas of the WBM and its current state of the art
are discussed. Finally, Section 3.3 applies the state of the art WBM and hybrid
vibro-acoustic FE-WBM in a numerical-experimental verification of the dynamic
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behaviour of a test setup for the identification of lightweight materials.
The following is based on the overview of the WB modelling procedure and
application areas which can be found in more detail in [64, 73].
3.1 Modelling procedure for a generalised Helmholtz
problem
Consider a general interior/exterior steady-state dynamic problem as given in
Figure 3.1. It is assumed that the mathematical formulation of the physics inside
the problem domain Ω gives rise to (or can be cast into by applying for instance the
Helmholtz decomposition theorem [242]) a number of nH second-order Helmholtz
equations with a total of nH dynamic field variables:
r ∈ Ω :∇2uj + k2juj = Qj with j = 1, . . . nH . (3.1)
In this equation, uj(r) is the dynamic field variable of the jth Helmholtz equation,
and kj is the associated physical wave number, which is determined by the physical
properties of the medium inside the problem domain Ω. Non-homogeneous forcing
terms are represented by Qj(r). The vector u(r) = [u1 . . . unH ]T, contains the
nH number of considered dynamic field variables.
y
z
x
rΓ1 Γi
Γ2
Γ∞
Ω
Figure 3.1: General open steady-state dynamic problem with different boundary
conditions Γi.
The problem boundary Γ = ∂Ω consists of two parts in case the problem domain is
unbounded: the finite part of the boundary, Γb, and the boundary at infinity, Γ∞.
For a bounded domain, obviously, only Γb has to be considered. The finite part
of the boundary can be divided into non-overlapping parts: Γb =
⋃
i Γi, on which
different boundary conditions can be imposed. On each point of the boundary, nH
boundary conditions need to be defined to obtain a well-posed problem. The set of
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nH boundary conditions on a general boundary Γi can be written in the general
form:
r ∈ Γi : Hi,l [u] = Hi,l with l = 1, ..., nH , (3.2)
with Hi,l [•] a general boundary differential operator and Hi,l(r) an imposed
boundary field. The nH number of field variables inside the problem domain are
coupled through the boundary conditions.
At the boundary at infinity Γ∞, non-reflecting boundary conditions are imposed,
ensuring that the resulting wave field is purely outgoing and no energy is reflected
back into the problem domain:
r ∈ Γi : H∞,l [u] = 0 with l = 1, ..., nH . (3.3)
The Helmholtz equation(s) (3.1) together with the applied boundary conditions
(3.2), and (3.3) for an unbounded problem, define unique field variables uj . Once
these field variables are known, derivative quantities can be obtained.
The general modelling procedure of the WBM, as applied to a general Helmholtz
problem, consists of the following five steps which are explained afterwards:
A. Partitioning of the considered problem domain into convex subdomains,
B. Selection of a suitable set of wave functions for each subdomain,
C. Construction of the WB system matrices via a weighted residual formulation
of the boundary and interface conditions,
D. Solution of the system of equations, yielding the wave function contribution
factors,
E. Post-processing of the dynamic variables.
A. Partitioning of the problem domain When applied to bounded problems,
the convexity of the considered domain is a sufficient condition for the WB
approximations to converge towards the exact solution of the problem under
study [72]. When the considered problem domain is non-convex, it is, in a first
step, partitioned into convex subdomains. When applied to unbounded problems,
an initial partitioning of the unbounded domain into a bounded and an unbounded
region by a truncation curve Γt precedes the partitioning into convex subdomains
[181]. Figure 3.2 illustrates the principle. The unbounded region exterior to Γt is
considered as one unbounded subdomain.
Following this approach, the total problem domain Ω is subdivided into nα number
of non-overlapping subdomains Ω(α) (α = 1, . . . , nα), which may be bounded
or unbounded. On the interface Γ(α,β) between two subdomains Ω(α) and Ω(β),
created in the partition procedure, continuity conditions need to be imposed:
r ∈ Γ(α,β) : H(α,β)l
[
u(α),u(β)
]
= 0 with l = 1, . . . 2nH , (3.4)
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Γt
Ω(α) Γ(α,β)
Ω(β)
Γ∞ Γ1
Γ2
Γi
Figure 3.2: WB partitioning of an unbounded problem: Truncation circle and
division into bounded domains.
with u(α) and u(β) the dynamic field variables in the two adjacent subdomains and
H(α,β)l [•, ?] = H(α)l [•]+H(β)l [?] a general boundary differential operator expressing
the continuity constraints on the fields • and ? and their derived quantities. In
order to obtain a well-posed system, one continuity condition is imposed for each
of the nH dynamic variables on each subdomain.
B. Field variable expansion The steady-state dynamic field(s) u(α)j in each of
the problem subdomains Ω(α), α = 1, . . . nα, are approximated by a solution
expansion uˆ(α)j (r) in terms of n
(α)
j wave functions Φ
(α)
wj (r):
u
(α)
j ' uˆ(α)j =
n
(α)
j∑
wj=1
u(α)wj Φ
(α)
wj + uˆ
(α)
p,j
=Φ(α)j u
(α)
j + uˆ
(α)
p,j .
(3.5)
The wave function contribution factors u(α)wj belonging to each of the wave functions
Φ(α)wj are gathered in the vector of DOFs u
(α)
j . The row vector Φ
(α)
j collects the
n
(α)
j wave functions Φ
(α)
wj .
In accordance with the Trefftz principle [216], each of the wave functions Φ(α)wj
exactly satisfies the homogeneous part of the associated governing Helmholtz
equation (3.1). In the case of an unbounded subdomain, the wave functions are
selected to additionally fulfil the non-reflecting boundary condition (3.3) at Γ∞.
The term uˆ(α)p,j represents a particular solution resulting from the combined source
terms Qj in the right hand side of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation (3.1).
Depending on the studied problem, these particular solutions take the form of
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dynamic fields generated by sources or forces in a homogeneous medium which
extends to infinity. Consequently, irrespective of the values of the wave function
contribution factors, the expansion (3.5) always satisfies the associated governing
Helmholtz equation (3.1).
Nevertheless, different sets of wave functions can be found, fulfilling these conditions.
Several alternative definitions have been proposed in literature (e.g. plane waves
[43], the function sets as proposed by Herrera [107], . . .).
Desmet [72] has proposed to select wave number components based on the
characteristic dimensions of the problem at hand. For instance, for a
bounded dynamic problem, the smallest rectangle (or rectangular prismatic
box) circumscribing the considered 2D (3D) problem domains is selected. The
combinations of cosine and/or sine functions in one (two) direction(s) and an
exponential function in the second (third) direction are used as wave functions.
The wave number component(s) associated with the cosine or sine functions are
selected such that an integer number of half wavelengths fits into the corresponding
bounding box dimension(s). The second (third) wave number component belonging
to the exponential function is then selected such that the dispersion relation holds.
As such, standing waves in one (two) directions are obtained, multiplied by a
propagating or evanescent component in the second (third) direction. Desmet [72]
has shown that this set is convergent. Moreover, since evanescent components are
used in the wave function sets, also near field effects can be captured, which is
useful when simulating a.o. problems with localised damping treatments.
C. Construction of the system of equations Within each subdomain Ω(α), the
proposed solution expansion (3.5) always exactly satisfies the Helmholtz equation(s)
(3.1), irrespective of the values of the unknown contribution factors u(α)wj . In
case an unbounded subdomain is considered, the wave functions also fulfil the
radiation condition (3.3) at Γ∞. However, the resulting dynamic field(s), such as
for instance displacements, stresses etc. , which can be obtained by applying an
appropriate differential operator to the dynamic field variables u, may violate the
imposed boundary conditions on the finite part of the boundary Γb and the interface
conditions. The system of equations is constructed by minimising these errors
by applying a weighted residual approach. The residuals on the boundaries and
interfaces of subdomain Ω(α) are orthogonalised with respect to a set of weighting
functions t˜(α)• (r):
nα∑
β=1,β 6=α
nH∑
l
∫
Γ(α,β)
t˜(α)l H(α,β)l
[
uˆ(α), uˆ(β)
]
dΓ
+
∑
i
nH∑
l
∫
Γ(α)
i
t˜(α)i,l
[
Hi,l
[
uˆ(α)
]
−Hi,l
]
dΓ = 0.
(3.6)
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The first term comprises the continuity conditions between two subdomains Ω(α)
and Ω(β) and the second term expresses the imposed boundary conditions on the
boundary Γ(α)i . Similarly as in the FEM, the weighting function t˜(α)• for each type
of boundary and continuity condition can be derived from the underlying weighting
functions t˜(α)j with the same physical meaning as the field variables u
(α)
j :
t˜(α)• = T•
[˜
t
]
, (3.7)
with t˜ the vector containing the weighting functions for the different components
t˜
(α)
j , and T• [?] a problem and boundary condition dependent specific operator,
generally determined based on a variational analysis of the considered problem
[223]. Similarly to the Galerkin weighted procedure, as often applied in the FEM,
the weighting functions t˜(α)j are expanded in terms of the same wave functions as
for the field variable u(α)j :
t˜
(α)
j (r) =
n
(α)
j∑
wj=1
t˜(α)wj Φ
(α)
wj = Φ
(α)
j t˜
(α)
j . (3.8)
Substitution of the field variable expansion (3.5) and the weighting function
expansion (3.8) yields an algebraic equation, linking the unknown contribution
factors of each wave function of subdomain Ω(α) to the unknown contribution
factors of adjacent subdomains. For each subdomain Ω(α), a similar algebraic
equation can be constructed. Enforcing that these nα equations hold for any
combination of weighting functions results in a matrix system of equations:
[A]{u} = {b}, (3.9)
with u the vector containing all nw =
∑nα
α=1
∑nH
j=1 n
(α)
j unknown wave function
contribution factors, A the system matrix and b the right-hand side vector, resulting
from non-zero boundary conditions H¯i,l and particular solution terms uˆ(α)p,j .
D. and E. Solution and post-processing In a final step, the system matrix of
equation (3.9) is solved for the nw number of unknown wave function contribution
factors. The backsubstitution of these values in the field variable expansions (3.5)
leads to an analytical expression of the approximation of the field variables uˆ(α)j
in each of the subdomains Ω(α). Derivative quantities, such as acoustic velocities
and structural displacements and stresses can be obtained with the same spatial
resolution by applying differential operators to the wave function sets.
The general modelling procedure of the WBM is illustrated for the two submodels
of the 3D vibro-acoustic problem: the 3D acoustic problem and the (2D) plate
bending problem.
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3D Acoustic problem The WBM was originally developed to solve the acoustic
Helmholtz equation (2.1). To this extent, Desmet [72] proposes to use the following
wave functions in the field variable expansion for bounded acoustics:
Φa,b =
 Φa,b1 = cos (ka1,xx) cos (ka1,yy)e
−jka1,zz
Φa,b2 = cos (ka2,xx)e−jka2,yy cos (ka2,zz)
Φa,b3 = e−jka3,xx cos (ka3,yy) cos (ka3,zz)
, (3.10)
The only requirement for the wave functions to be solutions for the Helmholtz
equation, is that they satisfy the acoustic dispersion relation:
k2a = k2a1,x + k
2
a1,y + k
2
a1,z
= k2a2,x + k
2
a2,y + k
2
a2,z
= k2a3,x + k
2
a3,y + k
2
a3,z.
(3.11)
This leads to the following choice for the wave components of the wave functions:
(ka1,x, ka1,y, ka1,z) =
(
pia1
Lx
, pia2Ly ,±
√
(ka)2 −
(
pia1
Lx
)2
−
(
pia2
Ly
)2)
,
with a1 = 0, 1, . . . na1 and a2 = 0, 1, . . . na2 ,
(ka2,x, ka2,y, ka2,z) =
(
pia3
Lx
,±
√
(ka)2 −
(
pia3
Lx
)2
−
(
pia4
Lz
)2
, pia4Lz ,
)
,
with a3 = 0, 1, . . . na3 and a4 = 0, 1, . . . na4 ,
(ka3,x, ka3,y, ka3,z) =
(
±
√
(ka)2 −
(
pia5
Ly
)2
−
(
pia6
Lz
)2
, pia5Ly ,
pia6
Lz
)
,
with a5 = 0, 1, . . . na5 and a6 = 0, 1, . . . na6 ,
(3.12)
In order to be applied in a numerical scheme, this infinite set of wave functions
needs to be truncated. The upper value of the parameters a• in the wave number
selection procedure (3.12) is chosen according to a frequency dependent truncation
rule:
pina1
Lx
≈ pina2
Ly
≈ pina3
Lx
≈ pina4
Lz
≈ pina5
Ly
≈ pina6
Lz
≥ Tka, (3.13)
which can be interpreted as using all wave functions with a wavelength larger than
or equal to 1/T times the physical wavelength at the studied frequency. A typical
range for the truncation parameter for 3D acoustic calculations is 1 ≤ T ≤ 6 [234].
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LxLy
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Figure 3.3: Circumscribing rectangular prism of a 3D WB domain.
This truncation leads to a total number of acoustic wave functions na:
na = 2(na1 + 1)(na2 + 1) + 2(na3 + 1)(na4 + 1)
+ 2(na5 + 1)(na6 + 1).
(3.14)
For 3D unbounded acoustic problems, a multipole series is used as a wave function
set:
Φa,ub = h(2)l (kar)Y
m
l (θ, φ), (3.15)
with (r, θ, φ) the spherical coordinate system, h(2)l the spherical Hankel function
of the second kind of order l, defined as::
h
(2)
l (•) =
√
pi
2•H
(2)
l+1/2 (•) , (3.16)
with H(2)n the Hankel function of the second kind of order n. The spherical
harmonics Y ml are defined as:
Y ml (•, ?) =
√
2l + 1
4pi
(l −m)!
(l +m)!P
m
l (sin (•)) ejm?, (3.17)
with Pml (•) the Legendre polynomial of degree m and order l.
The wave function set is again truncated. For each l = 1, . . . lmax and
corresponding m = −l, . . . l, a function is included. The parameter lmax can be
determined, based on the radius of the truncation circle Rt and the truncation
parameter T :
lmax ≈ 2RtTka, (3.18)
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leading to a total number of unbounded acoustic wave functions:
na = (lmax + 1)2. (3.19)
The field variable expansion is completed with a particular solution which describes
the response of an infinite acoustic medium to a volume point source:
pˆaq (r) =
jωρaq
4pi
e−jka||r−rq||
||r− rq|| , (3.20)
where ||• − ?|| is the Euclidean distance between two vectors.
Considering one convex domain, the numerical system of equations is constructed
by minimising the errors on the boundary conditions through the weighted residual
formulation (3.6). Using the error residuals (2.4)-(2.6) and orthogonalising them
with respect to the weighting function t˜, gives:
−
∫
Γap
Lavn
[
t˜
]
RapdΓ +
∫
Γavn
t˜RavndΓ +
∫
Γavn
t˜RaZndΓ = 0. (3.21)
Substitution of the field variable expansion (3.5) in terms of wave functions (3.10)
and particular solution functions (3.20) leads to the WB system of equations:
[Aaa] {pa} = {fa} , (3.22)
where
Aaa = −
∫
Γap
Lavn
[
ΦTa
]
ΦadΓ +
∫
Γavn
ΦTaLavn [Φa] dΓ
+
∫
Γa
Zn
ΦTa
(
Lavn [Φa]−
Φa
Z
a
n
)
dΓ,
fa = −
∫
Γap
Lavn
[
ΦTa
] (
pa − pˆaq
)
dΓ +
∫
Γa
van
ΦTa
(
van − Lavn
[
pˆaq
])
dΓ
+
∫
Γa
Zn
ΦTa
(
pˆaq
Z
a
n
− Lavn
[
pˆaq
])
dΓ.
(3.23)
(2D) plate bending The homogeneous Kirchhoff plate bending equation (2.50)
can be cast into two decoupled Helmholtz equations:(∇2ubz − k2b) (∇2ubz + k2b) = 0. (3.24)
Desmet [72] and Vanmaele et al. [227] propose to use the following wave functions
in the field variable expansion:
Φb =
{
Φb1 = cos (kb1,xx)e−jkb1,yy
Φb2 = e−jkb2,xx cos (kb2,yy)
. (3.25)
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The only requirement for the wave functions to be solutions for the Kirchhoff
equation, is that they satisfy the Kirchhoff plate dispersion relation:
k4b =
(
k2b1,x + k
2
b1,y
)2 = (k2b2,x + k2b2,y)2 . (3.26)
The wave number components of the wave functions are selected as:
(kb1,x, kb1,y) =
pib1Lx ,

±
√
k2b −
(
pib1
Lx
)2
±j
√
k2b +
(
pib1
Lx
)2

 ,
with b1 = 0, 1, . . . nb1 ,
(kb2,x, kb2,y) =


±
√
k2b −
(
pib2
Ly
)2
±j
√
k2b +
(
pib2
Ly
)2
 ,
pib2
Ly
 ,
with b2 = 0, 1, . . . nb2 .
(3.27)
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Figure 3.4: Circumscribing rectangle of a 2D WB domain.
The upper value of the parameters b• in (3.27) is chosen according to a frequency
dependent truncation rule:
pinb1
Lx
≈ pinb2
Ly
≥ Tkb, (3.28)
which can be interpreted as using all wave functions with a wavelength larger than
or equal to 1/T times the physical wavelength at the studied frequency. A typical
range for the truncation parameter for plate bending models is 1 ≤ T ≤ 6 [234].
This leads to a total number of bending wave functions nb:
nb = 4 (nb1 + 1) + 4 (nb2 + 1) . (3.29)
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The field variable expansion is completed with a particular solution which describes
the response of an infinite plate to a point force [129]:
uˆbF (r) =
jFz
8k2bD
[
H
(2)
0 (kb ||r− rF||)−H(2)0 (−jkb ||r− rF||)
]
. (3.30)
Considering one convex domain, the numerical system of equations is constructed
by minimising the errors on the boundary conditions through the weighted residual
formulation (3.6). Using the error residuals (2.52)-(2.58) and orthogonalising them
with respect to the weighting function t˜, gives:
∫
Γb
ki
∩Γb
mi
LkQn
[
t˜
]
RkuzdΓ +
∫
Γb
ki
Lkmn
[
t˜
]
RkθndΓ
−
∫
Γb
mi
∩Γbme
Lkθn
[
t˜
]
RkmndΓ−
∫
Γbme
t˜RkQndΓ = 0.
(3.31)
Substitution of the field variable expansion (3.5) in terms of wave functions (3.25)
and particular solution functions (3.30) leads to the WB system of equations:
[Abb] {ub} = {fb} , (3.32)
where
A =
∫
Γb
ki
∩Γb
mi
LkQn
[
ΦTb
]
ΦbdΓ +
∫
Γb
ki
Lkmn
[
ΦTb
]Lkθn [Φb] dΓ
−
∫
Γb
mi
∩Γbme
Lkθn
[
ΦTb
]Lkmn [Φb] dΓ
−
∫
Γbme
ΦTbLkQn [Φb] dΓ,
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3.2 Properties
The FEM and the WBM both belong to the family of deterministic approaches.
Nevertheless, due to the fundamentally different choice of approximation functions
and domain discretisations, a different modelling procedure and different properties
are obtained. This section briefly highlights the advantages and disadvantages of
the WB modelling approach.
Problem discretisation and DOFs – Contrarily to the FEM, the WBM
partitions the domain into a small number of large subdomains, which are
frequency independent. The only prerequisite is that the bounded subdomains
have to be convex [72]. The applied wave functions are frequency dependent,
and they are exact solutions of the governing equations. The DOFs are
the contribution factors of each of the wave functions and do not have a
direct physical meaning. To obtain a finer spatial resolution of the dynamic
field, the number of wave functions is increased, while keeping the domain
decomposition the same.
Problem geometric complexity – For the WBM all subdomains need to fulfil
the convexity requirement. Non-convex domains have to be partitioned into
an as small as possible number of large, convex subdomains. As the number of
subdomains increases, so does the number of interfaces and consequently the
integration length, leading to an increase in computational load. Consequently,
the WBM shows its full efficiency for geometrically simple problems. Two
extensions relax those constraints: the multi-level framework and hybrid
approaches (see further).
System matrix properties – In contrast to FE matrices, the WB matrices are
always complex, frequency dependent and fully populated. The matrices have
a limited size but need to be reconstructed for every frequency of interest.
As is common for Trefftz approaches, also the WBM yields ill-conditioned
matrices [113, 247]. However, Desmet [72] has shown that, despite this ill-
conditioning, an accurate solution can be obtained by applying direct solution
methods if the WB matrices satisfy both Picard conditions [230, 231].
Accuracy of derivative variables – Since derivatives of wave functions are
again wave functions, with the same spatial resolution, derivative variables
are predicted with the same spatial resolution as the primary variables.
Construction of the system matrices – Building the WB models involves the
evaluation of integrals of highly oscillatory functions and is computationally
more demanding than the construction of the FE matrices, which only requires
the integration of simple polynomial functions. Due to the ill-conditioning of
the WB matrices, these integrations must be performed carefully to obtain
a sufficient accuracy of the matrix coefficients. Numerical integration by
applying the Gauss-Legendre integration rule, was shown to be the most
efficient for the kind of integrals to be solved for a WB scheme, since an
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efficient matrix multiplication [223] can be applied. This numerical integration
technique is applied with a fixed number of quadrature points per smallest
wavelength resulting from the selected wave number components in the wave
function sets.
Computational performance – Since the WB matrices are fully populated,
the required CPU time is proportional to n3. Despite the fact that the
construction of the WB matrices is computationally more demanding than
the construction of the FE matrices, and the ill-conditioning of the WB
matrices prevents the use of fast iterative solvers, due to the difference in size,
the solution of the WB system of equations is computationally much less
demanding than the solution of the FE system of equations. Furthermore,
since the WBM uses a Trefftz basis, it exhibits a high convergence rate, which
makes the WBM appropriate to tackle problems for an increased frequency
range.
3.3 State of the art
The concept of the WBM has been introduced by Desmet [72] and since then
has been the topic of continuous research. This section gives a short overview of
the problem types that can currently be tackled by the WBM and discusses two
different enhancements to overcome some of the WBM’s limitations and to increase
its applicability and versatility: the multi-level approach and hybrid-approaches.
‘Basic’ WBM As already indicated earlier, every dynamic problem, of which the
mathematical formulation is given by or can be cast into a (number of) Helmholtz
equation(s), can be tackled by the WBM. So far, the WBM has been applied to
the following problem types:
Interior acoustic problems – Desmet originally developed the WBM for simple
interior acoustic problems [72]. Deckers et al. [65], Pluymers et al. [179], Van
Genechten et al. [218] and van Hal et al. [223] further continued this.
Exterior acoustic problems – Pluymers [179, 180] introduced the concept of
the initial partitioning of the problem by the truncation boundary Γt into
a bounded and an unbounded subdomain and defined 2D unbounded wave
function sets, not only satisfying the homogeneous Helmholtz equation, but
also complying with the Sommerfeld radiation condition (2.7) at Γ∞. Bergen
extended this to 3D unbounded acoustic problems [31] and semi-unbounded
problems [30]. Recently, Deckers et al. [66] applied a 2D wave function set
which satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition in the normal direction,
and the Bloch-Floquet boundary conditions [38] in the lateral direction.
Plate bending problems – This topic was studied profoundly by Vanmaele et
al. [227] using the Kirchhoff theory for thin plates. The presence of stress
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singularities, occurring in corner points of the plate domain, was identified
and special purpose enrichment functions were included in the wave function
set to incorporate this behaviour [228]. Devriendt et al. [74] extended this
formalism to orthotropic plates using a general damping model, based on the
Augmented Hooke’s Law (AHL) [77]. Recently, Klanner implemented the
WBM for thick plates using the Reissner-Mindlin theory [136].
Plate membrane problems – Vanmaele et al. [229] studied membrane problems
after transforming the Navier equations into two Helmholtz equations.
Assemblies of flat shells – When two flat plates are connected to each other at
a certain angle, the in and out of plane displacement components are coupled.
Vanmaele [227] combined the WB approximation fields for membrane and
bending behaviour to model shell behaviour for assemblies consisting of
several flat plates.
Coupled vibro-acoustic problems – TheWB developments for bounded acous-
tic and structural models are combined to predict the coupled response of an
interior vibro-acoustic problem [72, 181].
Poroelastic material modelling – Desmet [72] touched upon this topic and
indicated a possible way to decouple the dynamic Biot equations into three
Helmholtz equations. Lanoye et al. [147] developed a WB procedure to
study patchworks of porous materials using an equivalent fluid representation.
Deckers continued on the initial work by Desmet and developed a WBM for 2D
Cartesian [63] and 2,5D axisymmetric [67] poroelastic problems. The presence
of singularities and special purpose enrichment functions were identified in
[69].
Multi-level WBM In the case an unbounded problem geometry contains several
scatterers, the WBM loses it attractiveness. The truncation Γt needs to enclose all
scatterers. Inside this truncation, the convexity requirement may lead to a very
large number of subdomains. When, for instance, a number of circular scatterers are
considered, it is even impossible to obtain convex subdomains. The same holds for a
bounded subdomain with (a number of) inclusion(s). To overcome these difficulties,
the concept of multi-level modelling was introduced for multiple scattering problems.
The procedure is depicted in Figure 3.5. Each of the scatterers in the problem
setting is considered as a different level. In every level, the scattering of just one
particular object is taken into account. These different levels can be modelled using
the existing unbounded WB methodology. By applying the superposition principle
and linking all levels together via a weighted residual approach, a fully coupled
numerical model is obtained. As such, dynamic problems containing a number of
scatterers can be tackled in a much more efficient way.
The concept was first proposed by Van Genechten et al. [219] for 2D acoustic
scattering problems. Later, Bergen [28] extended the concept for 3D acoustic
scattering problems. The multi-level concept is, however, not restricted to
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Figure 3.5: Concept of the multi-level approach where the problem is split up into
a number of coupled levels [234].
unbounded problems. Bounded problems, containing a number of inclusions,
can be tackled in a completely similar way. Each of the inclusions is studied in a
different level, and the surrounding domain is taken into account in an additional,
separate level. The ‘bounded level’ describes the dynamic fields in the bounded
domain without inclusions. Van Genechten et al. [222] have applied the multi-level
approach to bounded subdomains with inclusions to 2D acoustic applications and
2D plate membrane problems. Vergote [234] has extended the procedure to plate
bending problems. Atak extended the concept to 3D bounded problems [9] and
derived symmetry boundary conditions for acoustic lens modelling [11].
Hybrid WB methods The second class of enhancements combines two numerical
methods for the problem at hand. Each method is applied according to its own
strengths which are complementary. This way, a strong hybrid approach can be
obtained, taking benefit of the best properties of two approaches:
Hybrid Finite Element - Wave Based Method (FE-WBM) –
Whereas the WBM is extremely efficient for large problem domains with a
simple geometry, the FEM has almost no restrictions regarding the geometrical
complexity of a problem domain, but it suffers from dispersion and pollution
errors. A hybrid Wave Based-Finite Element Method is developed to benefit
from the strengths of both approaches. The main idea is explained in
Figure 3.6. The WBM and the FEM are applied in non-overlapping regions.
Large, geometrically simple parts of the problem domain are modelled by
the WBM, whereas the FEM focuses on geometrically complex regions. The
hybrid FE-WBM approach was proposed by van Hal [223], who developed
two ways of coupling the methods together on the interfaces: a direct and
an indirect coupling approach and applied this procedure for 2D bounded
acoustic problems. Pluymers [179] extended the approach towards 3D
bounded acoustic problems and validated it for several problems of industrial
complexity. Vanmaele [227] applied the hybrid methodology to the modelling
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Figure 3.6: Concept of hybrid FE-WBM approach [223].
of membrane problems and combined plate-beam problems. Van Genechten et
al. [221] developed a hybrid FE-WBM for vibro-acoustic problems, modelling
the acoustic domain with the WBM and the structural part with the FEM.
Van Genechten [217] also proposed to use a modal reduction in the FE
subdomain for a further speed up of the hybrid approach. Bergen [28]
proposed a hybrid approach for 2D acoustics, where a finite domain is
modelled by the FEM and coupled to an unbounded WB domain outside a
circular truncation Γt. This approach can be seen as an efficient alternative
to the classical Dirichlet-to-Neumann-map (DtN) [29]. Lee et al. proposed a
hybrid FE-WBM for 2D poroelastic domains [148].
Hybrid Boundary Element - Wave Based Method (BE-WBM) –
By analogy with the hybrid FE-WBM, recently, a hybrid BE-WBM has
been developed, which can be deployed for acoustic problems, containing
geometrically simple as well as complex scatterers. In such a setting, the
multi-level WB approach would still lose its efficiency, since a large number
of subdomains are required in the levels containing the geometrically complex
scatterers. Atak et al. developed this hybrid BE-WBM for unbounded [10]
and bounded [12] applications.
Hybrid Wave Based Method - Statistical Energy Analysis (WBM-
SEA) – At high frequency, the effect of variability on for instance material
properties and problem geometry, which are inevitably present in a real
system, has to be accounted for. The study of one deterministic model is
no longer representative to predict the response for a number of realisations.
Typically space- and frequency-averaged responses are then calculated by
applying a statistical approach such as the SEA [155]. However, when
combining different problem types, especially in built-up structures, some
parts of the problem may still behave deterministically, whereas other parts
already behave statistically. As such, the cost of a full deterministic model
can no longer be justified, but also the SEA can no longer be applied on the
full system. Shorter and Langley [201] propose a hybrid FE-SEA to handle
this type of mixed problems. Vergote [235] substitutes the FE part in such an
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approach for the WBM, offering an increased efficiency in the mid frequency
range.
3.4 Application – A test setup for lightweight mate-
rial characterisation
As an application, the state-of-the-art WBM, as described in this chapter, is
applied to model the behaviour of a test setup for vibro-acoustic material
characterisation. The low geometrical complexity of the test setup allows to
exploit high computational efficiency of the WBM in a model that predicts the
system dynamics up into the mid frequency range.
Many procedures for vibro-acoustic material characterisation exist. For absorption
measurements, a Kundt tube [6, 117, 118] or a reverberant room test [7, 119] are
standard procedures. For transmission configurations [8, 120], special transmission
facilities with two large reverberant or anechoic rooms (at least one reverberant)
with an intermediate test partition are used.
These methods, however, all have their drawbacks. Reverberant and anechoic
rooms are very large (at least 80 m3) and are thus very expensive. Moreover, they
require large quantities of testing material (e.g. the standard prescribes that for
an absorption test in a reverberant room, at least 12 m2 of the floor should be
covered with material). Kundt tube measurements, on the other hand, are very
easy and (relatively) low-budget. Nevertheless, they only test a specific niche of the
dynamic behaviour: normal (acoustic) incidence. This is a deliberate choice, since
this configuration allows for analytical models to be used, which greatly simplifies
the material parameter extraction.
Faster, more practical tools, which can test the material in all relevant configurations,
are thus necessary to support faster and more intelligent development and
optimisation in the design process. Therefore a test setup [96, 239, 240] was
developed which has the potential to be such a fast and practical tool, especially
in combination with detailed numerical models.
The setup consists of a compact and inexpensive single acoustic cavity as shown in
Figure 3.7. It can be used in both an absorption configuration and a transmission
configuration on specimens of different sizes and thicknesses. This section applies
the state of the art WBM for acoustic analysis and the hybrid FE-WBM for
vibro-acoustic analysis in two case studies.
3.4.1 Description of the test setup
The compact cavity (0.83 m3 volume, 3 ton weight) has a strong and dominant
modal behaviour in the frequency range up to 3 kHz. Five of the six cavity walls
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Figure 3.7: Lightweight material characterisation test setup, consisting of a concrete
box, with a plate mounted in the A2-sized transmission test aperture.
are made out of reinforced concrete (from 15 to 20 cm thick), while the front wall
consists of a 3.5 cm thick aluminium plate. Such a design ensures a satisfactory
structural and acoustic rigidity of the cavity. None of the inner walls are parallel to
each other in order to have a decent modal distribution in the lower frequency zone,
avoiding coincident acoustic resonances [37], while still preserving a convex shape.
Different versions of the front wall exist with analogous frames but differently sized
testing apertures. Currently five front frames are available: a fully closed wall, and
four walls with different apertures (A4-, A3- A2- and A1-opening).
Airborne excitation can be provided by means of a full-range loudspeaker, as well as
structure-borne excitation, by using either an electrodynamic shaker or an impact
hammer. Both the acoustic and structural system response can be measured. The
inner volume is equipped with a network of microphones, while the radiating surface
can be scanned using an intensity probe. The structural response can be recorded
using lightweight accelerometers.
3.4.2 Experimental-numerical verification of the acoustic and
vibro-acoustic behaviour of the setup
For two different configurations of the test setup, experimental data and numerical
predictions are compared. A first case study looks at the purely acoustic dynamic
behaviour of the closed cavity. The second case study, determines the vibro-acoustic
Insertion Loss of an aluminium plate.
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Figure 3.8: Conceptual example of an array of 1D microphones placed inside the
cavity.
Acoustic verification on a closed cavity
For the acoustic verification case, the cavity is closed by the front wall without an
aperture. The loudspeaker excites the cavity. The acoustic pressure response is
measured in 40 (5× 4× 2) response points by means of an array of 1D microphones.
A conceptual example can be seen in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.9 shows the numerical model of this configuration. It consists of a single
bounded WB domain with dimensions 1.122 m × 0.82 m × 0.982 m and corner
points defined in Table 3.2. All cavity boundaries are considered acoustically rigid.
The cavity is filled with air with properties given in Table 3.3. The loudspeaker is
modelled as an acoustic point source, located at coordinates (1.03 m, 0.12 m, 0.3 m),
which is the approximate location of the centre of the loudspeaker membrane. The
results are collected in 40 points which correspond to the location of the microphones.
For their exact location, see Table 3.1. The WB model uses a truncation setting
T = 2, resulting in 216-1430 acoustic wave functions from 100 Hz to 800 Hz.
In order to estimate the global performance of the model, the average of the acoustic
pressure response over the 40 measurement points is studied. To get comparable
results in absence of a calibrated excitation source, a constant scaling factor of
155.6, which was determined through a visual fit on the rising flank of the first
resonance of the averaged response, was applied to the numerical results over the
whole frequency range to update the source strength in the numerical model.
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Figure 3.9: Wave Based model of the acoustic cavity of the test setup with
measurement points in ◦ (the bold ◦ indicate the two used measurement points),
and the point source ( ).
# x [m] y [m] z [m] # x [m] y [m] z [m]
1 0.06 0.11 0.41 21 0.54 0.56 0.41
2 0.06 0.11 0.75 22 0.54 0.56 0.75
3 0.06 0.26 0.41 23 0.54 0.71 0.41
4 0.06 0.26 0.75 24 0.54 0.71 0.75
5 0.06 0.56 0.41 25 0.84 0.11 0.41
6 0.06 0.56 0.75 26 0.84 0.11 0.75
7 0.06 0.71 0.41 27 0.84 0.26 0.41
8 0.06 0.71 0.75 28 0.84 0.26 0.75
9 0.30 0.11 0.41 29 0.84 0.56 0.41
10 0.30 0.11 0.75 30 0.84 0.56 0.75
11 0.30 0.26 0.41 31 0.84 0.71 0.41
12 0.30 0.26 0.75 32 0.84 0.71 0.75
13 0.30 0.56 0.41 33 1.10 0.11 0.41
14 0.30 0.56 0.75 34 1.10 0.11 0.75
15 0.30 0.71 0.41 35 1.10 0.26 0.41
16 0.30 0.71 0.75 36 1.10 0.26 0.75
17 0.54 0.11 0.41 37 1.10 0.56 0.41
18 0.54 0.11 0.75 38 1.10 0.56 0.75
19 0.54 0.26 0.41 39 1.10 0.71 0.41
20 0.54 0.26 0.75 40 1.10 0.71 0.75
Table 3.1: Microphone locations for the acoustic verification study on a closed
cavity.
This averaged response pavg can be calculated as follows:
pavg =
1
nmic
nmic∑
i
pi, (3.34)
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x [m] y [m] z [m]
0 0 0
1.122 0 0
1.122 0.82 0
0 0.82 0
0 0 0.982
1.122 0.001 0.854
1.122 0.7852 0.854
0 0.78 0.982
Table 3.2: Corner points of the WB model of the acoustic cavity.
Air
Fluid density ρa 1.163 kg/m3
Wave speed ca 346.149 m/s
Table 3.3: Material properties for air (experimental-numerical verifications).
where nmic is the total number of microphones and pi the measured acoustic
pressure.
The comparison of the averaged Sound Pressure Level (SPL) between the
experimental and scaled numerical results is shown in Figure 3.10. This shows
that the numerical model, especially in the low-frequency region can very
accurately capture the resonance phenomena occurring in the acoustic cavity
up to approximately 400-500 Hz. After that, the numerical model degrades, though
a lot of the phenomena from the experiments can still be explained based on the
numerical model. The frequency mismatch, which becomes apparent in the higher
resonances, suggests a geometrical mismatch between the virtual model and the
actual setup.
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Figure 3.10: Sound pressure level [dB] (average over 40 points) from 100 Hz to 800
Hz (Acoustic verification on a closed cavity).
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Figure 3.11: Sound pressure level [dB] in the microphone closest to the source from
100 Hz to 800 Hz (Acoustic verification on a closed cavity).
Another cause for mismatch is the loudspeaker. As mentioned earlier, the source
was modelled as a spherical acoustic volume source, located in a single point. In
reality, however, the speaker takes a finite volume inside the cavity. Because of
these finite dimensions, the source geometry influences some of the resonances
occurring inside the cavity, while leaving other resonances relatively unaltered.
Furthermore, the source in the numerical model, a spherical volume point source,
has a uniform directivity (the pressure contours for free field radiation form
perfectly spherical shells) while the real speaker has a preferred radiation directivity.
In the direct vicinity of the speaker, which is dominated by the speaker’s near
field pressure distribution and the directivity, the results are less trustworthy.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.11 which shows the acoustic pressure response in
the measurement/simulation point (0.84 m, 0.11 m, 0.41 m) close to the source,
indicated by ◦ in Figure 3.9. Although the resonances are still well caught, the
overall predictions have trouble matching the measurements.
Looking at the results in the point (0.06 m, 0.71 m, 0.75 m), much better results
can be observed in Figure 3.12 since here the impact of the source directivity
has diminished and the field is mainly dominated by the modal behaviour of the
cavity. Nevertheless, the differences in resonance frequencies persist, starting from
higher frequencies, which confirms that the mismatch is not purely caused by the
directivity of the speaker, but that there also is a geometrical mismatch (presence
of the speaker, cavity dimensions, . . .).
As a conclusion, for frequencies up to 400-500 Hz, this numerical model is able
to provide accurate results when compared to experimentally measured data.
However, this model approximates the speaker as an infinitesimally small source
with uniform directivity, which alters the near field of the cavity, together with the
higher resonance frequencies. In the low-frequency region, this way of modelling
does not hamper a good comparison between model and experiments, but in the
higher frequency range, differences become apparent.
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Figure 3.12: Sound pressure level [dB] in the microphone furthest from the source
from 100 Hz to 800 Hz (Acoustic verification on a closed cavity).
Insertion Loss calculation
The second verification case investigates the vibro-acoustic radiation of an A4
aluminium plate that is clamped into an aperture in the front wall using a clamping
frame with two rows of bolts, with a total of 32 bolts [239].
Again, the loudspeaker excites the cavity. The key difference with the previous
case is that now the front wall has an A4 sized aperture to host a test specimen.
A 3 mm A4 aluminium plate is clamped into this test aperture through a frame
(thickness of 10 mm) with a double bolt row to approximate clamped boundary
conditions.
Because of the highly modal behaviour of the cavity in the considered frequency
range, Transmission Loss (TL) measurements, which are standard in transmission
room tests, are not feasible since such metric requires per definition a diffuse sound
field in a reverberating room. Therefore not TL, but Insertion loss (IL) is measured
in this frequency range.
The calculation of IL requires two (virtual) measurements of the radiated sound
power. The first one is performed without the test sample, where the interior
acoustic field in the cavity is in partial contact with the acoustic field outside and
thus the open aperture radiates into the environment. The second measurement is
performed with the panel mounted; now the panel radiates to the exterior. The
radiating surface, be it the open aperture, as shown in Figure 3.13, or the plate, is
scanned using an intensity probe in 45 points which are defined as the center points
of a regular 5× 9 lattice. After an integration step, the IL is easily calculated as
follows:
IL = 10 log Popen
Pclosed
, (3.35)
where Popen and Pclosed are the radiated power in an open and closed configuration,
respectively.
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Figure 3.13: Intensity measurement on an open test aperture using an intensity
probe.
To study the transmission through a test panel numerically, the WB model needs
a number of extensions:
(i) The interface between the test aperture and the cavity does not cover
the whole frontal surface of the acoustic cavity; a division into 9 internal
subdomains, as shown in Figure 3.14, is therefore desirable to prevent
discontinuous boundary conditions.
(ii) Also the acoustic domain exterior to the cavity has to be modelled using 6
bounded and 1 unbounded domain to account for a transmission configuration.
(iii) A FE model of the clamped test sample is coupled to the two neighbouring
WB acoustic domains inside and outside of the cavity, as illustrated by Figure
3.14b.
These three modifications lead to a model which is capable to provide IL simulations
of a test sample mounted in the aperture. The same fluid properties as in the
previous case, defined in Table 3.3, are used. Table 3.4 gives the material properties
for the A4 aluminium plate. The WB submodel uses a truncation setting T = 2,
resulting in 360-2376 acoustic wave functions from 100 Hz to 800 Hz. The FE plate
model consists of 4092 DOFs.
The experimental averaged IL in Figure 3.15 still shows very resonant behaviour
(ignoring the experimental noise at low frequency). Even though one hopes that by
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Figure 3.14: WB and Hybrid FE-WB models for the Insertion Loss simulation of
a 3 mm aluminium plate in an A4 aperture with the acoustic source ( ). The
truncation hemisphere outside the cavity is indicated and the interior subdomains
by the dotted lines (· · · ).
Aluminium
Loss factor ηl 0
Poisson ratio ν 0.3
Young’s modulus E 70·109 Pa
Material density ρe 2700 kg/m3
Table 3.4: Material properties aluminium (1).
taking the ratio of two measurements the resonant behaviour is eliminated, this is
not the case. Since for the two cavity configurations (with and without the plate)
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Figure 3.15: Comparison between measured and simulated Insertion Loss (perfectly
clamped).
the resonance frequencies considerably change, their effect cannot be eliminated by
taking the ratio. The resonant behaviour of the IL is thus unavoidable. Nevertheless,
in many mechanical engineering applications, the environment in which the sample
is placed shows a pronounced acoustic modal behaviour (e.g. lightweight body
panels of vehicles are coupled to the interior acoustic cavity), contrarily to the
large rooms with high modal density in building acoustic applications. The test
suite was developed to be closer to a typical mechanical application case than the
classical transmission facility.
Figure 3.15 compares with the numerical simulations. This figure, however, shows
a large overestimation of the IL. The location of the first dip in the IL, caused
by the first resonance of the test sample is also overestimated. This suggests that
the boundary conditions in the numerical model are too stiff. By changing the
boundary conditions from clamped to simply supported, a difference of 20 dB in
Insertion Loss can be seen in the low frequency range, as shown in Figure 3.16.
Also the resonance frequencies are strongly influenced as Table 3.5 indicates; simply
supported boundary conditions are too much of a relaxation when comparing with
the experiments.
To improve the results, a relaxation of the perfectly clamped boundary is considered.
By replacing the constraint of zero rotations along the edges of the clamping by a
torsional line spring with a non-zero, finite spring constant, the rotational DOFs
have a non-zero, finite torsional value. By updating the value for the spring
constant to 5300 Nm/rad/m, the results in Figure 3.17 are obtained. Table 3.5
also shows that the resonance frequencies are now in between the clamped and
simply supported configurations. Although this updating was performed in open
loop in this first feasibility study, a better agreement between the numerical and
experimental IL is observed.
Aforementioned comparison and model updating shows the ability to build a
trustworthy numerical model and to detect non-ideality in the test setup (such as
an imperfect clamping), and has the versatility to take corrections thereto into
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Figure 3.16: Difference in simulated insertion loss between perfectly clamped and
simply supported case.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison between measured and simulated insertion loss (updated
boundary conditions).
Mode clamped line spring simply supported
(1,1) 463 Hz 331 Hz 246 Hz
(1,2) 746 Hz 567 Hz 491 Hz
(2,1) (1109 Hz) (836 Hz) 738 Hz
Table 3.5: Comparison of resonance frequencies for an aluminium A4 plate with
different boundary conditions.
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account. This opens perspectives for the true characterisation through inverse
methods of other parameters, such as e.g. structural damping factors, non-isotropic
behaviour, or allows the characterisation in terms of equivalent parameters, for
example for multilayer test samples.
Due to the low geometrical complexity of the problem, the WBM is well suited
to model the vibro-acoustic behaviour of the test setup. The high computational
efficiency of the method allows to model the system dynamics well into the mid
frequency range.
3.5 Summary
This chapter discusses the Wave Based Method (WBM), a deterministic numerical
simulation technique for dynamic problems, which is at the core of the numerical
techniques developed in this dissertation.
In a first section, the WB modelling procedure is applied to a generalised
Helmholtz problem. For the two subproblems of the vibro-acoustic problem,
i.e. the 3D acoustic problem and the (2D) plate bending problem, further details
are given. The following section reviews the properties of the WBM; for problems
of limited geometric complexity the method yields more accurate results at a lower
computational load than conventional methods due to the use of wave functions
which a priori satisfy the governing differential equations. The third section gives
a brief overview of the state of the art of the method, including applicable problem
types and extensions to tackle more complex geometries (multi-level WBM and
hybrid approaches).
Finally, the WBM and hybrid FE-WBM are applied to model the vibro-acoustic
behaviour of a test setup for lightweight material characterisation. Two case studies
are performed: an acoustic verification of the behaviour of the closed cavity and
the calculation of the vibro-acoustic Insertion Loss through a homogeneous panel.
Both studies show a good agreement between experiments and simulations and
show potential for both model improvements as well as measurement-based model
updating. A small feasibility study shows that e.g. by updating the boundary
conditions of a clamped material sample, a much better agreement between
simulations and experiments can be obtained.
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Chapter 4
Extension of the WBM for
plate bending problems with
distributed excitation
Even though Desmet [72] touched upon the topic of distributed excitation of WBM
plate bending models, the work was not continued in the further developments by
Vanmaele et al. [227, 228] and Vergote [234]. Jegorovs [122], however, introduced
the use of the Fourier transformation for the derivation of particular solutions in a
WBM suited for the so-called light diffusion approximation to the transport theory.
Notwithstanding the limited interest in WB research over the past years, the
distributed excitation of plate structures is highly relevant in engineering practice.
It can cover a wide range of load profiles, ranging from small loaded patches to full
surface excitation. In the former case, the excitation is distributed over a small
but finite area. Depending on the ratio between the patch dimensions and the
governing wavelength, the assumption of a localised point force no longer holds.
Examples of the latter case are e.g. vibro-acoustic coupled problems where the
plate vibrations influence and are influenced by the acoustic pressure field, and the
excitation by a broadband random excitation, such as e.g. a diffuse acoustic field
or a turbulent boundary layer (TBL).
This chapter extends the existing framework of the WBM for the Kirchhoff plate
bending problems with novel particular solutions which incorporate the effect
of distributed excitations in dynamic plate bending problems. Moreover, these
particular solutions are directly compatible with other developments in the plate
bending WBM, such as corner functions to address singularities in the field [228]
and the multi-level approach to efficiently incorporate inclusions [234]. Section 4.1
presents two novel sets of particular solution functions and gives a short comparison
of their properties. One is based on a decomposition into point forces in the spatial
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domain, the second on a decomposition of the distributed load in the wave number
domain. Thereafter, Section 4.2 studies the accuracy and prediction efficiency,
both at one particular frequency and over a wider frequency band. The main
characteristics of the two particular solution approaches are also shortly summarised.
The last section finally considers two application cases: a vibro-acoustic problem
and a plate under a TBL excitation.
This chapter is based on a journal publication in Computers & Structures [127].
4.1 Development of novel particular solution func-
tions
To introduce the effect of a non-homogeneous term, such as a point force or
a distributed excitation, the WBM requires a particular solution function that
satisfies the non-homogeneous Kirchhoff equation (2.50). The boundary conditions
do not (necessarily) have to be satisfied. For a point force Fz, therefore the
analytically known response of an infinite plate to a point force is used. Similarly,
this section derives two different particular solution functions to cope with a
distributed excitation p(rd).
The first particular solution functions are based on the integration of the particular
solutions for a point source. This approach explicitly calculates the response of
an infinite plate under distributed loading by integrating the applied pressure
profile over the loaded surface. The second set addresses the problem from a
different perspective. Using the Fourier transformation, the applied pressure profile
is decomposed into plane waves. For each of these plane waves as a right hand side,
the Kirchhoff equation is solved in the wave number domain. Each component of
this second particular solution set can thus be seen as the response of a rectangular
plate to an incoming plane wave with a specific wave number vector.
Since both particular solution function sets do not necessarily satisfy the boundary
conditions of the problem, the wave functions are still necessary to ensure that the
total field does satisfy the applied boundary conditions.
4.1.1 Hankel-based approach – Integration of point forces
In this first approach, a particular solution function is developed based on the
displacement of an infinite homogeneous plate under a point force (3.30). By
considering a pressure field p as an infinite sum of discrete point forces, the
expression for the particular solution uˆbp(r) can be seen as an infinite sum over the
particular solution to each of these discrete point forces. This gives the following
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expression:
uˆbp(r) = −
j
8k2bD
∫
Ωd
p(rd)
[
H
(2)
0 (kb ||r− rd||)
−H(2)0 (−jkb ||r− rd||)
]
dΩd.
(4.1)
Application of the appropriate differential operators (2.53),(2.56)-(2.57) gives similar
expressions for derived quantities θˆbp,n, mˆbp,n and Qˆbp,n, which are functions with
the same spatial resolution as uˆbp.
The calculation of these functions, however, is relatively expensive, since for each
evaluation at location r, a surface integral has to be calculated over the loaded
surface Ωd. Moreover, due to the highly oscillatory nature of these particular
solutions, the integration over this surface has to be performed accurately.
In order to do so, a Gauss-Legendre integration scheme [58], using a specified
number of points per physical wavelength is used. This can, however, limit the
accuracy since the distributed pressure p is discretised in the integration points.
This approximation can lead to a stagnation in the convergence of the solution. To
overcome this, a numerical integration parameter TH is introduced to increase the
number of Gauss points for the surface integration of the particular solution:
TH =
ngp,Hankel
ngp,T=1
, (4.2)
where ngp,Hankel indicates the number of Gauss points per wavelength used for the
integration of the particular solutions and ngp,T=1 the number of Gauss points per
wavelength for the integration of the wave functions for a wave function truncation
of T = 1. Nevertheless, for most spatial load distributions, TH = 1 gives a sufficient
prediction accuracy, as the numerical validations show.
4.1.2 Fourier-based approach – Decomposition in the wave
number domain
Since the imposed pressure field can be decomposed into a number of plane waves,
alternative expressions for the particular solution function uˆbp can be found, avoiding
expensive surface integrals of highly oscillatory Hankel-functions. This alternative
method to compute particular solution functions was inspired by Desmet [72] who
applied it to coupled vibro-acoustic problems and Jegorovs [122]. By application of
the Fourier transformation, the Kirchhoff equation can be solved in the wave number
domain. The particular solution in the spatial domain can then be calculated by
an inverse Fourier transformation.
Firstly, the theoretical aspects of this approach are illustrated. Thereafter, the
numerical procedure, including sampling and truncation, is elaborated.
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Theoretical procedure
With the definition of the spatial Fourier transformation F (kx, ky) of a function
f(x, y) [52]:
F (kx, ky) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y)e−j(kxx+kyy)dxdy, (4.3)
and the Kirchhoff equation in the wave number domain (here without a point force
Fz): [(
(kx)2 + (ky)2
)2
− k4b
]
U bz (kx, ky) = −
P (kx, ky)
D
, (4.4)
the solution in the wave number domain U bz (kx, ky) of an infinite plate under a
distributed load P (kx, ky) can be found:
U bz (kx, ky) = −
P (kx, ky)
D
[
((kx)2 + (ky)2)2 − k4b
] . (4.5)
Using the inverse spatial Fourier transformation, defined as:
f(x, y) = 1
(2pi)2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
F (kx, ky)ej(kxx+kyy)dkxdky, (4.6)
the solution is obtained in the spatial domain (x, y). This function satisfies the
Kirchhoff equation with a distributed load and can thus be used as a particular
solution. Combining (4.3)-(4.6), the general expression for the particular solution
function uˆbp for an infinite plate loaded over its entire surface thus becomes:
uˆbp(r) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫∞
−∞
∫∞
−∞ pe
−j(kxx+kyy)dxdy
(2pi)2D
[
((kx)2 + (ky)2)2 − k4b
]ej(kxx+kyy)dkxdky. (4.7)
For a harmonic pressure excitation p, the analytical expression for uˆbp (4.7) can be
simplified. With the transformation pairs for sines and cosines,
f(•) = sin(k••)↔ F (k•) = pij (δ(k − k•)− δ(k + k•)) , (4.8)
f(•) = cos(k••)↔ F (k•) = pi (δ(k − k•) + δ(k + k•)) , (4.9)
and using the multiplication-convolution theorem,
f(•)g(?)↔ F (k•) ∗G(k?), (4.10)
the forward and inverse transformations can be done analytically. In this case,
(4.7) simplifies to:
uˆbp(r) = −
p(r)
D
[
((kx)2 + (ky)2)2 − k4b
] . (4.11)
Note also that, given the plate is finite, a uniform excitation can be considered as
a harmonic function applying cosines with zero wave number components.
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Numerical procedure
For pressure fields with a non-harmonic spatial variation of the distributed load,
(4.7) cannot be calculated analytically. A discretised Fourier transformation is
necessary and it requires a choice for the sampling rate and the truncation, both
in the wave number domain and the spatial domain.
Since the particular solution expansion will strongly interact with the wave function
expansion, it is logical to choose the wave number selection and truncation in
an analogous manner. For the wave number domain sampling, this means that
functions are chosen such that a half wavelength fits into the circumscribing
rectangle:
(kF,x, kF,y) =
(
pib1
Lx
,
pib2
Ly
)
, (4.12)
with b1 and b2 defined in (3.27) and the subscript kF,• indicating the discretised
wave number.
A similar frequency dependent truncation rule as for the wave functions in (3.28)
applies, such that only projection functions with a wavelength larger than or equal
to 1/TF times the physical wavelength are used, with TF the wave number domain
truncation parameter. Because of the resemblance with the wave functions, which
are also spatially harmonic functions with their wave number components chosen
to a similar truncation rule, TF = T is used as a standard setting.
Figure 4.1 shows this transition from an infinite, continuous wave number domain
into a truncated and discretely sampled domain.
Also in the spatial domain, truncation and sampling are necessary. Since the actual
plate under study is finite, it is not necessary to perform the integration in (4.3)
outside the plate domain. Moreover, as the wave numbers are defined on the
rectangle enclosing the domain, the spatial truncation boundaries are set to be
coincident with that rectangle.
The spatial sampling period ∆Nyq is directly related to the wave number truncation
TF kb. The relation between both is given by the Shannon-Nyquist sampling
theorem [170]:
∆Nyq ≤ pi
TF kb
. (4.13)
The maximal values allowed by (4.13) are used.
The practical procedure is thus as follows:
A. Truncate the spatial domain based on the bounding box of the WB subdomain.
B. Truncate the wave number domain based on the setting of TF and sample
the wave number domain based on (4.12), similar to the wave function set.
C. Calculate the spatial sampling period based on (4.13).
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(kF,x, kF,y)
Figure 4.1: Choice of the Fourier projection functions kF,• and their relation to the
WBM function set with ◦ indicating the chosen wave function components (3.27)
and • indicating the chosen projection function components (4.12).
D. Transform the distributed loading p into the wave number domain using the
Fourier transformation.
E. Solve the Kirchhoff equation at each point in the wave number domain using
(4.5).
F. Transform the result back to the spatial domain using the inverse Fourier
transformation to obtain the particular solution uˆpb .
4.2 Numerical validations
This section evaluates the performance of the distributed load strategies for the
WBM for structural bending problems by means of two numerical validations.
The first problem case shows the proof-of-concept on a square plate, for which an
analytical solution is available. The second problem case studies the convergence
behaviour and the narrowband prediction capabilities on a quadrilateral plate.
For both problem settings, four different load cases are considered, consisting of
localised and global, harmonic and non-harmonic pressure profiles. The results for
each of the particular solutions are compared and the strengths and weaknesses of
each set are illustrated.
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Results obtained with the WBM are compared to results obtained with the Rayleigh-
Ritz [55] method in Case 1 and with the FEM in Case 2. The comparisons are
made in terms of calculation times and accuracy. The shell element SHELL63,
which implements the Kirchhoff plate theory in Ansys 12.1, is used for the FEM
reference models. The WBM routines are implemented in Matlab R2010a. All
calculations are performed on a Windows-based 2.52 GHz Intel Xeon system with
32 GB RAM.
4.2.1 Case 1 – Proof-of-concept
The first validation case illustrates the concept on a square 3 mm steel plate (1 m
× 1 m) in Figure 4.2a. The material properties for steel are given in Table 4.1.
The plate is simply supported on all four edges. The four different load cases in
Figure 4.2b to 4.2e are chosen such that there is a gradual increase from a localised
patch load to a global harmonic load.
Steel
Loss factor ηl 0
Poisson ratio ν 0.3
Young’s modulus E 210·109 Pa
Material density ρe 7800 kg/m3
Table 4.1: Material properties of steel (1).
For all configurations, the out-of-plane structural displacement ubz is shown at
a frequency of 700 Hz in Figure 4.3 to 4.6. The calculations are made with a
truncation setting T = 4, resulting in 312 wave functions. Both approaches are used
in their standard setting, as discussed in Section 4.1; the Hankel-based approach is
used with the numerical integration setting TH = 1 and the Fourier-based approach
is used with the truncation setting TF = T .
The results are compared to the analytical solution obtained with the Rayleigh-Ritz
method, using 40000 modes. Details on the derivation of the analytical solution
are given at the end of this chapter in Appendix 4.A. To assess the accuracy,
logarithmic error contour plots relative to the analytical solution are shown. This
relative prediction error ε(r) is defined as:
ε(r) =
∣∣∣∣∣ub,•z (r)− ub,refz (r)ub,refz (r)
∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.14)
where • represents the result obtained with the WBM with either the Hankel-
or the Fourier-based particular solutions and ub,refz (r) represents the reference
solution.
For Load case 1, the results in Figure 4.3a to 4.3c are very similar, illustrating the
applicability of both particular solution approaches. However, the error contour
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p(rd) = 1 Pa with rd ∈
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λb = 0.206 m)
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(e) Load case 4 –
p(r) = sin(pix) sin(2piy) Pa.
Figure 4.2: Problem geometry and applied load cases (Validation Case 1).
plot for the Hankel-based functions in Figure 4.3d, shows that the overall accuracy
is much higher than for the Fourier-based functions, as shown in Figure 4.3e. The
Hankel-based approach accounts for an accuracy of a few percent. The error using
the Fourier-based functions, however is up to 100%. Also note that the higher error
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Figure 4.3: Out-of-plane displacement ubz [m] and relative error ε [-] (ref. Rayleigh-
Ritz) at 700 Hz (Load case 1).
at the nodal lines results from an inaccurate error calculation due to almost-zero
division.
This difference in accuracy can be readily explained by how the two approaches
deal with discontinuities. The Hankel-based functions (4.1) are defined by an
integration over the loaded surface Ωd. For a patch load, the discontinuity at the
edges of this patch induces Gibbs phenomena (i.e. an overshoot of a Fourier series
around a sharp discontinuity) for the Fourier-based approach. A more accurate
result would require a much higher setting for the truncation parameter TF .
For the globally defined distributed load in Load case 2, as shown in Figure 4.4a, the
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Figure 4.4: Out-of-plane displacement ubz [m] and relative error ε [-] (ref. Rayleigh-
Ritz) at 700 Hz (Load case 2).
error levels for both approaches in Figure 4.4d-4.4e are closer to each other. Now
the projection functions in the Fourier-based particular solutions no longer have
to deal with a sharp discontinuity inside the problem domain, giving an accuracy
in the order of 5%. Therefore, the pressure decomposition is more accurate than
the previous one. However, also for this application, the Hankel-based approach is
more accurate. The accuracy is still in the order of 1%, as can be expected; the
fine integration can account for any pressure distribution.
Logically, the Fourier-based approach is at its best when the forward and inverse
Fourier transformation can be done analytically (4.11), as is the case for harmonic
loading. For Load case 3 in Figure 4.5, which is a uniform load, the accuracy of
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Figure 4.5: Out-of-plane displacement ubz [m] and relative error ε [-] (ref. Rayleigh-
Ritz) at 700 Hz (Load case 3).
the Fourier-based functions, as shown in Figure 4.5e, strongly improves to 0.5%
since the calculation of the particular solution can be done exactly. The accuracy
of the Hankel-based approach, shown in Figure 4.5d again is in the order of 1%,
very similarly to Load case 1 and 2.
The results of Load case 4 in Figure 4.6 are trivial. The solution for the Fourier-
based approach, given in Figure 4.6e is exact, as the particular solution is also the
analytical solution for this configuration. Therefore, all wave functions coming from
the homogeneous part of the solution have zero contributions and no approximation
error whatsoever is made.
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Figure 4.6: Out-of-plane displacement ubz [m] and relative error ε [-] (ref. Rayleigh-
Ritz) at 700 Hz (Load case 4).
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4.2.2 Case 2 – Assessment of computational efficiency
The second validation case considers a quadrilateral aluminium plate (1 m × 0.5 m)
of thickness 2 mm shown in Figure 4.7a. The material properties for aluminium are
given in Table 4.2). The plate is clamped on all four edges. Again, four different
load cases, given in Figure 4.7b-4.7e, are applied.
1 m
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(a) Quadrilateral plate with clamped
boundary conditions.
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(b) Load case 1 –
p(rd) = 1 Pa with rd ∈
[0.45, 0.50] ∪ [0.25, 0.30].
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(e) Load case 4 –
p(r) = sin(pix) sin(2piy) Pa.
Figure 4.7: Problem geometry and applied load cases (Validation case 2).
Aluminium
Loss factor ηl 0.01
Poisson ratio ν 0.3
Young’s modulus E 70·109 Pa
Material density ρe 2790 kg/m3
Table 4.2: Material properties of aluminium (2).
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Model hmax Degrees of freedom
name [m] 4-noded elements
K1 0.0500000 2304
K2 0.0250000 8742
K3 0.0125000 34038
K4 0.0062500 134310
K5 0.0031250 533574
Reference 0.0015625 2126982
Table 4.3: Properties of the FE models (Validation case 2).
T 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 Ref.
WF 48 72 96 120 144 168 192 216 240 264
Table 4.4: Properties of the WB models (Validation case 2).
The first part of this validation case considers the convergence of the developed
particular solutions and compares it to the convergence of FEM reference models.
To penalise possible outliers, a global quadratic error estimator < δ > over n
number of points is defined analogously to (4.14):
< δ >=
√√√√√∑ni=1
∣∣∣ub,•z (ri)2 − ub,refz (ri)2∣∣∣∑n
i=1
∣∣∣ub,refz (ri)2∣∣∣ . (4.15)
This < δ > is plotted as a function of the CPU time. This CPU time is composed
of the time required for the frequency-dependent operations. This means that for
the FEM, the system building time, which is frequency independent in this case
and only needs to be performed once, is not included, only the solution time. For
the WBM, however, the system building has to be repeated at every frequency.
Therefore, both system building and system solution time are included.
For the calculation of < δ >, the out-of-plane displacement results at 500 Hz in
n = 384 uniformly distributed points, matching with the nodes in the coarsest FE
model, are used. The model properties for all FE and WB models are listed in
Table 4.3 and 4.4.
When comparing the convergence behaviour of the WBM with the two types of
particular solutions for the various load cases shown, see Figure 4.8-4.9, relative to
the FEM, the advantage of the WBM and the newly developed particular solution
functions is clear. However, in this comparison, a stagnation of the WBM results to
the accuracy of the FEM reference is apparent. This stagnation occurs because the
accuracy of the reference model is lower than the WB models with high truncation
settings. Indeed, if a WBM reference is used, all WB models converge further as
shown in Figure 4.10-4.11. Hence, in a similar manner with the plate bending
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Figure 4.8: Out-of-plane displacement ubz: Relative prediction error < δ > [-] as a
function of CPU time [s] at 500 Hz – FEM reference (Load case 1 and 2).
problems tackled before [72, 227, 228, 235], also for plate bending problems with a
distributed load, the WBM convergence is superior to the FEM such that a higher
accuracy can be obtained with a lower computational effort.
These convergence curves confirm the observations made in the first problem case.
The Fourier-based approach is at its best when the Fourier transformation can be
done analytically, as is the case for Load case 3 with a uniform load, see Figure
4.11a and for Load case 4 with a harmonic load, see Figure 4.11b. For more
geometrically varying distributed loads, it converges much more slowly as depicted
in Figure 4.10b; due to the highly local and discontinuous patch load in Load case
1, the convergence is almost stopped, as can be seen in Figure 4.10a. This is due
to the poor Fourier decomposition of the excitation profile. The Hankel-based
approach converges equally well for all four cases. The only difference is on the
timings, as Load case 1 involves a much smaller loaded surface than the other
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Figure 4.9: Out-of-plane displacement ubz: Relative prediction error < δ > [-] as a
function of CPU time [s] at 500 Hz – FEM reference (Load case 3 and 4).
cases.
When comparing the CPU times between the Fourier- and Hankel-based functions,
however, the advantage of the Fourier-based functions is clear. Even for Load case
2, a non-harmonic global load case, the cost of performing a forward and inverse
Fourier transformation is much lower than performing the expensive numerical
integration over the plate surface for every point evaluation of the particular
solution, as Figure 4.10b illustrates. As the locally loaded patch becomes smaller,
the Hankel-based functions overtake the convergence of the Fourier-based functions
and become the most appropriate strategy. This is illustrated by Figure 4.10a.
Up to this point, both function sets have been used in their standard setting,
i.e. TF = T for the Fourier-based functions and TH = 1 for the Hankel-based
functions. Figure 4.12 shows the convergence curves for Load case 2 with different
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Figure 4.10: Out-of-plane displacement ubz: Relative prediction error < δ > [-] as a
function of CPU time [s] at 500 Hz – WBM Hankel reference with TH = T = 5.5
(Load case 1 and 2).
settings for TF and TH . The Fourier-based functions quickly stagnate on the
accuracy of the decomposition of the applied load, see Figure 4.12a, such that
refinement of T independently of TF makes no sense. The convergence of the
Fourier-based approach is mostly governed by the distributed load decomposition
and TF . Therefore, the standard setting is chosen as TF = T . The Hankel-based
functions are more independent of T since a setting of TH = 1, for not too spatially
varying loads, still produces accurate results, as shown in Figure 4.12b. The
convergence of the Hankel-based approach is mostly governed by the wave function
expansion and their truncation factor T . Therefore, the standard setting is chosen
as TH = 1. If this causes a stagnation of the results, a higher value is necessary.
However, choosing TH = T , as is done for the Fourier-based functions, is clearly
too excessive. Figure 4.12 thus confirms that the chosen standard settings are
appropriate.
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Figure 4.11: Out-of-plane displacement ubz: Relative prediction error < δ > [-] as a
function of CPU time [s] at 500 Hz – WBM Fourier reference with TF = T = 5.5
(Load case 3 and 4).
The last validation considers the narrowband frequency response of the out-of-plane
displacement ubz in a response point (0.6705 m, 0.25 m), indicated by • in Figure
4.7a from 50 Hz to 1000 Hz. Two load cases are considered, both with their best
performing functions: Load case 1, where the result is shown for the Hankel-based
functions and Load case 3, where the result is shown for the Fourier-based functions.
The WBM curves are obtained with a truncation factor of T = 2, resulting in
48-176 wave functions, and with the standard settings for TF and TH . The results
are compared to the FE model K1 with 2304 DOFs and the FEM reference solution
K4 with 134310 DOFs.
Figure 4.13 (Load case 1) and Figure 4.14 (Load case 3) show that over a
broad frequency band, the WBM provides a good prediction accuracy at a low
computational cost. Moreover, when plotting the relative error for a FEM and
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Figure 4.12: Out-of-plane displacement ubz: Relative prediction error < δ > [-] as a
function of CPU time [s] at 500 Hz – WBM Hankel reference with TH = T = 5.5
(Load case 2).
a WB model with comparable (average) timing (0.21 s per frequency line for the
FEM, 0.23 s for the WBM with the Hankel-based particular solutions and 0.14
s for the WBM with Fourier-based particular solutions), the WBM shows more
accurate results, whereas the results for FE model K1 are largely influenced by
numerical dispersion [115, 116]. From 300 Hz to 1000 Hz, the benchmark WB
model with T = 2 even outperforms the FEM reference model K4. The apparent
accuracy of the WBM is actually that of the FE model K4. When the accuracy
of the FE model K4 is shown relative to a WBM reference using a truncation of
T = 4, it is shown that the WB models with T = 2 are indeed more accurate than
the FE model K4.
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Figure 4.13: Out-of-plane displacement ubz [m] and relative error ε [-] (ref. various)
for a response point at (0.6705 m, 0.25 m) from 50 Hz to 1000 Hz (Load case 1).
4.3 Comparison
As a short conclusion to this section, the main advantages and disadvantages of
the two particular solution function sets are summarised here.
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Figure 4.14: Out-of-plane displacement ubz [m] and relative error ε [-] (ref. various)
for a response point at (0.6705 m, 0.25 m) from 50 Hz to 1000 Hz (Load case 3).
Decomposition The Hankel based approach approximates the particular solution
field as a superposition of point force particular solutions; it uses a spatial
decomposition of the load. The Fourier-based approach approximates the pressure
excitation field through a three-step procedure involving a forward and an inverse
Fourier transformation. Between both Fourier-based steps, a particular solution
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function is calculated for each Fourier component by solving the Kirchhoff
equation in the wave number domain. This approach is thus based on a spectral
decomposition.
Discretisation In the Hankel based approach, the number of point forces can be
controlled through a parameter TH , which can be interpeted as using TH times
the number of Gauss points used per wavelength for the numerical integration
of the wave functions. The standard setting is TH = 1. The continuous Fourier
transformation has to be both discretised and sampled, both in the wave number
domain and in space. In the wave number domain, the same choices as for the
wave functions are made in terms of sampling and truncation TF = T . In the
spatial domain, the bounding box is used for truncation and the Nyquist theorem
is applied for the sampling.
Interpretation The Hankel based solution set describes in essence the response
of an infinite plate under a loaded patch. In the Fourier-based approach, each of
the particular solutions can be interpreted as the response of an infinite plate to
an incoming plane wave.
Applicability Since the computational cost for the point force approximation
functions in the Hankel-based approach is proportional to the surface of the loaded
patch, it shows its virtue in the field of small, localised patches or spatially complex
(non-harmonic) loads. The Fourier based approach makes intensively use of the
Fourier transformation, so it will perform best for harmonic and harmonically
decomposable distributed loads. For smaller surfaces Gibbs phenomena will impede
a high accuracy.
4.4 Applications
The elegance with which spatially harmonic distributed loads can be introduced
into a WBM plate bending model opens perspectives for two important applications
where the plate is excited by or coupled to a pressure field that contains a number
of specific wave number components: (i) a vibro-acoustic model where the WB
plate bending model is in contact with an acoustic WB model and (ii) a plate
under a Turbulent Boundary Layer (TBL) excitation, which is in essence a one-way
coupled aeroelastic problem.
4.4.1 Vibro-acoustic WB-WBM
When the WB plate bending model is coupled to an acoustic WB model, the
acoustic wave functions can be treated as a distributed excitation on the plate.
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These can be introduced into the plate WB model through additional particular
solution functions. Even though the Hankel-based functions can also be used, as
is illustrated by Desmet [72], the Fourier-based technique is clearly favoured. As
the acoustic wave functions Φa are spatially harmonic functions, the forward and
inverse Fourier transformation can be done analytically and particular solutions
can be easily calculated through a simple wave function dependent multiplication
term:
Φˆa(r) = − Φa
D
[
(k2a − (ka · n)2)2 − k4b
] . (4.16)
The Fourier based strategy thus provides an elegant framework to convert acoustic
wave functions into plate bending particular solutions. However, it can only be
applied to the wave functions. For the acoustic particular solutions associated with
e.g. an acoustic point source pˆaq , so far no direct analytical translation into plate
bending particular solution functions has been found. This means that whenever
there is an acoustic point source present in the domain, an additional division into
subdomains is necessary. This way, the acoustic field in the neighbouring domain
to the plate is only described using acoustic wave functions, which can be readily
converted into particular solutions for the plate bending problem.
In the following sections, the coupling procedure will be elaborated for an interior
vibro-acoustic problem and a vibro-acoustic transmission problem.
Interior vibro-acoustic problem
In case of an interior vibro-acoustic problem, the plate is excited on one side by the
acoustic pressure in the cavity. Introducing the particular solution functions related
to this distributed acoustic loading into the variable expansion for the plate’s out
of plane bending displacement, gives:
uˆbz = Φbub + uˆbF + uˆbp − Φˆapa, (4.17)
where the acoustic wave function contributions pa are a priori unknown.
Nevertheless, use of these particular solutions ensures that the acoustic pressure
loading, one of the two necessary vibro-acoustic coupling conditions (2.63) is
satisfied. The remaining condition of normal velocity continuity can be enforced
using the residual Raevn :
∫
Γab
p˜a
[
van − jωubn
]
dΓ
=
∫
Γab
(Φap˜a)T
[Lavn [Φa] pa
− jωΦbub − jωuˆbF − jωuˆbp + jωΦˆapa
]
dΓ
(4.18)
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=p˜Ta
[∫
Γab
ΦTaLavn [Φa] padΓ + jω
∫
Γab
ΦTa ΦˆapadΓ
− jω
∫
Γab
ΦTa ΦbubdΓ− jω
∫
Γab
ΦTa uˆbF dΓ
−jω
∫
Γab
ΦTa uˆbpdΓ
]
=p˜Ta [Caapa + Cabub − ca]
=0.
(4.18)
These relations should hold for any weighting function p˜a. Together with the
uncoupled WB acoustic (3.22) and WB plate bending (3.32) system equations, this
leads to the following coupled system of equations:[
Aaa + Caa Cab
Cba Abb
]{
pa
ub
}
=
{
fa + ca
fb
}
, (4.19)
The coupling terms Cba come from the evaluation of the particular solution
functions Φˆa when enforcing the Kirchhoff boundary conditions (2.52),(2.55),(2.58).
Numerical example The top boundary surface of a funnel shaped acoustic cavity
(1 m × 0.5 m × 0.8 m) in Figure 4.15 consists of a clamped 2 mm aluminium plate
with clamped boundary conditions with the material properties for aluminium
defined in Table 3.4 and for air in Table 4.5. The properties of the air inside
the cavity are also given in Table 4.5. This plate is excited by a unit point force
Fz = 1 N at coordinates (0.25 m, 0.125 m, 0.8 m). The other boundaries of the
cavity are rigid. The response point (0.6 m, 0.4 m, 0.35 m) is also indicated in
Figure 4.15.
Air
Specific heat ratio γ 1.4
Absolute temperature T 293.15 K
Fluid density ρa 1.205 kg/m3
Gas constant R 286.7 J/(kg K)
Fluid kinematic viscosity νa 15.11·10−6 m2/s
Thermal conductivity k 2.57·10−2 W/mK
Table 4.5: Material properties for air (1).
The acoustic Sound Pressure Level from 50 Hz to 600 Hz in the response point is
obtained with two different models: (i) a hybrid FE-WB model using a FE Reissner-
Mindlin model for the plate with 19926 nodal DOFs and (ii) a vibro-acoustic WB
model using a WB Kirchhoff plate model with a truncation factor T = 2 (44-140
wave functions). Both models are coupled to an acoustic WB model with the same
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Figure 4.15: Problem geometry of a rigid, funnel shaped acoustic cavity with
a 2 mm aluminium plate (top, grey) with clamped boundary conditions and a
point force excitation Fz=1 N at (0.25 m, 0.125 m, 0.8 m). The response point
(0.6 m, 0.4 m, 0.35 m) is indicated by •.
truncation setting as the structural model. This results in 208-2092 acoustic wave
functions. The acoustic subdomains are coupled through a (p,vn)-coupling.
Figure 4.16 shows the frequency response of the Sound Pressure Level. It shows
a good prediction accuracy, notwithstanding some points which are too close to
resonance for a reliable prediction in the absence of damping. This gives an
illustration that the Kirchhoff plate bending model (used in the WB models) is
well valid in this frequency range.
Vibro-acoustic transmission problem
In a vibro-acoustic transmission problem setting, the variable expansion for the out
of plane displacement of the plate now contains two additional particular solution
sets Φˆa1 and Φˆa2 , based on the respective wave functions of the acoustic domains
a1 and a2 on either side of the plate:
uˆbz = Φbub + uˆbF + uˆbp − Φˆa1pa1 + Φˆa2pa2 . (4.20)
Again, the acoustic wave function contributions pa1 and pa2 are a priori unknown.
Enforcing the normal velocity continuity residual Raevn , similarly as in (4.19) leads
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Figure 4.16: Sound Pressure Level [dB] for a response point inside the funnel
shaped cavity at (0.6 m, 0.4 m, 0.35 m) from 50 Hz to 600 Hz (Application case 1).
to the coupled system of equations:Aa1a1 + Ca1a1 Ca1a2 Ca1bCa2a1 Aa2a2 + Ca2a2 Ca2b
Cba1 Cba2 Abb
 pa1pa2ub
 =
 fa1 + ca1fa2 + ca2fb
 , (4.21)
where the terms Aa1a1 , fa1 , Aa2a2 , fa2 , Abb, fb are the uncoupled system matrices
for the acoustic domains a1 and a2 and the plate domain, respectively. The coupling
terms Cba1 and Cba2 again come from the evaluation of the particular solution
functions when enforcing the Kirchhoff boundary conditions. The remaining
coupling conditions can be written as follows:
Ca1a1 =
∫
Γaba
ΦTa1La1vn [Φa1 ] dΓ + jω
∫
Γaba
ΦTa1Φˆa1dΓ, (4.22)
Ca1a2 = −jω
∫
Γaba
ΦTa1Φˆa2dΓ, (4.23)
Ca1b = −jω
∫
Γaba
ΦTa1ΦbdΓ, (4.24)
ca1 = jω
∫
Γaba
ΦTa1 uˆ
b
F dΓ + jω
∫
Γaba
ΦTa1 uˆ
b
pdΓ, (4.25)
Ca2a1 = jω
∫
Γaba
ΦTa2Φˆa1dΓ, (4.26)
Ca2a2 =
∫
Γaba
ΦTa2La2vn [Φa2 ] dΓ− jω
∫
Γaba
ΦTa2Φˆa2dΓ, (4.27)
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Figure 4.17: Problem geometry of a acoustic car cavity with rigid (concrete) walls
with a 4 mm steel firewall (grey) with clamped boundary conditions separating the
engine cavity from the car interior. The engine cavity is excited by a point source
( ) at (4.2 m, 0 m, 0 m) with q=1 m3/s. The response point (2.65 m, 0.6 m, 0.6 m)
is indicated by •.
Ca2b = −jω
∫
Γaba
ΦTa2ΦbdΓ, (4.28)
ca2 = jω
∫
Γaba
ΦTa2 uˆ
b
F dΓ + jω
∫
Γaba
ΦTa2 uˆ
b
pdΓ. (4.29)
Numerical example Figure 4.17 shows an inner cavity (3.4 m × 1.6 m × 1.5 m)
of a simplified car geometry which is separated by the engine cavity (0.8 m ×
1.6 m × 0.75 m) by a 4 mm steel firewall with clamped boundary conditions. The
material properties of air are given by Table 4.5 and of steel by Table 4.6. This
vibro-acoustic system is excited by an acoustic volume source with q = 1 m3/s in
a corner point of the engine cavity (4.2 m, 0 m, 0 m). The walls of the acoustic
cavity are rigid. The response point (2.65 m, 0.6 m, 0.6 m) is also indicated in
Figure 4.17.
Steel
Loss factor ηl 0.01
Poisson ratio ν 0.3
Young’s modulus E 210·109 Pa
Material density ρe 7800 kg/m3
Table 4.6: Material properties for steel (2).
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Figure 4.18: Sound Pressure Level [dB] for a response point inside the car cavity
at (2.65 m, 0.6 m, 0.6 m) from 50 Hz to 400 Hz (Application case 2).
The predicted vibro-acoustic transmission through the plate from the engine cavity
into the interior car cavity is compared from 20 Hz to 400 Hz between two different
models: (i) a hybrid FE-WB model using a FE Reissner-Mindlin model for the
plate with 12090 nodal DOFs and (ii) a vibro-acoustic WB model using a WB
Kirchhoff plate model with a truncation factor T = 2 (32-124 wave functions).
Both models are coupled to acoustic WB models with the same truncation settings
as the structural model. This results in 374-6032 acoustic wave functions.
Figure 4.18 shows the frequency response of the Sound Pressure Level in a point
(2.65 m, 0.6 m, 0.6 m) in the interior car cavity from 20 Hz to 400 Hz. It shows an
excellent prediction accuracy. Also for this transmission case through a 4 mm steel
plate, the Kirchhoff plate bending model produces results very similar to those
predicted by the Reissner-Mindlin theory.
4.4.2 Turbulent boundary layer (TBL) excitation
Another type of distributed excitation is the excitation by a random, broadband
pressure field, such as e.g. a diffuse acoustic field or a TBL. Through their stochastic
nature, these random excitations are only known in statistical terms. They
can however be elegantly described in the wave number-frequency domain [160].
Whereas the diffuse field model has a constant wave number spectrum, the pressure
spectrum of a TBL is less trivial to model. Corcos [51] developed an empirical model
describing the spectrum of the TBL wall pressure. Over the years, improvements
have been made, among others by Efimtsov [81] and Chase [45]. Nevertheless
the Corcos model still stands as a good estimate of the wall pressure fluctuations’
so-called convective ridge [161]. An extensive overview of the modelling of TBL
spectra can be found in [40].
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Corcos model
The TBL wall pressure fluctuations are modelled using the empirical Corcos
formulation [51]. Assuming a flow in the x-direction, the cross-spectral density Spp
in the space-frequency domain of the pressure p is given by:
Spp(r, ω) = A˜e−αkc|x|e−βkc|y|ejkcx, (4.30)
where kc = ω/Uc represents the convection wave number at the main convection
velocity Uc, A˜ is a frequency dependent amplitude and α and β are the longitudinal
and lateral decay rates of the correlation, usually determined by a curve-fit on
experimental data. From this expression, the wave number spectrum SPP can be
calculated analytically:
SPP (kx, ky, ω) =
A˜
k2c
4αβ(
α2 +
(
1− kxkc
)2)(
β2 +
(
ky
kc
)2) . (4.31)
Figure 4.19 shows the spectral content of a TBL pressure field at 250 Hz and the
k = kb-circle of a 2 mm thin aluminium plate.
Application in the WBM
Because of the elegant spectral form of the Corcos model (4.31), the Fourier based
approach is best suited to tackle this problem with the WBM. Therefore, the
wave number spectrum should again be discretised and converted into particular
solutions to the Kirchhoff equation. For this, the procedure for sampling and
truncation as discussed in Section 4.1.2, is followed. Figure 4.19 shows an example
of the truncation and discretisation points.
The plate response, in the form of the cross-spectral density Svv of the out-of-plane
displacement velocity, can be calculated from [17]:
Svv(r, ω) =
1
4pi2
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
SPP (kx, ky, ω) |Hv(r, kx, ky, ω)|2 dkxdky,
≈ 14pi2
∑
b1
∑
b2
SPP (kF,x, kF,y, ω) |Hv(r, kF,x, kF,y, ω)|2
∆Nyq,x∆Nyq,y.
(4.32)
This shows that the velocity cross-spectral density Svv can be obtained from a
post-processing step on the velocity transfer functions Hv in the point r in response
to each of the discretised uncorrelated plane waves (kF,x, kF,y) [17].
These velocity transfer functions Hv can be calculated very efficiently with the
WBM. The method has three important advantages, as compared to traditional
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Figure 4.19: Absolute value of the wave number spectrum SPP of a Corcos
pressure field (α = 0.116, β = 0.7, Uc = 80 m/s and A˜ = 1), k = kb-circle of a
2 mm aluminium plate and discretised wave number spectrum of the plane wave
decomposition at 250 Hz.
element based methods. Firstly, the WBM has a low computational cost, relative
to the FEM, when it comes to a dynamic plate bending problem with a distributed
load. This was illustrated in Section 4.2. Secondly, earlier research [234] showed
that the relative cost of multiple load cases is lower in the WBM as compared to the
traditional element based methods. This is because the main computational effort
is in the building of the system matrices, not in their solution. Thirdly, there is no
additional approximation error made in the application of the distributed harmonic
load. In the WBM, particular solution functions with the same spatial accuracy
are used, whereas in e.g. the FEM the distributed loads have to be converted into
nodal forces through application of polynomial approximation functions.
Turbulent boundary layer excitation of a clamped plate
In this application case, the geometry and the material properties of the second
validation case are reused, see Figure 4.7a for the geometry and Table 4.2 for the
properties of aluminium. The 2 mm thin plate is again clamped on all four edges.
The TBL wall pressure is described by the Corcos model (4.31), with α = 0.116,
β = 0.7 the conventional correlation parameters taken from literature [17, 36, 61],
A˜ = 1 and different values for the convection velocity Uc (in the x-direction). The
cross-spectral density of the out-of-plane velocity is calculated and averaged over
n = 384 response points from 50 Hz to 1000 Hz. The simulations were performed
using the WBM with a truncation factor of T = 2 and the standard setting TF = T
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was used for the wave number domain truncation (see also Section 4.1.2). This
results in 48-176 wave functions and 153-1653 plane waves.
Figure 4.20 shows the resulting cross-spectral density of the velocity for three
different convection velocities Uc = 40, 80, 160 m/s. Firstly note that for the
three considered convection velocities all the resonances of the plate are efficiently
excited by this broadband excitation. A second interesting phenomenon can be
seen when comparing between different convection velocities. Indeed, an effect
known as convective coincidence [195] occurs in all three cases, but at a different
frequency, which can be calculated analytically:
fc,con =
U2c
2pi
√
12ρe(1− ν2)
Eh2
. (4.33)
This convective coincidence frequency occurs when the convective wave number
kc matches the bending wave number kb. In this case the plate is very efficiently
excited. The three coincidence frequencies for the studied convective velocities
are calculated as 83, 330 and 1322 Hz. The first two are within our frequency
range of study and are indicated by the vertical lines in Figure 4.20. Above this
frequency, the response diminishes with 9 dB/octave, as predicted by the asymptote
for kc →∞ of the Corcos model expression (4.31), here indicated by the dashed
line (– – –). The response thus shows the typical frequency behaviour of a TBL,
filtered with the dynamic behaviour of the plate.
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Figure 4.20: Averaged cross-spectral density of the out-of-plane velocity |Svv| in
n = 384 uniformly distributed points from 50 Hz to 1000 Hz for a TBL wall pressure
excitation with varying convection velocity Uc = 40 m/s, 80 m/s, 160 m/s. The
vertical lines represent the aerodynamic coincidence frequencies at 83 Hz and 330
Hz.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, the development of novel particular solution sets for WB plate
bending models is discussed. Two strategies are explored: one based on the
integration of a distributed number of point forces and a second one based on a
decomposition of the excitation in the wave number domain.
The numerical validation cases show that both approaches have their particular
application range. For the particular functions based on the integration of point
forces, the convergence rate is not affected by the applied pressure profile. However,
since for every point evaluation a surface integral is necessary, the approach is
rather slow. Only in very specific cases, such as a small loaded patch, it can be
competitive.
For sufficiently smooth distributed loads, the approach based on the decomposition
of the distributed load in the wave number domain works best. Moreover, when
the applied loads are spatially harmonic or uniform functions, this approach even
more clearly outperforms the Hankel-based approach since both the forward and
the inverse Fourier transformation can be done analytically.
Through solution of the Kirchhoff equation in the wave number domain, the Fourier
based approach enables two important applications. In a vibro-acoustic coupling
between the WBM for plate bending and the WBM for acoustics, the acoustic wave
functions (which are harmonic functions) can be easily converted into particular
solutions and added to the plate bending variable expansion. Another novel
application is random broadband excitation, such as through a TBL. Through
a decomposition of the given excitation wave number spectrum into a set of
uncorrelated plane waves, the stochastic response of a plate in a turbulent flow can
be predicted.
The novel particular solution sets thus effectively enhance the application range of
the WBM for plate bending problems.
4.A Analytical solution for a rectangular plate
For a simply supported rectangular plate, an analytical solution can be derived
using the Rayleigh-Ritz approach. The natural pulsations ωnm and mode shapes
Φnm for a simply supported plate are given by [203]:
ω2nm =
D
ρeh
((
npi
Lx
)2
+
(
mpi
Ly
)2)2
, (4.34)
Φnm(r) = sin
(
npix
Lx
)
sin
(
mpiy
Ly
)
, (4.35)
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with n = 1, 2, . . . and m = 1, 2, . . . the mode indices in the x- and y-direction
respectively. The displacement field can then be obtained as an infinite series:
ubz =
1
ρeh
∑
n
∑
m
Γnm(r, ω)Φnm(r). (4.36)
The modal magnification factor Γnm can be calculated by introducing the modal
expansion (4.36) into the Kirchhoff plate bending equation (2.50):
1
ρeh
∑
n
∑
m
((npi
Lx
)2
+
(
mpi
Ly
)2)2
− k4b
ΓnmΦnm = − p
D
. (4.37)
Multiplication with Φnm and integration over Ωb = [0, Lx] ∪ [0, Ly] gives:
1
ρeh
∑
n
∑
m
((npi
Lx
)2
+
(
mpi
Ly
)2)2
− k4b
ΓnmLxLy4
= −
∫
Ωb
p
D
ΦnmdΩb,
= −Pnm
D
.
(4.38)
This leads to the following expression for Γnm(r, ω):
Γnm(r, ω) =
4Pnm
ω2 − ω2nm
. (4.39)
The term Pnm depends on the applied pressure load p. The expressions for the
different load cases are summarised in Table 4.7.
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p [Pa] Pnm
1 over a ≤ x ≤ b ∪ c ≤ y ≤ d
Lx
(
cos
(
pina
Lx
)
− cos
(
pinb
Lx
))
pin
Ly
(
cos
(
pimc
Ly
)
− cos
(
pimd
Ly
))
pim

x · y
(
L2x (sin (pin)− pin cos (pin))
pi2n2
)(
L2y (sin (pim)− pim cos (pim))
pi2m2
)
1
(
Lx − Lx cos (pin)
pin
)(
Ly − Ly cos (pim)
pim
)
sin
(
ppix
Lx
)
sin
(
qpiy
Ly
)
LxLy
4 δnpδmq
Table 4.7: Relation between the applied pressure load p(r) and its contribution Pnm to the modal magnification factor Γnm.
Chapter 5
Hybrid Wave Based - Transfer
Matrix methodologies
As shown in the state of the art section the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) is a very
elegant concept to model the propagation through multilayered materials consisting
of acoustic, elastic and poroelastic materials. Because of its low computational
cost and ease of use, it can be easily plugged into vibro-acoustic system models to
provide a first estimate of the impact of a damping treatment on the global system
dynamics.
This chapter introduces the concepts of the TMM into the WBM to form a WB-
TMM modelling strategy following the work of Raymaekers et al. [190]. The first
section will look at the introduction of the TMM into WB models for four problem
topologies. Section 5.2 further optimises the use of the TMM within the WBM
by explicitly making use of the a priori known information about the propagation
angle of the waves. This way, the WBM and TMM are merged into a so-called
WBTMM. Through a number of validations, the validity of the WB-TMM and the
WBTMM is compared to explicit hybrid FE-WB models. The section is concluded
with a number of concluding remarks about the validity and applicability of TM
models in vibro-acoustic simulations
5.1 Introduction of the TMM into the WBM (WB-
TMM)
In this section the concepts of the TMM are introduced into the WBM. Four
different problem topologies are discussed: an acoustic absorption problem with a
backed damping layer, an acoustic transmission problem where the transmission
between two acoustic domains is governed by a TM, and an interior and transmission
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vibro-acoustic problem, where the coupling between the plate and the cavity is
governed by a TM.
5.1.1 Absorption of a multilayer with rigid backing
When the damping treatment is rigidly backed at one side, the normal velocity
there is zero. This simplifies the four parameter TM (2.173) to an admittance
relationship between pa and van:
van = −
T21
T22
pa. (5.1)
This admittance boundary condition can be introduced into the WB system of
equations through the appropriate error residual on the boundary (3.21):∫
Γa
TM
p˜a
(
van +
T21
T22
pa
)
dΓ
= p˜a
[∫
Γa
TM
ΦTa
(
Lavn [Φa] +
T21
T22
Φa
)
padΓ
+
∫
Γa
TM
ΦTa
(
Lavn
[
pˆaq
]
+ T21
T22
pˆaq
)
dΓ
]
= 0.
(5.2)
The application of an acoustic problem with a normal impedance boundary
condition, has already been thoroughly validated by a.o. Desmet [72] and Pluymers
[179]. The following therefore only serves as an example of the impact of a damping
layer in an absorption setting.
Numerical example The convex acoustic cavity (1.15 m × 0.815 m × 0.982 m)
shown in Figure 5.1, with the corner points defined in Table 5.1 is excited by an
acoustic point source at (1.03 m, 0.12 m, 0.3 m) with q = 1 m3/s in the point
(1.03 m, 0.12 m, 0.3 m). The air inside the cavity has the properties given in Table
4.5. The non-treated walls of the cavity are considered rigid. The response point
at (0.13 m, 0.72 m, 0.15 m) is also indicated in Figure 5.1.
On the bottom of the cavity, a 2 cm multilayered damping treatment rests (i.e.
sliding edge boundary conditions), consisting of 1 cm of Eurocell material on top
of 1 cm of Fireflex material. The material properties, determined using dedicated
test setups per parameter, can be found in Table 5.2. More information, such as
dispersion curves for the different materials can be found in Appendix 5.A. The
poroelastic-poroelastic interface is of the open pore, fixed interface type (2.121).
The pores on the acoustic-poroelastic interface are open too (2.116).
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xy
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Figure 5.1: Problem geometry of a convex acoustic cavity with rigid walls with a
poroelastic multilayer (light and dark grey) at the bottom, excited by a point source
( ) with q=1 m3/s. The response point (0.13 m, 0.72 m, 0.15 m) is indicated by •.
x [m] y [m] z [m]
0 0 0
1.15 0 0
1.15 0.815 0
0 0.815 0
0 0.001 0.982
1.082 0.001 0.849
1.082 0.783 0.848
0 0.778 0.981
Table 5.1: Corner points of a convex acoustic cavity with non-parallel walls (Acoustic
absorption case).
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The multilayered material is modelled using a TM, using the values for a normal
incidence angle (θ = 0◦).
For the acoustic cavity, a single domain WB model is used with T = 2, leading to
24-518 wave functions.
Eurocell
Bulk density ρ1 126 kg/m3
Bulk shear modulus N 154·103 + j · 11·103 Pa
Bulk Young’s modulus E 372·103 + j · 38·103 Pa
Porosity φ 0.95
Tortuosity α∞ 1.07
Characteristic viscous length Λ 19·10−6 m
Characteristic thermal length Λ′ 38·10−6 m
Static flow resistivity σ 52·103 kg/m3s
Fireflex
Bulk density ρ1 37.3 kg/m3
Bulk shear modulus N 66·103 + j · 4·103 Pa
Bulk Young’s modulus E 148·103 + j · 14·103 Pa
Porosity φ 0.95
Tortuosity α∞ 1.17
Characteristic viscous length Λ 179·10−6 m
Characteristic thermal length Λ′ 359·10−6 m
Static flow resistivity σ 9.2·103 kg/m3s
Table 5.2: Biot-JCA material properties of the Eurocell and Fireflex materials [71].
Figure 5.2 shows the frequency response of the Sound Pressure Level from 50
Hz to 800 Hz for a point (0.13 m, 0.72 m, 0.15 m) inside the cavity. Comparing
to the undamped acoustic WB model, the impact of the damping treatment is
mainly visible on the resonances with dynamic variation in the z-direction (e.g.
188 Hz, 243 Hz, 285 Hz, . . .). For these resonances, the acoustic pressure field
resembles the situation of normal incidence. Therefore, the field is more efficiently
damped. Inertial effects in the layers add mass to the system and therefore cause
the resonance frequencies to shift to lower values. Transversal resonances (e.g.
152 Hz, 215 Hz, 264 Hz, 308 Hz, . . .) on the other hand are less affected because
the situation is close to lateral incidence. As frequency increases, however, the
separation between normal and transversal resonances becomes thinner because
the waves in all directions interact. In this case, the acoustic pressure field no
longer resembles normal or lateral incidence, but an intermediary value. Moreover,
since the damping also increases with frequency, most of the resonances are well
damped starting from 400 Hz.
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Figure 5.2: Sound Pressure Level [dB] for a response point inside the cavity at
(0.13 m, 0.72 m, 0.15 m) from 50 Hz to 800 Hz (Acoustic absorption case).
5.1.2 Transmission through a multilayer
The second case considers the transmission through a multilayer, which is in contact
with an acoustic domain a1 on one side and with an acoustic domain a2 on the
other. This time, no information about the pressure and velocity on either side of
the multilayer is a priori known. All four transfer coefficients are thus necessary
for the coupling.
The variables pa2 and va2n on one side can be written in terms of the variables pa1
and va1n on the other side through a Transfer Matrix (2.173):{
pa2
va2n
}
=
[
T11 T12
T21 T22
]{
pa1
va1n
}
(5.3)
Enforcing these relations through a weighted residual formulation yields the mutual
coupling terms:
∫
Γaa
TM
v˜a1n [pa2 − T11pa1 − T12va1n ] dΓ
=
∫
Γaa
TM
(Lavn [Φa1 ] p˜a1)T [(Φa2pa2 + pa2q )− T11 (Φa1pa1 + pa1q )
− T12
(Lavn [Φa1 ] pa1 + Lavn [pa1q ])]dΓ
(5.4)
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=p˜Ta1
[∫
Γaa
TM
Lavn
[
ΦTa1
]
Φa2pa2dΓ +
∫
Γaa
TM
Lavn
[
ΦTa1
]
pˆa2q dΓ
−T11
∫
Γaa
TM
Lavn
[
ΦTa1
]
Φa1pa1dΓ
−T12
∫
Γaa
TM
Lavn
[
ΦTa1
]Lavn [Φa1 ] pa1dΓ
−T11
∫
Γaa
TM
Lavn
[
ΦTa1
]
pa1q dΓ
−T12
∫
Γaa
TM
Lavn
[
ΦTa1
]Lavn [pa1q ] dΓ
]
dΓ
=p˜Ta1
[
CTMa1a2pa2 − cTMa1a2 + CTMa1a1pa1 − cTMa1a1
]
=0,
(5.4)
and:
∫
Γaa
TM
p˜a2 [va2n − T21pa1 − T22va1n ] dΓ
=
∫
Γaa
TM
(Φa2 p˜a2)
T
[(Lavn [Φa2 ] pa2 + Lavn [pa2q ])
− T21
(
Φa1pa1 + pa1q
)− T22 (Lavn [Φa1 ] pa1 + Lavn [pa1q ])]dΓ
=p˜Ta2
[∫
Γaa
TM
ΦTa2Lavn [Φa2 ] pa2dΓ +
∫
Γaa
TM
ΦTa2Lavn
[
pa2q
]
dΓ
−T21
∫
Γaa
TM
ΦTa2Φa1pa1dΓ− T22
∫
Γaa
TM
ΦTa2Lavn [Φa1 ] pa1dΓ
−T21
∫
Γaa
TM
ΦTa2p
a1
q dΓ− T22
∫
Γaa
TM
ΦTa2Lavn
[
pa1q
]
dΓ
]
=p˜Ta2
[
CTMa2a2pa2 − cTMa2a2 + CTMa2a1pa1 − cTMa2a1
]
=0.
(5.5)
Together with the uncoupled WB acoustic (3.22) system equations for domain a1
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and domain a2, and since this should hold for any weighting function p˜a•, this
leads to the following coupled system of equations:[
Aa1a1 + CTMa1a1 CTMa1a2
CTMa2a1 Aa2a2 + CTMa2a2
]{
pa1
pa2
}
=
{
fa1 + cTMa1a1 + cTMa1a2
fa2 + cTMa2a1 + cTMa2a2
}
.
(5.6)
As can be seen, the matrix structure is the same as that of an imposed impedance
coupling between two acoustic subdomains a1 and a2 (2.60). Now, however, the
“coupling impedance” Zcpl is split-up into four different values for the pressure- and
for the velocity residuals. Therefore, this no longer introduces a mere numerically
stabilising damping to the undamped system, but a genuine physical damping
process. The impedance boundary condition was thoroughly validated by Pluymers
et al. [181]. The following therefore again serves as an example of the effect of a
damping layer in an acoustic transmission setting.
Numerical example In this example, the same car geometry as in Section 4.4.1 is
used. The steel firewall is replaced by the same poroelastic multilayer as defined in
the previous case. The Eurocell material faces the engine cavity and the Fireflex
material faces the car cavity. Both acoustic-poroelastic interfaces have open pores
(2.116). As a comparison, the corresponding undamped case (i.e. no separation
between the engine cavity and the car cavity) is shown. These results were obtained
with the WBM.
In both cases, the model consists of two acoustic WB subdomains using a truncation
factor T = 2, resulting in 150-210 and 150-592 wave functions for the engine cavity
and car cavity respectively over the considered frequency range from 20 Hz to 400
Hz.
Figure 5.4 shows the Sound Pressure Level from 20 Hz to 400 Hz in the response
point (2.65 m, 0.6 m, 0.6 m). This figure clearly indicates the damping effect of
the multilayer. Mainly resonances over the length of the cavity (in the x-direction),
e.g. 44 Hz, 78 Hz, . . . are affected. This is because the acoustic pressure field at
these resonances has its main dynamic variation normal to the damping layer. The
acoustic wave propagates through the entire damping layer, which efficiently damps
out the longitudinal resonances. Inertial effects in the damping layer shift the
resonance frequencies to lower values due to the added mass. Because of the shape
of the cavity, and especially the ‘wind screen’ of the car cavity, lateral resonances
in the z-direction are difficult to distinguish, as they strongly interact with the
resonances in the x-direction. Therefore, these resonances are also well damped.
For the y-direction, however, this does not hold. At e.g. 107 Hz, 214 Hz, . . ., the
main variation in the acoustic pressure field is lateral to the damping layers and
only has limited interaction with it. These resonances are almost not damped or
shifted in frequency.
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Figure 5.3: Problem geometry of a acoustic car cavity with rigid (concrete) walls
with a poroelastic multilayer (light and dark grey) separating the engine cavity from
the car interior. The engine cavity is excited by a point source at (4.2 m, 0 m, 0 m)
( ) with q=1 m3/s. The response point (2.65 m, 0.6 m, 0.6 m) is indicated by •.
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Figure 5.4: Sound Pressure Level [dB] for a response point inside the car cavity at
(2.65 m, 0.6 m, 0.6 m) from 50 Hz to 400 Hz (Acoustic transmission case).
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Figure 5.5: Acoustic pressure pa [Pa] at 45 Hz in the plane y=0.375 m (Acoustic
transmission case).
The impact of the damping layer is further illustrated by Figure 5.5, which shows the
pressure response near the first longitudinal mode (45 Hz) in the plane y=0.375 m
without and with the damping layer.
5.1.3 Interior vibro-acoustic problem with add-on multilayer
In the interior vibro-acoustic case, the acoustic cavity and the plate are coupled
through a TM. If now the acoustic domain a1 is coupled to a plate bending domain
b instead of a second acoustic domain a2, the following relations hold:{
pb
jωubz
}
=
[
T11 T12
T21 T22
]{
pa1
va1n
}
(5.7)
Similarly as discussed in Section 4.4.1, this (pseudo-) acoustic pressure can be
converted into a set of particular solutions for the plate bending problem. However,
now there is not only a term which depends on the acoustic wave functions
expressing the pressure, but also on their normal derivatives expressing normal
velocity. This leads to the following variable expansion uˆbz for the out of plane
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displacement of the WB plate bending model:
uˆbz = Φbub + uˆbF + uˆbp − T11Φˆapa − T12Lavn
[
Φˆa
]
pa. (5.8)
Introduction of this extended variable expansion into the boundary conditions of
the plate, and, similarly to (4.19), and using (5.3), the acoustic normal velocity
continuity condition (2.63) leads to the following coupled system of equations:[
Aaa + CTMaa CTMab
CTMba Abb
]{
pa
ub
}
=
{
fa + cTMab
fb
}
, (5.9)
where the terms Aaa, fa, Abb, fb are the uncoupled system matrices for the
acoustic domain and the plate domain, respectively. The coupling terms CTMba and
cTMab come from the evaluation of the particular solution functions when enforcing
the structural boundary conditions. The remaining coupling conditions can be
written as follows:
CTMaa = T22
∫
Γab
TM
ΦTaLavn [Φa] dΓ− T12
∫
Γab
TM
ΦTa ΦadΓ
+ jωT11
∫
Γab
TM
ΦTa ΦˆadΓ + jωT12
∫
Γab
TM
ΦTaLavn
[
Φˆa
]
dΓ,
(5.10)
CTMab = −jω
∫
Γab
TM
ΦTa ΦbdΓ, (5.11)
cTMab = jω
∫
Γab
TM
ΦTa uˆbF dΓ + jω
∫
Γab
TM
ΦTa uˆbpdΓ. (5.12)
As such, this is a further extension of the expressions (4.19)-(4.19) which were
derived in the previous chapter. In this case, additional particular solutions based
on the normal velocity are added to the plate bending variable expansion. The
following example illustrates the impact of a TM based damping model on an
interior vibro-acoustic case, and compares the results with the hybrid approach
developed by Raymaekers et al. [190].
Numerical example As a numerical example, the funnel shaped acoustic cavity
as in Section 4.4.1 is used with a glued-on 2 cm multilayered damping treatment.
The material properties for the damping treatment can be found in Table 5.2. The
Fireflex material is glued to the plate and the Eurocell material faces the cavity.
Two different model types are compared to each other: a hybrid FE-WB model
and a WB-WB model. The propagation through the multilayer is described by a
TM. The same model parameters, such as truncation and mesh refinement, as in
the undamped case (calculated using the WBM) are used (see Section 4.4.1). The
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Figure 5.6: Problem geometry of a rigid, funnel shaped acoustic cavity with a 2 mm
aluminium plate (top, light grey) with clamped boundary conditions and a point
force excitation Fz=1 N at (0.25 m, 0.125 m, 0.8 m), together with a multilayered
damping treatment (darker grey). The response point (0.6 m, 0.4 m, 0.35 m) is
indicated by •.
hybrid FE-WB model uses a FE Reissner-Mindlin model for the plate with 19926
nodal DOFs and the a vibro-acoustic WB model uses a WB Kirchhoff plate model
with a truncation factor T = 2 (44-140 wave functions). Both models are coupled
to an acoustic WB model with the same truncation setting as the structural model.
This results in 208-2092 acoustic wave functions.
The Sound Pressure Level from 50 Hz to 600 Hz in the response point (0.6, 0.4, 0.25)
is shown in Figure 5.7. This figure shows that both methods, i.e. the hybrid FE-
WB model and the WB-WB model give the same result. When comparing to
the undamped case, calculated using the WBM, the effect of the multilayer is
visible. The added mass with (negligible increased stiffness) shifts the plate-driven
resonances to lower frequencies (e.g. 87 Hz to 75 Hz, 121 Hz to 106 Hz, . . .). As
frequency increases, the cavity resonances become less pronounced due to the
presence of the multilayer and the strong coupling between the x- and z-direction
because of the shape of the cavity. Lateral resonances in the y-direction, such as
e.g. 336 Hz, are less damped.
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Figure 5.7: Sound Pressure Level [dB] for a response point inside the funnel shaped
cavity at (0.6 m, 0.4 m, 0.35 m) from 50 Hz to 600 Hz (Vibro-acoustic absorption
case).
5.1.4 Transmission through a multilayer glued to a thin plate
In a transmission problem setting, it is possible that there are two different
multilayers on both sides of the plate, describing the dynamic coupling of the plate
with a different acoustic cavity. Assuming that the top of the plate is in contact
with the acoustic domain a1 through a transfer matrix T1 and that the bottom of
the plate is in contact with the acoustic domain a2 through a transfer matrix T2.
The variable expansion uˆbz for the out-of-plane displacement of the plate can be
extended as follows:
uˆbz = Φbub + uˆbF + uˆbp − T11,1Φˆa1pa1
− T12,1La1vn
[
Φˆa1
]
pa1 + T11,2Φˆa2pa2 + T12,2La2vn
[
Φˆa2
]
pa2 .
(5.13)
Introduction of the extended variable expansion into the boundary conditions of
the plate, and, similarly to (4.19), and the normal velocity continuity conditions
(2.63) between the plate and both acoustic cavities leads to the following coupled
system of equations:Aa1a1 + CTMa1a1 CTMa1a2 CTMa1bCTMa2a1 Aa2a2 + CTMa2a2 CTMa2b
CTMba1 C
TM
ba2 Abb
 pa1pa2ub

=
 fa1 + c
TM
a1
fa2 + cTMa2
fb
 ,
(5.14)
where the terms Aa1a1 , fa1 , Aa2a2 , fa2 , Abb, fb are the uncoupled system matrices
for the acoustic domains a1 and a2 and the plate domain, respectively. The
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coupling terms CTMba1 and C
TM
ba2 come from the particular solution functions in
the evaluation of the structural boundary conditions. Note that, as the variable
expansion uˆbz contains terms linked to pa1 and pa2 , this will introduce coupling
terms CTMa1a2 and CTMa2a1 :
CTMa1a2 =− jωT11,2
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa1Φˆa2dΓ + jωT12,2
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa1Lavn
[
Φˆa2
]
dΓ. (5.15)
CTMa2a1 =jωT11,1
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa2Φˆa1dΓ− jωT12,1
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa2Lavn
[
Φˆa1
]
dΓ, (5.16)
The other terms can be calculated analogously to (5.10)-(5.12):
CTMa1a1 =T22,1
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa1Lavn [Φa1 ] dΓ + T21,1
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa1Φa1dΓ
+ jωT11,1
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa1Φˆa1dΓ
+ jωT12,1
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa1Lavn
[
Φˆa1
]
dΓ,
(5.17)
CTMa1b =− jω
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa1ΦbdΓ, (5.18)
cTMa1 =jω
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa1 uˆ
b
F dΓ + jω
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa1 uˆ
b
pdΓ, (5.19)
CTMa2a2 =T22,2
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa2Lavn [Φa2 ] dΓ + T21,2
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa2Φa2dΓ
− jωT11,2
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa2Φˆa2dΓ
− jωT12,2
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa2Lavn
[
Φˆa2
]
dΓ,
(5.20)
CTMa2b =jω
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa2ΦbdΓ, (5.21)
cTMa2 =jω
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa2 uˆ
b
F dΓ + jω
∫
Γaba
TM
ΦTa2 uˆ
b
pdΓ. (5.22)
This is a further extension of (4.22)-(4.29) with additional particular solutions
based on the normal velocity. The following illustration considers a vibro-acoustic
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transmission case with a TM based damping model. Again, the results are compared
to the hybrid approach.
Numerical example The concept is illustrated using again the car geometry. Now,
however, the transmission through a treated 4 mm clamped steel firewall is studied.
The damping treatment consists once more of the same Eurocell-Fireflex multilayer
in Table 5.2. The Eurocell is in contact with the engine cavity (open pore interface)
and the Fireflex material is glued to the plate.
A WB-WB model is compared to a hybrid FE-WB model. The same model
parameters, such as truncation and mesh refinement, as in the undamped case are
used (see Section 4.4.1). The hybrid FE-WB model uses a FE Reissner-Mindlin
model for the plate with 12090 nodal DOFs and the a vibro-acoustic WB model uses
a WB Kirchhoff plate model with a truncation factor T = 2 (32-124 wave functions).
Both models are coupled to acoustic WB models with the same truncation settings
as the structural model. This results in 374-6032 acoustic wave functions.
Figure 5.8 shows the Sound Pressure Level from 20 Hz to 400 Hz in the response
point (2.65 m, 0.6 m, 0.6 m). This figure again indicates that both methods give the
same result. When comparing to the undamped case, calculated with the WBM,
the effect of the multilayer is again visible. The causes are again very similar to
those identified in the previous validation cases. Due to the added mass of the
multilayer, with a limited increase of stiffness, the plate-driven resonances shift
to lower frequencies (e.g. 43 Hz to 42 Hz, 74 to 72 Hz, . . .). The frequency shift
is less outspoken, however, than in the case study on the funnel shaped cavity.
This is caused by to the large difference in area density between the aluminium
plate and the steel plate. The aluminium plate in the funnel-shaped cavity has an
area density of 5.58 kg/m2, whereas the steel plate in the concrete car cavity has
an area density of 31.2 kg/m2. Relatively, the damping multilayer with an area
density of 1.66 kg/m2 adds more mass to the aluminium plate than to the steel
plate. The engine cavity driven resonances (which occur from 220 Hz on), and
especially the ones normal to the treated plate, are efficiently damped out. The
resonances driven by the main cavity dynamics (e.g. 52 Hz, 102 Hz, 107 Hz, 117
Hz, . . .), however, are still very pronounced in the frequency response since there
is no damping present in that cavity.
5.2 Wave Based Transfer Matrix method (WBTMM)
The TM values that are used in the numerical examples in the previous section
are based on a normal incidence (θ = 0◦) assumption, as if the parameters are
obtained with a numerical Kundt tube experiment. This approximation is made
because the angle of incidence (or the lateral wave number), which is a vital input
for a TM model, is unknown. However, this value is always an approximation
since it underestimates the impact of some of the wave types in the multilayer. For
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Figure 5.8: Sound Pressure Level [dB] for a response point inside the car cavity at
(2.65 m, 0.6 m, 0.6 m) from 50 Hz to 400 Hz (Vibro-acoustic transmission case).
example, when a poroelastic sample is loaded under an angle of 0◦, the shear wave
will not be excited at all in a TM model, whereas the shear wave can often not be
neglected in reality. Alternatively, a TM which is the average over a number of
angles between normal (θ = 0◦) and transverse (θ = 90◦) incidence is sometimes
used. This situation is equivalent to a numerical reverberation room test. In such
a reverberation room, the acoustic pressure field is diffuse due to many reflections
on the rigid walls and diffraction effects, and the acoustic energy is distributed
evenly. Mathematically, such a diffuse sound field is described by a uniform wave
number spectrum [160]. The field can thus be decomposed into an infinite number
of plane waves with omnidirectional propagation.
Both approaches are only approximations, especially in the low- and mid frequency
range where the acoustic field is dominated by individual modes. They are, however,
often used because of the direct relationship to dedicated test setups and because
in conventional numerical techniques, such as the FEM, it is very difficult to feed
the TM model with the correct information, as its approximation functions are not
directly related to the physical waves. Recently, however, Alimonti et al. proposed a
method using Green’s functions, i.e. free field solutions, on an intermediate coupling
frame to overcome this problem [2, 3]. In the WBM this is, however, much more
straightforward; the wave functions have a physical meaning as they are defined as
propagating and evanescent waves. The so-called WBTMM integrates the TMM
into the WBM; by exploiting all available information more accurate predictions
can be made.
Because the WB variable expansion functions, i.e. the wave functions and particular
solutions, are defined analytically and over the whole (large) (sub)domain, they
contain information on their wave number vector and propagation direction relative
to a given flat surface with normal n, as shown in Figure 5.9.
The acoustic wave functions (3.10) are defined as a set of propagating and evanescent
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plane waves. Each wave function has a wave number vector ka which expresses the
propagation direction of the wave. Propagating waves have real values for all three
directions of ka whereas evanescent waves have a complex value in one direction
(see Section 3.1). For each wave function, the trace wave number kt,Φa can be
calculated as follows:
kt,Φa = ‖ka − ka · n‖. (5.23)
Application of the TMM for each trace wave number kt,Φa , leads to a specific
TM TΦa per wave function. Evanescent waves can be treated in the same way as
propagating waves. In this sense, the procedure can be seen as a generalisation of
the work of Dijckmans et al. [76], who only consider propagating waves.
Moreover, also the influence of particular solutions can be taken into account. The
acoustic particular solution (3.20) is defined as the free field solution of an acoustic
monopole and describes a spherical wave front originating from a given point in
space rq. By locally linearising the spherical wave front by a plane wave front for
each point of the interface, a spatially dependent angle of incidence θq(r) can be
calculated for each of the particular solution functions:
cos (θq(r)) = − (r− rq) · n‖r− rq‖ (5.24)
Application of the TMM for each angle, leads to a different, spatially varying TM
Tq(r) for each particular solution.
θΦa θΦan
−ka
(a) Wave function dependent angle θΦa ,
based on the propagation wave number
ka.
θq
n
−(r− rq)
θq
(b) Particular solution dependent angle
θq(r), based on the source location rq.
Figure 5.9: Definition of the incident angle θΦa for a plane wave front originating
from the wave function Φa and the local angle of incidence θq(r) for a spherical
wave front originating from a point source q, relative to a surface with normal n.
The introduction of TΦa and Tq(r) into the residuals is straightforward. This
is illustrated for an acoustic WBTMM with a rigidly backed multilayer. In this
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case, T22/T21 in equation (5.2) is replaced by a wave function dependent term
T21,Φa/T22,Φa or a particular solution dependent term T21,q/T22,q:∫
Γa
TM
ΦTa
(
Lavn [Φa] +
T21,Φa
T22,Φa
Φa
)
padΓ
+
∫
Γa
TM
ΦTa
(
Lavn
[
pˆaq
]
+ T21,qT22,q
pˆaq
)
dΓ = 0.
(5.25)
The same procedure holds for the other residuals. The approach can be
straightforwardly applied to vibro-acoustic absorption configurations (5.10)-(5.12)
and vibro-acoustic transmission configurations (5.15)-(5.22). Furthermore, using
(5.4)-(5.5) also acoustic transmission cases can be tackled. Note, however, that
in this case the analyst needs to choose whether to base the WBTM on acoustic
domain a1 or domain a2. The impact of this choice, however, is expected to
be limited as both acoustic domains use wave functions with a similar spatial
resolution.
Using the WBTMM, all available information on the wave number components of
the wave functions, can be exploited in the TM model. This way, as the following
validations show, an increased accuracy relative to an explicit FE Biot model can
be obtained at hardly an increased computational cost, as the calculation of the
TM coefficients can be done semi-analytically.
5.3 Applicability of WB-TMM and WBTMM
schemes
This section evaluates the newly developed WBTMM scheme and compares its
prediction accuracy to that of the WB-TMM. As a reference, explicit models,
using the hybrid FE-WBM models (which are developed in Part III) are used.
Three different problem settings are studied: (i) an acoustic absorption problem
where both an open pore and a closed pore version of the material are considered,
(ii) acoustic transmission through an open pore and a closed pore damping layer,
and (iii) vibro-acoustic transmission through a thin plate with an added open
pore poroelastic damping layer. The layer itself is a 1 cm thin Eurocell layer (see
Appendix 5.A) on which sliding edge conditions (2.103) are applied.
For all cases, a similar problem geometry is used, consisting of an acoustic cavity
(0.4 m × 0.4 m × 0.39 m) depicted in Figure 5.10. In the transmission configuration,
the receiving cavity is the mirrored version around the xy-plane of the empty sending
cavity, as Figure 5.10b shows.
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(a) Problem geometry of a rigid
acoustic cavity, excited by a point
source at (0.25 m, 0.25 m, 0.3 m)
with q=1 m3/s. The response point
(0.15 m, 0.09 m, 0.08 m) is indicated by
• (Absorption cases)
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(b) Problem geometry of two mirrored
rigid acoustic cavities, excited by uniform
velocity van=1 m/s (black, top). The
response points (0.15 m, 0.09 m, 0.08 m)
and (0.15, 0.09, −0.08) are indicated by
• (Transmission cases)
Figure 5.10: Problem geometries of a divergent acoustic cavity with a poroelastic
damping layer (grey) (WB-TMM/WBTMM validation cases)
5.3.1 Absorption of a poroelastic layer
In the first problem setting in Figure 5.10a, the absorption of a damping layer
is considered. The cavity is excited by an acoustic point source with amplitude
q = 1 m3/s located in (0.25 m, 0.25 m, 0.3 m). All non-treated walls of the cavity
are considered rigid.
The cases evaluate the narrowband frequency performance of four different models
in predicting the Sound Pressure Level over a frequency range from 50 Hz to 2000
Hz for a response point at (0.15 m, 0.09 m, 0.08 m). The relative error ε (4.14) to
a FE Biot model serves as an indication of the accuracy.
Three of these models use the TMM in its various forms (normal incidence 0◦,
averaged over 100 values from 0◦ to 90◦ and the WBTMM) for the damping layer
model. These results are compared to a hybrid FE-WB model using 8092 DOFs
(8× 8× 3 quadratic hexahedral Lagrangian elements) in the FE submodel for the
damping layer. This hybrid model serves as a reference model as it takes into
account the boundary conditions, whereas the TMM makes the approximation of
infinite layers. In all models, the same acoustic WB submodel is used with T = 2,
resulting in 150-600 wave functions. The WB plate model is used with T = 2,
resulting in 40-80 wave functions.
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For this absorption problem setting, both a closed pore and an open pore acoustic-
poroelastic interface are considered.
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Figure 5.11: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and relative error ε [-] (ref. FE Biot) for a
response point at (0.15 m, 0.09 m, 0.08 m), from 50 Hz to 2000 Hz (Absorption
configuration with a closed pore interface).
When the pores are closed, the air inside is insulated from the air in the cavity. The
damping layer dynamics are thus excited via the skeleton. Therefore, its behaviour
is governed by both the skeleton and the interpenetrating fluid. Moreover, the
skeleton is more sensitive to the boundary conditions.
As Figure 5.11 shows, this will cause significant differences with the reference model,
which does take into account the boundary conditions. For a closed pore interface,
the WBTMM bears no advantage as compared to the conventional approximations
on the angle of incidence (0◦ and averaged). This can be explained by the abrupt
acoustic impedance jump at the interface. The closed pore interface makes that the
material behaves much more like a locally reacting material with close-to normal
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incident angles. There is thus no added gain in using the WBTMM over other TM
approaches.
Open pore interface
With an open pore interface, the air inside the pores can directly interact with the
air in the acoustic cavity. Because of this, mainly the air in the pores contributes to
the dynamic behaviour of the poroelastic layer. Therefore, the TMM assumption
of an infinite layer, which ignores the boundary conditions, is not too harsh. The
main problem is the estimation of the incoming angle for the TM models, which can
be done efficiently using the WBTMM. In this case, a normal incidence assumption
does not suffice. Using an averaged TM, on the other hand, smears out the
information over the considered frequency range.
As Figure 5.12 shows, the WBTMM, which makes use of the built-in information,
performs up to two orders better, especially in the mid frequency range.
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Figure 5.12: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and relative error ε [-] (ref. FE Biot) for a
response point at (0.15 m, 0.09 m, 0.08 m) from 50 Hz to 2000 Hz (Absorption
configuration with an open pore interface).
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5.3.2 Transmission through a poroelastic layer
The second problem setting in Figure 5.10b considers the sound transmission
through a poroelastic layer. The top cavity (i.e. the sending cavity) is excited by a
normal velocity boundary condition (van = 1 m/s) on its top surface. The exterior
walls of the sending and receiving cavity are considered rigid.
The cases evaluate the narrowband frequency performance of four different models
in predicting the Sound Pressure Level over a frequency range from 50 Hz to
2000 Hz for two response points; the point (0.15 m, 0.09 m, 0.08 m), which is
located in the sending cavity, and the point (0.15, 0.09, −0.08), which is located in
the receiving cavity. The error ε (4.14) relative to a FE Biot model serves as an
indication of the accuracy.
Three models again use the same TMM configurations (0◦, averaged, WBTMM).
The reference model is a hybrid FE-WB model with 8092 DOFs in the FE submodel
and takes into account the sliding edge boundary conditions. The acoustic WB
submodel uses T = 2, resulting in 150-600 wave functions in each of the cavities.
Again, both a closed pore and an open pore acoustic-poroelastic interface are
considered.
Closed pore interface
When the pores are closed on both sides, the cavities are acoustically insulated from
each other and the skeleton dynamics play a crucial role in the transmission. For
the top cavity, through the high reflection rate, the different TM schemes perform
equally (see Figure 5.13). Compared to the FE reference model, the assumption
of an infinite layer is not accurate enough in some frequency zones, such as e.g.
between 1000 Hz and 1800 Hz; the dynamic behaviour of the poroelastic layer, and
the skeleton in particular, is too much influenced by the boundary conditions.
Nevertheless, the WB-TM models can give a good first estimate.
Open pore interface
When the pores are open, the air in both cavities can directly interact through the
poroelastic material. Because of this, the skeleton dynamics contribute little to the
global dynamics of the layer, though still more than in the open absorption case
since the backing has been replaced by a free interface on the receiving side.
As Figure 5.14 shows, the WBTMM still gives an improvement over the classical
TM schemes, but less out-spoken than in the absorption case. Nevertheless, the
WBTMM always performs at least equally well in the mid frequency range as
compared to the other TM schemes.
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(a) Sending cavity (0.15 m, 0.09 m, 0.08 m)
Figure 5.13: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and relative error ε [-] (ref. FE Biot) in the
sending and the receiving cavity, from 50 Hz to 2000 Hz (Transmission configuration
with a closed pore interface).
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(b) Receiving cavity (0.15, 0.09, −0.08)
Figure 5.13: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and relative error ε [-] (ref. FE Biot) in the
sending and the receiving cavity, from 50 Hz to 2000 Hz (Transmission configuration
with a closed pore interface (continued)).
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(a) Sending cavity (0.15 m, 0.09 m, 0.08 m)
Figure 5.14: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and relative error ε [-] (ref. FE Biot) in the
sending and the receiving cavity, from 50 Hz to 2000 Hz (Transmission configuration
with an open pore interface).
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(b) Receiving cavity (0.15, 0.09, −0.08)
Figure 5.14: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and relative error ε [-] (ref. FE Biot) in the
sending and the receiving cavity, from 50 Hz to 2000 Hz (Transmission configuration
with an open pore interface (continued)).
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5.3.3 Transmission through a thin plate with add-on poroelastic
damping layer
The third problem setting builds further on the sound transmission problem setting
from the previous section, as shown in Figure 5.10b. Now, the transmission
through a 3 mm simply supported aluminium plate with a glued-on Eurocell
damping layer. The material properties for the plate can be found in Table 4.5.
The acoustic-poroelastic interface has open pores.
This time, two different modelling approaches for the treated plate can be considered:
a TM model for the damping layer together with a WB model for the bending
behaviour of the plate (WBM + TMM), or a TM model for the full package, i.e.
the plate and the treatment together (TMM).
The results are compared to a hybrid FE-WB model with 8092 poroelastic DOFs
and 1734 plate bending DOFs in the FE submodel. For all acoustic WB submodels,
the truncation setting T = 2 is used, resulting in 150-600 wave functions per cavity
over the frequency range from 50 to 2000 Hz.
Comparing the results for the WBM + TMM models in Figure 5.15 and the TMM
models in Figure 5.16, it shows that the explicit WB model of the plate has the
advantage, and leads to more accurate predictions because the boundary conditions
of the plate are correctly taken into account. On the sending side, the problem
setting resembles an acoustic absorption problem with an open pore interface. Both
the WBM + TMM and the TMM approaches perform well. Between the different
TM models, the WBTMM has a slight advantage in the mid frequency range.
On the receiving side, however, the difference between the WBM + TMM and the
pure TMM is larger. As the WBM + TMM models take into account the boundary
conditions more accurately, they are able to capture the dynamic behaviour better
than the pure TMM models. Nevertheless, in some frequency ranges, which can
a.o. be attributed to the dynamic behaviour of the skeleton, the predictions are
not accurate. Nevertheless, these models give a good and quick indication of the
trends. The results should, however, always be interpreted with care and with the
approximations (infinite layers in the TM models) in mind.
5.3.4 Concluding remarks
This section showed the applicability, and more importantly, the validity of the
different TM approaches for three important problem settings (acoustic absorption,
acoustic and vibro-acoustic transmission).
Whenever the pores on both sides of the damping layer are open, the results of the
TM approaches are trustworthy in the full frequency range, both in an absorption
and in a transmission setting. This can be explained by the fact that the wave
propagation is mainly governed by the dynamic behaviour of the air inside the pores
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(a) Sending cavity (0.15 m, 0.09 m, 0.08 m)
Figure 5.15: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and relative error ε [-] (ref. FE Biot) in the
sending and the receiving cavity, from 50 Hz to 2000 Hz (Transmission configuration
/ Treated plate (WBM + TMM)).
and the relative absence of the dynamic behaviour of the skeleton, which is much
more influenced by the boundary conditions. When comparing the different TM
approaches (normal incidence, averaged values or the WBTMM), the WBTMM
offers a clear advantage. The WBTMM can be used for reliable narrowband
predictions. Moreover, the increased accuracy at hardly any computational cost,
opens perspectives for more robust material characterisation with very cheap
damping treatment models.
When the pores are closed, either by an impermeable membrane, or by an attached
plate, the skeleton, and thus the boundary conditions, play a larger role. In this
case, the WB-TMM and WBTMM approaches give results that are in the same
order of accuracy, indicating that the main approximation of the TMM, that of
infinite layers, is the limiting factor. Although the models lose their narrowband
prediction capabilities, they are still valuable tools for cheap first estimates and for
the prediction of trends.
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Figure 5.15: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and relative error ε [-] (ref. FE Biot) in the
sending and the receiving cavity, from 50 Hz to 2000 Hz (Transmission configuration
/ Treated plate (WBM + TMM) (continued)).
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Figure 5.16: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and relative error ε [-] (ref. FE Biot) in the
sending and the receiving cavity, from 50 Hz to 2000 Hz (Transmission configuration
/ Treated plate (TMM)).
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(b) Receiving cavity (0.15, 0.09, −0.08)
Figure 5.16: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and relative error ε [-] (ref. FE Biot) in the
sending and the receiving cavity, from 50 Hz to 2000 Hz (Transmission configuration
/ Treated plate (TMM) (continued)).
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter, the formalism of the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) is introduced
into the WBM. In the first section, the coupling terms are detailed for each of
the four WB modelling strategies: an acoustic absorption problem, an acoustic
transmission problem (i.e. TM-governed acoustic-acoustic coupling), an interior
vibro-acoustic case and a vibro-acoustic transmission case. For all cases, a numerical
example is presented.
Nevertheless, this implementation does not use the TMM/WBM tandem to its
full potential; the TMM is used as a mere pre-processor to obtain TM coefficients,
with an a priori estimate for the angle of incidence. By using a WBTMM, which
makes explicit use of the propagation direction of each of the wave functions and
particular solutions, the TMM can be brought into the loop of the WBM and all
available information can be exploited.
This is numerically verified in the last section and compared to explicit FE models
for three configurations (acoustic absorption, acoustic transmission and vibro-
acoustic transmission). When the pores all through the damping treatment are
open, and the wave mainly propagates through the fluid inside the pores, the TM
approaches can give accurate narrowband predictions. For non-locally reacting
materials, the WBTMM outperforms the other TM approaches because of the
built-in information on the angle dependency, especially in an absorption setting.
However, when the pores are closed and the material behaves more locally, or
when for any other reason the boundary conditions become more dominant in the
global response, this narrowband prediction capability is lost. Nevertheless, the
TM approaches are still valuable tools for a first check and for the prediction of
trends.
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5.A Wave properties of the Eurocell material
The dynamic properties of the Eurocell material (see Table 5.2) in the considered
frequency range can be summarised by four characteristic curves (Figure 5.17 and
5.18). The characteristic frequency fc (2.112) for this material is equal to 6524
Hz. The properties are given for the three Biot waves and where applicable for the
equivalent fluid model. Note that the Biot waves are here divided into the airborne
compressional wave, which mainly propagates in the fluid, and the frame-borne
compressional- and the shear wave, which propagate in both phases, but mainly in
the solid.
At low frequency, the relative motion between the solid and the fluid is zero for
the frame-borne wave and for the shear wave due to the strong viscous forces. The
displacement ratio is therefore close to one and both waves have a low attenuation.
The airborne wave, on the other hand, has a high attenuation due to the fact
that the solid and the fluid move almost 180◦ out of phase. At higher frequency,
the viscous forces decrease but, as more cycles are performed, the viscous effects
increase. Now for both compressional waves the solid and fluid displacement are
no longer in phase.
The curves of the phase velocity and the attenuation coefficient show that the
Eurocell material can be roughly approximated by an equivalent fluid. Especially
when excited acoustically, the airborne compressional wave will be efficiently
excited. However, the displacement ratio indicates that the fluid behaviour is also
still influenced by the frame-borne compressional wave and the shear wave. As
frequency increases, this coupling, however, loosens and the equivalent fluid model
becomes a better approximation.
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Figure 5.17: Phase velocity and attenuation coefficient for the airborne- and frame-
borne compressional and the shear wave in the Eurocell material as a function of
frequency.
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Figure 5.18: Fluid-solid displacement ratio and phase phase angle for the airborne-
and frame-borne compressional and the shear wave in the Eurocell material as a
function of frequency.
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5.B Wave properties of the Fireflex material
The dynamic properties of the Fireflex material (see Table 5.2) in the considered
frequency range can be summarised by four characteristic curves (Figure 5.19 and
5.B). The characteristic frequency fc (2.112) for this material is equal to 1155 Hz.
The properties are given for the three Biot waves and where applicable for the
equivalent fluid model. Note that the Biot waves are here divided into the airborne
compressional wave, which mainly propagates in the fluid, and the frame-borne
compressional- and the shear wave, which propagate in both phases, but mainly in
the solid.
At low frequency, similar conclusions as for the Eurocell material (Appendix 5.A)
hold. The main attenuation originates from the airborne wave due to the relative
motion between the solid and the fluid. This relative motion is, however, lower
due to the lower frame stiffness of the Fireflex material, which is closer to the fluid
stiffness. For all phases, the lower static flow resistivity also induces lower viscous
forces. Therefore, all of the waves show (some) relative motion between the solid
and the fluid and also significant attenuation.
An equivalent fluid model can again roughly approximate the damping effect of the
material. However, the shear wave and the frame-borne compressional wave also
account for a non-negligible attenuation such that a full Biot model is preferred.
As frequency increases, the equivalent fluid model performs better.
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Figure 5.19: Phase velocity and attenuation coefficient for the airborne- and frame-
borne compressional and the shear wave in the Fireflex material as a function of
frequency.
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Figure 5.20: Fluid-solid displacement ratio and phase phase angle for the airborne-
and frame-borne compressional and the shear wave in the Fireflex material as a
function of frequency.
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Chapter 6
Applicability of hybrid FE-WB
coupling schemes
Over the years, the family of hybrid FE-WB coupling schemes for 3D vibro-acoustic
simulations has gradually grown with the research of a.o. van Hal et al. [224],
Pluymers et al. [179] and Van Genechten et al. [220, 221]. This family of hybrid
approaches can handle interfaces between acoustic FE models and acoustic WB
models and between plate bending FE models and an acoustic WB models.
Through this chapter, the use of these hybrid approaches for vibro-acoustic problems
with complex damping treatments is motivated. Thereafter, the concept of a
hybrid FE-WB coupling is shortly illustrated. The third section presents two
modifications to open up the application range of the existing hybrid schemes. The
first modification extends the hybrid acoustic FE-WBM to couple an acoustic WB
model with an equivalent fluid FE model. The second modification extends the
hybrid vibro-acoustic FE-WBM to couple an acoustic WB model to (visco)elastic
or equivalent solids. Each of the modifications is illustrated with a small numerical
example. The last section gives an overview of the missing schemes to tackle the
interface types discussed in Section 2.1.3 and 2.2.4. These missing schemes are
then further developed and discussed in the following chapters.
6.1 Motivation
The previous Chapter 5 showed that, although implicit TM based modelling
techniques for damping materials are very useful and provide accurate results in
e.g. acoustic absorption configurations, they are insufficient for accurate predictions
in some other configurations. When the impact of the boundary conditions on the
global behaviour is not negligible, such as for example the boundary conditions
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of the plate in a vibro-acoustic transmission case, the TMM approximation of
infinite layers breaks down and an explicit model is necessary. Moreover, TM based
modelling techniques do not allow a detailed insight into the local effects in the
damping layers themselves, such as e.g. at the boundaries, and cannot cope with
the highly localised effects of stiffeners or inclusions. All this requires an explicit
technique with a high geometrical flexibility.
Explicit modelling approaches, such as the FEM and the WBM (see Chapters 2 and
3) have their strengths and weaknesses. By combining them in a hybrid way, the
specific needs for vibro-acoustic models with explicit damping treatment models
can be fulfilled. The FEM is very well suited for geometrical details of the problem
domain and for the modelling of the thin, multilayered damping treatments. The
surrounding vibro-acoustic environment, on the other hand, is often geometrically
quite simple and consists of large acoustic (sub)volumes and/or modular plate
structures. This is exactly the strength of the WBM.
Furthermore, the dissipation mechanisms inside the damping layers cause evanescent
waves with a high decay rate and hence very local near-field effects. In a full FE
approach, these would require additional mesh refinements in the FE model of the
vibro-acoustic environment. This makes that the damped FE models need to be
even more refined than the uncoupled ones. The approximation functions of the
WBM, however, contain evanescent wave functions which can capture these near-
field effects. Also, since the system matrix for the WBM is inherently frequency
dependent and complex valued, the coupling to a material with frequency dependent
damping phenomena, does not impair the method’s performance, contrarily to the
FEM, where the solution times substantially increase.
The hybrid FE-WBM approach thus provides a best-of-both-worlds strategy for
vibro-acoustic simulation with explicit models for complex damping treatments;
the FEM covers the multilayered damping materials, while the efficiency of the
WBM is exploited in the vibro-acoustic model. The increased accuracy of the
explicit methods, however comes at an increased computational cost, as compared
to TM based approaches.
6.2 Hybrid coupling approaches
Generally, the mutual interactions between the FE model and the WB model can
be accounted for in two ways: an indirect and a direct hybrid coupling (see Figure
6.1).
6.2.1 Indirect coupling approach
In an indirect coupling strategy, an auxiliary frame is introduced along the hybrid
interface (see Figure 6.1a). The continuity between both submodels is enforced
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Figure 6.1: Concept of hybrid FE-WB coupling strategies.
in a weak sense using Lagrange multipliers uλ. This allows a straightforward
incorporation of one submodel into the other, as it does not require explicit
knowledge on the underlying numerical technique. Moreover, in some cases, an
indirect coupling can lead to more stable results. This is mainly due to an increased
flexibility in coupling conditions which can be applied (e.g. pressure frame, velocity
frame, equivalent impedance frame) [179]. An important disadvantage, however,
is that the auxiliary frame and its Lagrange Multipliers need to be discretised,
which increases the total model size. Moreover, the indirect approach can lead to
instability in case the number of frame DOFs surpasses the number of DOFs in
either submodel since otherwise the system matrix is no longer of full rank [224].
The coupled system of equations can be written as follows:
Awb,wb + Cwb,wb Cwb,λ 0Cλ,wb 0 Cλ,fe
0 Cfe,λ Zfe,fe + Cfe
 uwbuλufe
 =
 bwb + cwbfλffe + cfe
 ,
(6.1)
where Awb,wb and Zfe,fe are the uncoupled WB (3.9) and FE (2.132) system
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matrices, respectively. Their right hand side loading vectors are denoted by bwb
and ffe. The coupling terms to the intermediate frame are denoted by C•? and c•.
Note that the anti-diagonal contains zero block matrices, indicating the indirect
coupling between both submodels. After a condensation step to eliminate the
Lagrange Multipliers uλ, this model can be solved for the unknown wave function
contributions uwb in the WB model and the unknown nodal DOFs ufe in the FE
model. This condensation, however, does not make the indirect model a direct
model. The interface and its discretisation effects are still present in the model.
6.2.2 Direct coupling approach
Using a direct coupling strategy, as illustrated in Figure 6.1b, the mutual
interactions between the FE model and the WB model are directly introduced
into the weighted residual formulations. Therefore, no auxiliary coupling frame
is necessary. An important advantage is that no additional DOFs are introduced,
contrarily to the indirect approach. Moreover, the coupling terms are easy to
interpret since they have a direct physical meaning. For these reasons, the direct
approach will be used in this dissertation.
The system of equations for such a coupling can be written as follows:[
Awb,wb + Cwb,wb Cwb,fe
Cfe,wb Zfe,fe + Cfe
]{
uwb
ufe
}
=
{
bwb + cwb
ffe + cfe
}
, (6.2)
where Awb,wb and Zfe,fe are the uncoupled WB (3.9) and FE (2.132) system
matrices, respectively. Their right hand side loading vectors are denoted by bwb
and ffe. The mutual coupling terms are denoted by C•? and c•. This model can
be solved for the unknown wave function contributions uwb in the WB model and
the unknown nodal DOFs ufe in the FE model.
6.3 Extensions to existing hybrid FE-WB schemes
Through a number of small modifications, the existing hybrid acoustic-acoustic and
vibro-acoustic FE-WB coupling schemes can be extended to couple to some explicit
damping material models, such as equivalent fluid models of poroelastic materials,
viscoelastic and equivalent solid poroelastic models. Because of the similarities in
the underlying formalisms to acoustic problems and to elastic problems, minimal
to no modifications to the coupling routines themselves are necessary.
6.3.1 Coupling to equivalent fluid models
Even though the WBM can easily cope with the frequency dependent material
parameters of equivalent fluid models, it is not always the preferred method to
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do this. When the layer’s aspect ratio becomes too large, the building step of
the WB system equations becomes very expensive. This is because the very short
wavelengths of the wave functions in the thin direction set the global integration
length. Because the integration of harmonic functions with Gauss points is only
approximative, and has to be done very accurately, this leads to a large number of
integration points on the whole boundary. In the FEM this is not a problem since
polynomials of a given order can be integrated exactly.
Therefore, the hybrid coupling between the FEM and the WBM, which was
developed by van Hal et al. [224] is extended to couple equivalent fluid FE models
to acoustic WB models. Both rigid frame and limp frame equivalent fluid models
(see Section 2.2.2) can be used.
The coupling conditions on an acoustic-equivalent fluid interface are very similar to
the acoustic-acoustic coupling conditions (2.59). The difference is in the porosity
scaling of the equivalent fluid normal velocity which is due to the definition of
ρ˜eq = ρ˜f/φ.
van Hal et al. enforce the velocity continuity by applying the normal velocity of
the WB submodel as an excitation to the FE submodel. The same routines as the
acoustic-acoustic hybrid FE-WBM can be used if system matrices for the equivalent
fluid FE submodel (2.133) are rescaled with the porosity φ:[
Aaa + Caa Ca,eq
Ceq,a φZeq,eq
]{
pa
peq
}
=
{
fa + ca
φfeq + ceq
}
, (6.3)
This way, the coupling term coming from the WB submodel is always the same,
regardless of the value for the porosity φ.
6.3.2 Coupling to elastic solids
The vibro-acoustic FE-WBM, which was developed by Van Genechten et al. [221],
was originally used for a coupling between acoustic WB models and plate bending
FE models. They can be easily extended to general elastodynamic models by
partitioning the system matrices into the interface DOFs uif and the internal DOFs
uin: Aaa + Caa Cae 0Cea Zif ,if Zif ,in
0 Zin,if Zin,in
 pauifuin
 =
 fa + cafif + cefin
 , (6.4)
where Zif ,if and Zin,in are the dynamic stiffness matrices related to the interface-
and interior DOFs respectively, and Zif ,in and Zin,if their mutual coupling matrices.
This way, a straightforward hybrid coupling is possible between acoustic WB models
and (visco)elastic (equivalent) solid FE models.
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xy
z
Figure 6.2: Problem geometry of a convex acoustic cavity with rigid walls with a
poroelastic damping layer (grey) on the bottom, excited by a point source ( ) at
(1.03 m, 0.12 m, 0.3 m) with q=1 m3/s. The response point (0.13 m, 0.72 m, 0.15 m)
is indicated by • (Equivalent fluid - equivalent solid comparison example).
6.3.3 Numerical example
The extension of the existing acoustic-acoustic and vibro-acoustic hybrid FE-WBM
schemes towards equivalent fluid and equivalent solid modelling of poroelastic
materials by rescaling and partitioning the FE system matrices, respectively, is
illustrated with a numerical example.
Figure 6.2 shows the same acoustic cavity defined in Table 5.1. The cavity is
excited by an acoustic volume source in the point (1.03 m, 0.12 m, 0.3 m). The
properties of the air inside the cavity can be found in Table 3.3. The non-treated
walls are considered rigid. On the bottom, a 2 cm layer of Eurocell material is
placed (see Table 5.2 and Appendix 5.A). The damping layer has sliding edge
boundary conditions. The frequency response in the point (0.13 m, 0.72 m, 0.15 m)
is studied from 50 Hz to 800 Hz.
Depending whether the acoustic-poroelastic interface has open or closed pores, the
poroelastic layer can best be approximated by an equivalent fluid model (open
pore interface) or an equivalent solid model (closed pore interface).
Equivalent fluid models (open pore interface)
When the acoustic-poroelastic interface has open pores, the air inside the pores is
in direct contact with the air inside the cavity. Therefore, the wave propagation in
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Figure 6.3: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and ε [-] (ref. FE Biot) in [-] for a response
point at (0.13 m, 0.72 m, 0.15 m) from 50 Hz to 800 Hz (Equivalent fluid).
the poroelastic material happens mainly through the fluid phase. The assumption
of an equivalent fluid is thus a logical choice.
In this example, a number of different models are compared to each other. All
of them model the cavity as one WB subdomain with truncation setting T = 2,
resulting in 150 to 518 wave functions in the frequency range from 50 to 800 Hz.
The damping layer is modelled using a number of different material models and
modelling approaches: (i) an equivalent fluid FE model with rigid frame assumption,
(ii) an equivalent fluid FE model with limp frame assumption, (iii) a Biot WBTMM
model, and (iv) a full Biot FE reference model using the (us, pf ) formulation. All
FE models use the same discretisation (10×10×4 quadratic hexahedral Lagrangian
elements). The equivalent fluid models use one DOF per node for the acoustic
fluid pressure, resulting in 3249 DOFs and the Biot FE model, which describes the
displacement of the solid phase on top of the fluid phase pressure, uses four DOFs
per node, resulting in a total of 12996 DOFs.
Figure 6.3 shows the frequency response of the Sound Pressure Level and the
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Figure 6.4: Analytical absorption value α for a Eurocell material modelled using
rigid- and limp frame equivalent fluid models and the Biot theory (open pore
interface).
relative error ε (4.14) to the FE Biot model, from 50 Hz to 800 Hz in the response
point (0.13 m, 0.72 m, 0.15 m).
This figure shows that both equivalent fluid models give a fairly good approximation
of the dynamic behaviour of the poroelastic layer, with a slight advantage for the
limp frame assumption, as it takes into account the frame inertia. Around 600-800
Hz, however, the equivalent models lose accuracy because of the solid-fluid phase
coupling around the quarter-wavelength frame resonance in the thickness direction
of the damping layer. This is further illustrated by the dip in the material’s normal
incidence absorption curve in Figure 6.4. In this frequency range, the WBTMM,
which which was developed in Chapter 5, is more accurate and computationally
more favorable.
Equivalent solid models (closed pore interface)
When the pores are closed, the air inside the pores is no longer in direct contact
with the air in the acoustic cavity. The air in the pores is indirectly excited through
the internal coupling with the skeleton material. In terms of equivalent models,
only an equivalent solid model can be excited.
This leads to three different models to be compared to each other: (i) an equivalent
solid model with three DOFs per node for the equivalent solid displacement,
resulting in a total of 9747 DOFs, (ii) a Biot WBTMM model, and (iii) a full Biot
FE model using the (us, pf ) formulation using 12996 DOFs.
Figure 6.5 shows the frequency response of the Sound Pressure Level and the
relative error (4.14) to the FE Biot model, from 50 Hz to 800 Hz in a response
point (0.13 m, 0.72 m, 0.15 m).
This figure shows that the validity of equivalent solid models in vibro-acoustics is
limited. The assumption of uniform fluid pore pressure only holds up to ± 400
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Figure 6.5: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and ε [-] (ref. FE Biot) in [-] for a response
point at (0.13 m, 0.72 m, 0.15 m) from 50 Hz to 800 Hz (Equivalent solid).
Hz. After that, the equivalent solid model is no longer accurate. In this case, the
WBTMM performs much better, both in computational load and accuracy as it
models both the solid and the fluid phase. Moreover, in this absorption problem
setting, the closed pore interface make that the material behaves like a locally
reacting material, which decreases the impact of the boundary conditions.
6.4 Missing links
The small modifications to the existing hybrid FE-WB schemes, that were presented
in the previous section further open up the application range. However, the two
previous examples showed that equivalent models for the poroelastic material have
trouble to match the results of a full Biot model as they only model one phase
at a time. Whereas for an absorption configuration, an equivalent fluid model
was still reasonably accurate for open pore interfaces, the equivalent solid model
provided wrong results for closed pore interfaces. Moreover, for many topologies
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(e.g. an open pore material glued to a plate), no meaningful equivalent models can
be constructed.
The following chapters therefore further develop the hybrid coupling schemes to
also include acoustic-poroelastic interfaces using explicit Biot models in Chapter 7
and discuss a whole new family of hybrid methods using WB plate bending models
in Chapter 8.
6.5 Summary
This chapter motivates the use of hybrid FE-WBM approaches for complex damping
treatments; the high geometrical flexibility of the FEM, necessary to model thin
layers with possibly inclusions and stiffeners, and the high efficiency of the WBM,
useful for large acoustic (sub)volumes and modular plate structures, work in
synergy.
Based on the existing hybrid FE-WB coupling types, new applications can be
found with minor modifications. This way, acoustic WB models can be coupled to
equivalent poroelastic (equivalent fluid and equivalent solid), elastic and viscoelastic
FE models.
A numerical case study shows that equivalent fluid models are a good approximation
of an open pore poroelastic layer (except at the frame resonance frequencies),
whereas equivalent solid models are inadequate to model a poroelastic layer with a
closed pore interface.
Chapter 7
A hybrid FE-WBM for coupled
acoustic-poroelastic problems
As indicated in the previous Chapter, a missing link in the family of hybrid FE-
WBM coupling schemes is the acoustic-poroelastic interface. Similarly as van Hal
et al. [224] did for an acoustic-acoustic FE-WBM and as Van Genechten et al.
[221] did for a vibro-acoustic FE-WBM, this chapter develops a hybrid FE-WBM
coupling between poroelastic FE models an acoustic WB models.
The first section derives the coupling terms on a hybrid acoustic-poroelastic interface,
both for an open pore- and closed pore interface condition. Both the (us,uf ) and
the (us,pf ) formulation for the poroelastic FEM are considered. As the derivations
of the coupling terms show, the innovation is in the coupling through an open pore
interface. For a closed pore interface, the coupling terms are the same as for an
acoustic-elastic coupling. The numerical validation cases presented in Section 7.2
therefore focus on open pore interfaces.
This chapter is based on a journal publication in Computer Methods in Applied
Mechanics and Engineering [126].
7.1 Derivation of hybrid coupling terms
The coupling terms are derived from the mathematical formulation on an acoustic-
poroelastic interface (see Section 2.2.4). In the following derivations, the dynamic
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field variables are approximated by the following expansions:
pa ∼= Φapa + pˆaq ,
us ∼= Nus,
uf ∼= Nuf ,
pf ∼= Npf .
(7.1)
with Φa the acoustic wave functions (3.10), pˆaq the particular solution for a point
source (3.20) and N the polynomial shape function vector (2.128).
7.1.1 Open pore interface
Based on the mathematical formulation of the open pore acoustic-poroelastic
interface (2.116), where the fluid in the acoustic domain and in the pores of the
poroelastic domain is the same gas, the hybrid coupling terms for both the (us,uf )
and the (us,pf ) formulation of the Biot theory are derived in the following section.
Hybrid (us,uf ) FE-WBM
The coupling between the FEM and the WBM in a direct hybrid approach is
made through the boundary residuals on the interface. The necessary terms for
the pressure loading of the FE submodel are innate to the FEM weak form of
the problem (2.141). The pressure loading and the appropriate notation for the
acoustic-poroelastic interface Γap can thus be introduced straightforwardly into
the FEM weak form:
−
∫
Γ
u˜s [σs · n] dΓ−
∫
Γ
u˜f
[
σf · n] dΓ
=
∫
Γap
(1− φ)u˜snpadΓ +
∫
Γap
φu˜fnp
adΓ.
(7.2)
The remaining condition, i.e. the continuity of the acoustic normal velocity and
the total poroelastic velocity needs to be applied through the minimisation of the
error residual Raput :∫
Γap
p˜aRaputdΓ =
∫
Γap
p˜a
[
Lavn [pa]− jω
[
(1− φ)usn + φufn
]]
dΓ. (7.3)
Proceeding term by term, this leads to the following coupling terms for an open
pore interface between the acoustic WB model and the poroelastic (us,uf ) FE
model:
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∫
Γap
(1− φ) u˜snpadΓ
=
∫
Γap
(1− φ)
(
Nu˜sn
)T (
Φapa + pˆaq
)
dΓ
=u˜Tsn
[∫
Γap
(1− φ) NTΦapadΓ +
∫
Γap
(1− φ) NTpˆaqdΓ
]
=u˜Tsn [−Cuusa pa + cuus ] ,
(7.4)
∫
Γap
φu˜fnp
adΓ
=
∫
Γap
φ
(
Nu˜fn
)T (
Φapa + pˆaq
)
dΓ
=u˜Tfn
[∫
Γap
φNTΦapadΓ +
∫
Γap
φNTpˆaqdΓ
]
=u˜Tfn [−Cuufa pa + cuuf ] ,
(7.5)
∫
Γap
p˜a
[
Lavn [pa]− jω
[
(1− φ)usn + φufn
]]
dΓ
=
∫
Γap
(Φap˜a)T
[
Lavn [Φa] pa + Lavn
[
pˆaq
]
− jω [(1− φ) Nusn + φNufn]
]
dΓ
=p˜Ta
[∫
Γap
ΦTaLavn [Φa] padΓ +
∫
Γap
ΦTaLavn
[
pˆaq
]
dΓ
−jω
∫
Γap
(1− φ)ΦTa NusndΓ− jω
∫
Γap
φΦTa NufndΓ
]
=p˜Ta
[
Cuuaa pa − cuua + jωCuusa Tus + jωCuufa Tuf
]
=0.
(7.6)
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In summary, the models for the uncoupled poroelastic (2.142) and the uncoupled
acoustic (3.22) problem are coupled together with three residual terms:
p˜aT
[
Aaapa+Cuuaa pa+jωCuusa
Tus + jωCuufa
Tuf
]
= p˜Ta
[
ba+cuua
]
(7.7)
u˜Tsn
[
Zuuss us + Zuusf uf +Cuusa pa
]
= u˜Tsn
[
fuus +cuus
]
(7.8)
u˜Tfn
[
Zuufs us + Zuuff uf +Cuufa pa
]
= u˜Tfn
[
fuuf +cuuf
]
. (7.9)
These relations should hold for any weighting function p˜a, u˜sn or u˜fn. Therefore,
only the expressions between brackets are introduced into the coupled system of
equations. The unknowns are the wave function contribution factors pa and the
nodal values for the displacement fields us and uf , respectively in the solid and
the fluid phase:Aaa + Cuuaa jωCuusa T jωCuufa TCuusa Zuuss Zuusf
Cuufa Zuufs Zuuff
 pausuf =
 fa + f
uu
aa
fuus + fuusa
fuuf + fuufa
 . (7.10)
Comparison to other hybrid FE-WBM strategies The hybrid (us,uf ) FE-WBM
bears many similarities with the hybrid FE-WBM coupling for vibro-acoustic
problems [221]. Indeed, a FE model describing displacements is coupled to a
WB model describing pressure. However, in this case, 2 displacement fields are
coupled to the acoustic cavity. Moreover, these displacement fields are also mutually
coupled.
A second difference is the impact on the behaviour of the acoustic cavity. The FE
model now introduces frequency dependent damping into the undamped acoustic
WB model. Moreover, a strong and localised near-field behaviour is present as the
poroelastic models often have a higher spectral content for a given frequency than
an acoustic model.
Hybrid (us,pf ) FE-WBM
Also for a hybrid coupling between an acoustic WB model and a poroelastic (us, pf )
FE model, the coupling is made directly through the respective boundary residuals
of the FEM and the WBM. The necessary terms for the pressure loading and the
flux are innate to the FEM weak form of the problem (2.143). The pressure loading
can already be introduced straightforwardly:
−
∫
Γ
u˜s
[
σt · n] dΓ− ∫
Γ
p˜f
[
φ
(
ufn − usn
)]
dΓ
=
∫
Γap
u˜snp
adΓ−
∫
Γap
p˜f
[
φ
(
ufn − usn
)]
dΓ,
(7.11)
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where σt is the total poroelastic stress as defined in (2.83).
The continuity condition between the acoustic normal velocity and the total
poroelastic velocity again needs to be applied through the error residual Raput :∫
Γap
1
jω p˜
aRaputdΓ =
∫
Γap
p˜a
[
1
jωL
a
vn [p
a]− [(1− φ)usn + φufn]] dΓ. (7.12)
Equation (7.11), however, still contains a normal gradient of the fluid phase pressure
pf through the definition of ufn (2.95). Imposing this would result in a loss of
accuracy over the interface since the polynomial shape functions of the FE submodel
have to be derived to calculate the gradient. This can be overcome through two
modifications to (7.11)-(7.12):
(i) As for an open pore acoustic-poroelastic interface pa = pf , holds, the same
can be assumed to hold for the weighting functions p˜a = p˜f .
(ii) The weighting functions in the WBM are chosen in such a way that they are
always the product of a pressure and a displacement (pressure-displacement
orthogonalisation basis), as is also done internally in the poroelastic FE
model. So far, the WBM used a pressure-velocity orthogonalisation, as is
conventional in acoustics.
This reveals the opportunity to eliminate the terms containing ufn:∫
Γap
u˜snp
adΓ
((((
((((
((((−
∫
Γap
p˜f
[
φ
(
ufn − usn
)]
dΓ
((((
((((
((((+
∫
Γap
p˜f
[
φ
(
ufn − usn
)]
dΓ−
∫
Γap
p˜f
[
1
jωL
a
vn [p
a]− usn
]
dΓ.
(7.13)
This means that through a smart rescaling of terms, which was not necessary in
any of the previously developed hybrid FE-WBM schemes, the coupling is made as
efficiently as possible.
This leaves the pressure continuity condition pa = pf to be imposed. In a pure FEM
procedure, this would be enforced during matrix assembly, since both acoustic and
fluid phase pressure are primary variables [13]. In a hybrid context, however, this a
priori elimination is not possible due to the indirect nature of the WBM. Therefore,
the pressure continuity is enforced on the WB model using the associated residual
Rap
pf
: ∫
Γap
u˜anR
ap
pf
dΓ =
∫
Γap
1
jω v˜
a
n
(
pa − pf) dΓ. (7.14)
Equations (7.13)-(7.14) lead to following coupling terms between an acoustic WB
model and a poroelastic FE model using the (us,pf ) formulation. Proceeding term
per term, these lead to the following coupling terms:
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∫
Γap
u˜snp
adΓ
=
∫
Γap
(
Nu˜sn
)T(
Φapa + pˆaq
)
dΓ
=u˜Tsn
[∫
Γap
NTΦapadΓ +
∫
Γap
NTpˆaqdΓ
]
=u˜Tsn [−Cupsa pa + cups ] ,
(7.15)
∫
Γap
1
jω v˜
a
n
(
pa − pf) dΓ
=
∫
Γap
1
jω
(Lavn [Φa] p˜a)T (Φapa + pˆaq −Npf) dΓ
=p˜Ta
[
1
jω
∫
Γap
Lavn
[
ΦTa
]
ΦapadΓ +
1
jω
∫
Γap
Lavn
[
ΦTa
]
pˆaqdΓ
− 1jω
∫
Γap
Lavn
[
ΦTa
]
NpfdΓ
]
=p˜Ta
[
Cupaa pa − cupa + Cupaf pf
]
=0,
(7.16)
∫
Γap
p˜f
[
1
jωL
a
vn [p
a]− usn
]
dΓ
=
∫
Γap
(Np˜f )T
(
1
jωL
a
vn [Φa] pa +
1
jωL
a
vn
[
pˆaq
]−Nusn) dΓ
=p˜Tf
[
1
jω
∫
Γap
NTLavn [Φa] padΓ +
1
jω
∫
Γap
NTLavn
[
pˆaq
]
dΓ
−
∫
Γap
NTNusndΓ
]
=p˜Tf
[
Cupfa pa − cupf + Cupfs us
]
=0.
(7.17)
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In summary, the models for the uncoupled poroelastic (2.145) and the uncoupled
acoustic (3.22) problem are coupled together with three residual terms:
p˜Ta
[
Aaapa+Cupaa pa + C
up
af pf
]
= p˜Ta
[
ba+cupa
]
(7.18)
u˜Tsn
[
Zupss us + Z
up
sf uf +C
up
sa pa
]
= u˜Tsn
[
fups +cups
]
(7.19)
p˜Tf
[
Zupfs us + Z
up
ff uf +C
up
fa pa + C
up
fs us
]
= p˜Tf
[
fuuf +c
up
f
]
. (7.20)
These relations should hold for any weighting function p˜a, u˜sn or p˜f . Therefore,
only the expressions between brackets are introduced into the coupled system of
equations in terms of the wave function contribution factors pa and the nodal values
for the solid phase displacement field us and the fluid phase pressure distribution
pf : Aaa + Cupaa 0 CupafCupsa Zupss Zupsf
Cupfa Z
up
fs + C
up
fs Z
up
ff
 pauspf
 =
 fa + f
up
aa
fups + fupsa
fupf + f
up
fa
 . (7.21)
Note that for this (us, pf ) approach, additional entries Cupfs in the uncoupled
poroelastic matrices are necessary, contrarily to a hybrid approach using the
(us,uf ) formulation (7.10). The uncoupled FEM system matrices can thus not be
straightforwardly used. Normally, this does not pose a problem, since the coupling
DOFs are known. However, if information about e.g. the weighting procedure in
the FE submodel is not available when using closed source commercial software
for the FEM matrix system assembly, the extra term Cupfs may introduce practical
difficulties. In this case, the (us,uf ) formulation is preferred.
Comparison to other hybrid FE-WBM strategies Also the hybrid (us,pf ) FE-
WBM bears some similarities with previous hybrid couplings. The term expressing
a pressure-driven loading of a displacement field (7.15) is very similar to the vibro-
acoustic hybrid FE-WBM [221]. There is also a parallel with the acoustic hybrid
FE-WBM [179]. Similarly, the pressure continuity over the interface is imposed on
the WB model (7.16). Since, unlike with the pure FEM, a priori elimination is not
possible, this continuity is imposed on the WB model.
There are, however, also two features which are new to the hybrid FE-WBM and
even to the WBM itself. In previous work, the coupling always involved additional
terms to the weighted residual formulation. In this case, as (7.13) indicates, a
smart rescaling of the weighted residual terms, allows for a cancellation of the terms
involving ufn. This, however, requires a pressure-displacement orthogonalisation for
the residuals in the WB model, contrarily to the standard acoustic WBM [218],
which was developed using a pressure-velocity orthogonalisation.
Similarly to the hybrid (us,uf ) FE-WBM, the impact on the undamped acoustic
model is substantially different since the FE model now consists of volumetric
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elements with a high spectral content and high, frequency dependent damping
values, introducing a pronounced near-field behaviour.
7.1.2 Closed pore interface
The mathematical formulations for a closed pore interface (2.118) are slightly
different. Since the fluid phase is disconnected from the air in the acoustic cavity,
its dynamics are only excited through the solid phase. Only the solid phase
couples to the acoustic cavity. The coupling between an acoustic WB model and a
poroelastic FE model with a closed pore interface therefore is thus conceptually the
same as the coupling to (visco)elastic solids. The fact that the pores are closed, is
treated internally in the FE model on a matrix level. For the (us,uf ) formulation
this is done by applying the zero flux boundary condition through the elimination of
DOFs. In the (us, pf ) formulation, the flux on the boundary is one of the weighted
residual terms and thus a natural boundary condition.
7.2 Numerical validation
This section evaluates the potential of the hybrid FE-WBM for coupled acoustic
and poroelastic problems for an open pore interface. In this validation, two problem
cases are considered.
In a first problem case, the concept of both hybrid approaches is illustrated by
means of a simple, box shaped cavity with a relatively thick layer of poroelastic
material on the bottom under two different types of boundary conditions for the
poroelastic material, as well as different excitations in the acoustic cavity. In a
second case the modelling efficiency and accuracy is studied on a thin multilayered
poroelastic material inside a convex cavity.
In all validations, the hybrid FE-WBM is compared with results obtained with
analytical solutions, where possible, and the FEM, both in the (us,uf ) and in
the (us,pf ) formulation. This comparison is done in terms of calculation times
and accuracy. For the FEM reference models and for the hybrid FE submodels
Comsol 4.1 is used with a weak-form implementation of the Biot-JCA theory. The
WBM routines are implemented in Matlab R2010a. For all operations related
to the solution of sparse system matrices (pure FEM systems and hybrid FEM
subsystems), Nastran 2010 [168] is used as a solver in order to have a comparable
solution time. The operations related to the solution of dense system matrices
(hybrid WBM subsystems) are performed using Matlab’s backslash, i.e. by Gaussian
elimination. All calculations are performed on a Linux-based 2.66 GHz Intel Xeon
system with 32 GB RAM.
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7.2.1 Case 1 – Proof of concept
The first validation case considers a rigid acoustic cavity (1 m × 1 m × 0.7 m) with
parallel walls. On the bottom of the cavity, a 20 cm thick layer of a poroelastic
material (Vigran’s material) is placed. The fluid properties of air are listed in
Table 3.3. The material properties of Vigran’s material, which are available from
literature, are listed in Table 7.1. Appendix 7.B gives more information on the
dynamic behaviour of this material. Two different configurations are studied; the
first configuration has sliding edges for the poroelastic material and a uniform
velocity boundary condition of van=1 m/s on the top surface of the acoustic cavity,
depicted in Figure 7.1a. The second configuration has fixed boundary conditions
for the poroelastic material and is excited by means of a volume point source,
located inside the cavity at coordinates (0.75 m, 0.25 m, 0.45 m), indicated in
Figure 7.1b. It has an amplitude q = 1 m3/s.
y x
z
(a) Configuration 1 – sliding
edge, uniform velocity excita-
tion van = 1 m/s (black)
y x
z
(b) Configuration 2 – fixed
edge, point source excitation at
(0.75 m, 0.25 m, 0.45 m) with
q = 1 m3/s
Figure 7.1: Problem geometry of a rigid acoustic cavity with parallel walls and a
poroelastic damping layer (grey, bottom) (Validation case 1).
Vigran’s material
Bulk density ρ1 30 kg/m3
Bulk shear modulus N 160·103 + j · 30·103 Pa
Bulk Young’s modulus E 430·103 + j · 100·103 Pa
Tortuosity α∞ 2.5
Porosity φ 0.93
Characteristic viscous length Λ 10·10−6 m
Characteristic thermal length Λ′ 100·10−6 m
Static flow resistivity σ 80·103 kg/m3s
Table 7.1: Biot-JCA material properties of the Vigran’s material [237].
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Configuration 1: Symmetric (1D) behaviour
The first configuration of Case 1 has sliding edge boundary conditions for the
poroelastic material and a velocity excitation at the top plane of the acoustic cavity.
Because of the symmetry and the sliding edge poroelastic boundary conditions, no
Poisson effects are excited and the 3D solution behaves uni-axially. An analytical
solution is available and serves as the reference for a full 3D solution.
For the hybrid FE-WBM, the model properties are given in Table 7.2. For both the
(us,uf ) and (us, pf ) formulation, the same mesh with quadratic elements (9×9×8)
was used. Apart from the actual 3D model data, the table also gives the equivalent
data if the problem would be solved in 1D with the same accuracy. In this case, the
poroelastic material can be described using two scalar variables, either us and uf or
us and pf . A purely 1D WB model is equivalent to a TM model in that two wave
functions – one propagating towards the poroelastic layer and one propagating
away from it – always suffice.
FEM WBM
Form. Elements DOFs DOFs
p h (3D) h (1D) 3D 1D 3D 1D
(us,uf ) 2 9× 9× 8 8 36822 34 144 (T = 2) 2
(us,pf ) 2 9× 9× 8 8 24548 34 144 (T = 2) 2
Table 7.2: Model properties for the hybrid FE-WB models (Validation case 1).
Figure 7.2 shows the absolute value of the predicted pressure field at 500 Hz,
obtained using three approaches: the analytical solution and the two hybrid FE-
WBM approaches, using the (us,uf ) and the (us,pf ) formulation with quadratic
elements in the FE submodel. A good agreement can be observed.
A plot of the the relative error ε (4.14) through the height of the cavity in Figure
7.2 shows that good accuracies are obtained and that in this case both hybrid
approaches give results of a similar accuracy. However, contrarily to what was
shown for the pure FEM [109], the accuracy is not exactly the same for the (us,uf )
and the (us,pf ) formulation for the same discretisation. This difference is studied
in more detail by means of a convergence analysis in Section 7.2.2.
Configuration 2: 3D behaviour
In Configuration 2, the cavity is excited by an asymmetrically placed point source
at (0.75 m, 0.25 m, 0.45 m) with q=1 m3/s. Together with the fixed poroelastic
boundary conditions, this makes that now also the shear wave in the poroelastic
material is excited. This imposes stronger requirements on the FEM mesh since
the shear wave is the most restrictive for the element size since it has the highest
wave number in this frequency range, see Figure 7.8 and 7.10 in Appendix 7.B.
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Figure 7.2: Acoustic pressure pa [Pa] and relative error ε [-] (ref. analytical) at 500
Hz (Configuration 1).
Therefore, for the same mesh discretisation as for Configuration 1, a lower accuracy
is expected.
Figure 7.3a-7.3c show the absolute value of the pressure field at 500 Hz in the
y=0.35 m plane obtained by the reference model and the two proposed hybrid
approaches. Since now no analytical solution is available, a highly refined (us,pf )
FE model is used as a reference. This model uses cubic Lagrangian hexahedral
elements (16×16×8 in the acoustic cavity and 8×8×8 in the poroelastic domain),
resulting in 15625 acoustic and 122500 poroelastic DOFs. For the hybrid models,
the same model properties hold as for Configuration 1 in Table 7.2. The contour
plots of the acoustic pressure in Figure 7.3 show that the different techniques and
formulations again give practically the same result.
The error analysis, using the contour plots of the relative error ε on the acoustic
pressure in Figure 7.3d-7.3e, shows the same trends as Configuration 1. Also in
this case, the hybrid (us,pf ) FE-WBM gives slightly more accurate results than
the (us,uf ). The difference is also slightly more pronounced than in the uni-axial
configuration. As expected, the general accuracy of the hybrid FE-WB models is
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Figure 7.3: Acoustic pressure pa [Pa] and relative error ε [-] (ref. FEM) at 500 Hz
in the plane y=0.35 m (Configuration 2).
lower than that of the uni-axial case because of the excitation of the poroelastic
shear wave, which has a higher wave number than the compressional waves.
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7.2.2 Case 2 – Assessment of computational efficiency
In the second validation case the computational efficiency of the novel hybrid
method is demonstrated on a convex cavity (1.122 m × 0.82 m × 0.982 m). See
also Figure 7.4 and Table 3.2 for the location of the corner points. The fluid
properties from Table 3.3 are used. The walls of the acoustic cavity are considered
rigid and the cavity is excited by an acoustic volume source with an amplitude
of q = 1 m3/s, located in the point (1.03 m, 0.12 m, 0.3 m). The air inside
the cavity is in contact with a poroelastic multilayer placed at the bottom. The
material properties of this multilayer are specified in Table 7.3 and further detailed
in Appendix 7.A and 7.B. Both layers have a thickness of 2.5 cm and Vigran’s
material is on top. Sliding edge boundary conditions are imposed on the boundaries
of the poroelastic material layers which are in contact with the cavity walls. The
poroelastic-poroelastic interface has an open pore, fixed interface condition (2.121).
xy
z
Figure 7.4: Problem geometry of a convex acoustic cavity with rigid walls with a
poroelastic multilayer (light and dark gray) on the bottom, excited by a point source
at (1.03 m, 0.12 m, 0.3 m) ( ) with q=1 m3/s. The response point (0.35, 0.80, 0.10)
is indicated by •. (Validation case 2)
The first validation for this problem case considers the frequency response of the
acoustic pressure in a response point (0.35, 0.8, 0.1), for a frequency range from
50 Hz to 650 Hz. The WBM curves are obtained using a truncation factor of
T = 2, using 150 to 382 wave functions. The corresponding FE submodels use the
same mesh (8× 8× 10 elements), which consists of 38148 poroelastic DOFs for the
(us,uf ) formulation and 25432 for the (us, pf ) formulation. The reference FEM
calculations are performed on a cubic mesh with hexahedral Lagrangian elements
(7×7×7 elements in the acoustic cavity and 7× 7× 8 elements in the poroelastic
domain), resulting in a total of 10648 acoustic and 50336 poroelastic DOFs, using
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Carpet
Bulk Poisson ratio ν 0
Bulk density ρ1 60 kg/m3
Bulk Young’s modulus E 20·103 + j · 10·103 Pa
Tortuosity α∞ 1
Porosity φ 0.99
Characteristic viscous length Λ 150·10−6 m
Characteristic thermal length Λ′ 220·10−6 m
Static flow resistivity σ 20·103 kg/m3s
Table 7.3: Biot-JCA material properties of the Carpet material [62].
the (us,pf ) formulation. In addition to the actual frequency response, also the
error ε relative to the reference solution is studied.
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Figure 7.5: Sound Pressure Level [dB] and relative error ε [-] (ref. FEM) for a
response point inside the cavity at (0.35 m, 0.80 m, 0.10 m) from 50 Hz to 650 Hz
(Validation case 2).
Figure 7.5 shows an excellent prediction accuracy, even for a point which is very
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close (5 cm) to the multilayer and the hybrid coupling interface. This indicates
that the hybrid coupling does not disturb the prediction accuracy close to the
damping layer and that, although the WBM is a global technique, it is able to
capture the highly localised effect of the trim. The figure of the relative error ε
for this point again illustrates that the hybrid (us,uf ) FE-WBM and the hybrid
(us, pf ) FE-WBM do not produce results of the same accuracy, even though the
same mesh discretisation is used. For the largest part of the frequency band, the
hybrid (us, pf ) FE-WBM performs best.
Discretisation Poroelastic/Acoustic DOFs
Name Element (us,uf ) (us,pf )
p Poroelastic Acoustic
Q1 2 2× 2× 2 2× 2× 2 900/125 600/125
Q2 2 4× 4× 4 4× 4× 4 4860/729 3240/729
Q3 2 6× 6× 6 6× 6× 6 14196/2197 9464/2197
Q4 2 8× 8× 8 8× 8× 8 31212/4913 20808/4913
Q5 2 10× 10× 10 10× 10× 10 58212/9261 28808/9261
Q6 2 12× 12× 12 12× 12× 12 97500/15625 65000/15625
Ref. 3 7× 7× 8 7× 7× 7 – 50336/10648
Table 7.4: Model properties for the FE models (Validation case 2).
Hybrid Element Form. Nodal DOFs (FEM) /submodel Wave functions (WBM)
FE (Q1-5) see Table 7.4 (us,uf ) 900, 4860, 14196, 31212, 58212
FE (Q1-5) see Table 7.4 (us,pf ) 600, 3240, 9464, 20808, 38808
WB (T1-6) – – 54, 170, 382, 636, 1006, 1398
Table 7.5: Model properties for the hybrid FE-WB models (Validation case 2).
To further investigate this accuracy difference between formulations, which is
contrary to earlier studies in the pure FEM [109], and to assess the gain in efficiency,
the convergence of the hybrid FE-WB approaches is studied and compared to their
pure FE counterpart models with matching interface discretisations. To avoid
averaging out of possible outliers, a global quadratic error estimator < δ > (4.15)
is used.
In this case, the acoustic pressure data at 450 Hz in n = 512 uniformly distributed
points is used. Model refinements are made both in the acoustic and in the
poroelastic domain. The model properties for all FE and hybrid FE-WB models
and the reference model are listed in Table 7.4 and Table 7.5.
Figure 7.6 compares the convergence behaviour of the hybrid FE-WBM methods
to that of the FEM for different refinement strategies for the (sub)model(s). To
this extent, the quadratic error estimator < δ> is shown as a function of the CPU
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time. This CPU time is the sum of the time required for system build-up, solution
and post-processing.
The curves for the pure FE models confirm earlier observations on poroelastic FE
models: the accuracy of the pure FE models using the (us,uf ) and the (us,pf )
formulation is the same for the same mesh discretisation. The required CPU
time, however, is different since the (us,pf ) formulation only has 4 DOFs per node
whereas the (us,uf ) has 6.
When the FE and WB submodels are consistently refined by increasing the WB
truncation factor and FEM discretisation such that they are linked through the
wavelength, Figure 7.6a is obtained. This figure shows the benefits of the hybrid
approach. The accuracy has increased one order for a given computational cost
or, for the same prediction accuracy, the computational cost has decreased one or
even two orders for higher accuracies.
The convergence behaviour of hybrid FE-WBM for coupled acoustic-poroelastic
problems shows two important characteristics: (i) the convergence, especially for
the hybrid (us,uf ) FE-WBM, is not necessarily monotonic and (ii), in the hybrid
FE-WBM, both formulations no longer give a result of the same accuracy, contrarily
to the pure FEM.
The cause for the non-monotonic convergence behaviour can be investigated by
refining one submodel while keeping the other submodel fixed. Figure 7.6b shows
the convergence of the hybrid model by keeping the number of wave functions
constant and by increasing the number of elements in the FE submodel. Two WB
models with constant truncations – T3 and T5 – are studied while refining the FE
submodel. A stagnation can be observed. However, for the higher WB truncation
T5, the stagnation occurs at a lower error level than for T3, indicating that the WB
submodel limits the accuracy in this case. Figure 7.6c shows the complementary
curves for two constant FEM discretisations Q2 and Q3. Again stagnation occurs;
in this case, a higher WB truncation makes no sense if the FE model cannot
follow the increased spectral content of the WB model. Figure 7.6c shows that the
non-monotonic convergence behaviour originates from the WB submodel. This
has also been observed in earlier work, both in the acoustic WBM [218], and in
the hybrid FE-WBM [221]. The fact that the hybrid (us,pf ) FE-WBM does not
exhibit this non-monotonicity for this case, can be interpreted as an indication of
higher stability.
The difference in accuracy for different poroelastic formulations also originates
from the WBM. As an indirect Trefftz-approach, the WBM exhibits ill-conditioned
system matrices [72]. This means that the result is highly susceptible to small
changes in the matrix coefficients. In the past, this was observed in a number of
problem settings. Pluymers [179] observed a difference in the convergence behaviour
of multi-domain WB models, coupled through either a pressure-velocity coupling
or an impedance coupling. Although the WB subdomain models are identical, the
convergence behaviour changes through the differences in the interface continuity
conditions. In the work of Deckers et al. [67], differences in the convergence rate and
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accuracy are observed between the strain based and potential based decomposition
of the Biot equations. Although exactly the same wave functions are applied on
the same physical problem, there are small differences in the weighting factors in
the WB expansion.
For the hybrid FE-WBM using different poroelastic model formulations, a very
similar observation can be made. Although all different submodels (acoustic WB,
poroelastic (us,uf ) FE and poroelastic (us,pf ) FE) describe the same physics,
the ill-conditioned character of the WBM influences the conditioning of the fully
coupled hybrid system and thus the solution accuracy. The coupling between the
acoustic pressure, described using the WBM, and the fluid phase pore pressure,
described by a (us,pf ) formulation, is more natural and more stable than the
coupling between WB acoustics and a (us,uf ) FE formulation.
7.2.3 Choice of formulation
In summary, the validation examples demonstrate three things:
(i) The coupling algorithms do not introduce any extra errors on for example an
interface grid, and with sufficient refinement, the hybrid models converge to
their limits provided by the submodels.
(ii) The convergence behaviour of the hybrid FE-WB model is superior to the
pure FE models.
(iii) For all problem cases, the hybrid (us,pf ) FE-WBM is more accurate and more
stable than its hybrid (us,uf ) counterpart for the same mesh discretisation.
This is due to the effect the ill-conditioned WB system matrices have on
the coupled hybrid system. Apart from this higher stability, the (us,pf )
formulation is also faster due to the lower number of DOFs (4 vs. 6).
Therefore, the hybrid (us,pf ) FE-WBM is the preferred coupling strategy for
acoustic-poroelastic problems.
7.3 Summary
This chapter discusses the development of a hybrid coupling between the poroelastic
FEM and the acoustic WBM. The two most commonly used formulations for the
Biot equations, i.e. the (us,uf ) and the (us, pf ) formulation, are used. Both for an
open pore and a closed pore interface, the coupling terms are derived. However, it
is shown that for a closed pore interface, the coupling is equivalent to an acoustic-
elastic coupling where the closed pores are treated internally in the FE submodel
since the fluid DOFs do not directly interact with the WBM. The main innovation
therefore is in the open pore coupling since the mutually coupled solid and fluid
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phase both couple with the acoustic subdomain. For the hybrid (us,uf ) FE-WBM,
many parallels can be drawn to previously developed hybrid FE-WB couplings.
For the hybrid (us,pf ) FE-WBM, however, there are important differences. One is
that in this case not only terms are added to the weighted residual formulation,
but that through a smart rescaling and orthogonalisation of the residuals, terms
also cancel out.
Two numerical verification cases show the potential of the hybrid coupling schemes.
The first case illustrates the proof of concept on two different configurations of the
same geometry which only differ in excitation and poroelastic boundary conditions.
The first configuration shows the hybrid concept on a uni-axial problem case.
Good agreement is obtained as compared to the analytical solution. The second
configuration illustrates the hybrid concept on a full 3D problem case, again with
good accuracy, this time compared to a cubic FE reference model. The second
problem case assesses the computational performance. It therefore considers a
multilayered damping material placed in an acoustic cavity excited by a point
source. The frequency response for a point close to (and thus strongly influenced
by) the damping layer, gives accurate predictions over the full considered frequency
range.
Both hybrid techniques provide accurate predictions, with a substantial gain in
accuracy and computation time as compared to full FE models. The validations
also show that the hybrid (us,pf ) FE-WBM is notably more efficient due to a
lower number of DOFs and has a higher accuracy for the same mesh discretisation
than its (us,uf ) counterpart due to a more natural coupling between the acoustic
pressure and the fluid phase pore pressure.
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Figure 7.6: Acoustic pressure pa(r): Relative error < δ > [-] as a function of CPU
time [s] at 450 Hz (Validation case 2).
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7.A Wave properties of the Carpet material
The dynamic properties of the Carpet material (see Table 7.3) in the considered
frequency range can be summarised by four characteristic curves (Figure 7.7 and
7.8). The characteristic frequency fc (2.112) for this material is equal to 2615 Hz.
The properties are given for the three Biot waves and where applicable for the
equivalent fluid model. Note that the Biot waves are here divided into the airborne
compressional wave, which mainly propagates in the fluid, and the frame-borne
compressional- and the shear wave, which propagate in both phases, but mainly in
the solid.
Over the whole frequency range, the relative motion between the solid and the
fluid is close to zero for the airborne wave and the shear wave. Due to the very
low stiffness of the frame material, the solid and the fluid are 180◦ out of phase
for the frame-borne wave, which strongly propagates in the solid, as indicated by
the displacement ratio. This is counter-intuitive and is caused by the very low
stiffness of the solid, which is much lower than the fluid bulk modulus. This way, it
is difficult to make a clear distinction into airborne and frame-borne compressional
waves in the classical way. An equivalent fluid representation of this material is
also insufficient, as all three wave types propagate in both phases and are strongly
attenuated due to the high damping and low stiffness of the solid phase.
This fibrous material was characterised in literature [62] and was included to broaden
the set of material types in the numerical validation studies. However, this analysis
shows that the material parameters, and especially the stiffness and structural
damping parameters of the frame should be treated with care. Nevertheless, they
do not hamper the numerical validation of the hybrid FE-WBM.
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Figure 7.7: Phase velocity and attenuation coefficient for the airborne- and frame-
borne compressional and the shear wave in the Carpet material as a function of
frequency.
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Figure 7.8: Fluid-solid displacement ratio and phase angle for the airborne- and
frame-borne compressional and the shear wave in the Carpet material as a function
of frequency.
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7.B Wave properties in Vigran’s material
The dynamic properties of Vigran’s material (see Table 7.1) in the considered
frequency range can be summarised by four characteristic curves (Figure 7.9 and
7.10). The characteristic frequency fc (2.112) for this material is equal to 9826
Hz. The properties are given for the three Biot waves and where applicable for the
equivalent fluid model. Note that the Biot waves are here divided into the airborne
compressional wave, which mainly propagates in the fluid, and the frame-borne
compressional- and the shear wave, which propagate in both phases, but mainly in
the solid.
Over the whole frequency range, the relative motion between the solid and the
fluid is zero for the frame-borne wave and for the shear wave. The displacement
ratio for these waves is close to one. Mainly the airborne wave contributes to
the attenuation, also indicated by the fact that the solid and the fluid are almost
perfectly out of phase. The characteristic curves indicate material could be well
approximated using an equivalent fluid model.
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Figure 7.9: Phase velocity and attenuation coefficient for the airborne- and frame-
borne compressional and the shear wave in Vigran’s material as a function of
frequency.
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Figure 7.10: Fluid-solid displacement ratio and phase phase angle for the airborne-
and frame-borne compressional and the shear wave in Vigran’s material as a
function of frequency.
Chapter 8
A complementary family of
hybrid FE-WB methods
The framework for distributed loading of WB plate bending models, as discussed in
Chapter 4, opens new perspectives for hybrid schemes based on WB plate bending
models. So far, all hybrid schemes evolved from the acoustic WBM, coupling
it to acoustic [224], plate bending [221] and poroelastic (Chapter 7) FE models.
This chapter explores complementary hybrid schemes based on WB plate bending
models.
Section 8.1 discusses a number of hybrid coupling types where the interface coupling
conditions involve stresses and displacements. Examples are the coupling of a WB
plate bending model to a (visco-)elastic or poroelastic solid FE model. Section
8.2 looks into a complementary vibro-acoustic hybrid FE-WBM which joins WB
plate bending models and acoustic FE models. For this scheme, the coupling terms
with a direct FE model are detailed. Section 8.4 elaborates on this scheme and
details a procedure, based on the work of Van Genechten [220], to further reduce
the computational cost through a modal reduction of the acoustic FE model. Two
numerical validation cases illustrate the novel hybrid coupling type.
8.1 Hybrid coupling with elastic and poroelastic FE
solids
A first set of hybrid coupling schemes between WB plate bending models and FE
models, comprises elastic and poroelastic FE models or other model types where
the interface coupling conditions only involve displacements. This type of coupling
is necessary to model e.g. a poroelastic or viscoelastic damping layer connected to
a plate.
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In what follows, the discussion is illustrated for an elastic solid. The coupling to a
poroelastic solid (2.119)-(2.120) is equivalent since the elastic-poroelastic coupling
only happens through the solid phase variables. The conditions on the fluid phase
variables are treated internally in the FE model.
In a pure FE model, the total weak formulation of a plate bending model (2.139)-
(2.137) coupled to an elastic solid (2.135) can be written as follows.∫
Ωe
σe : e˜edΩ− ω2ρe
∫
Ωe
u˜e · uedΩ−
∫
Γe
u˜e · (σe · n) dΓ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Elastic domain
+
∫
Ωb
χ˜b : mbdΩ− ω2ρeh
∫
Ωb
u˜bzu
b
zdΩ−
∫
Ω
u˜bzpdΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bending domain
−
∫
Ωb
u˜bzFzδ(r, rF)dΩ−
∫
Γb
u˜bzQ
b
ndΓ +
∫
Γb
∂u˜bz
∂n
mbndΓ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bending domain
= 0
(8.1)
Using a partitioned notation for the elastic system matrices (interface and internal
DOFs), this leads to the following uncoupled system matrix:Zbb 0 00 Zif ,if Zif ,in
0 Zin,if Zin,in
 ubuinuif
 =
 fbfiffin
 . (8.2)
The plate bending model and the elastic model are coupled at their common
interface Γe ∩Ωb through the elastic-elastic coupling conditions (2.61)-(2.62) which
impose stress- and displacement continuity. The stress continuity conditions result
in a relation between the traction vector σe ·n and the bending moment mb, which
is directly related to the in-plane stress tensor σb of the plate (2.27). Through this
continuity, two weak integral terms cancel out on the common interface and the
stress continuity is satisfied:




−
∫
Γe∩Ωb
u˜e · (σe · n) dΓ +



∫
Γe∩Ωb
χ˜b : mbdΓ. (8.3)
This leaves the displacement continuity condition ubz = ue · n to be imposed. In
the FEM, this can be done automatically through direct elimination of the degrees
of freedom in the assembly of the system matrices.
In the specific case where the plate is coupled with an elastic solid over its whole
surface, the assembled system of equations is written as:[
Zif ,if + Zbb Zif ,in
Zin,if Zin,in
]{
uif
uin
}
=
{
fif + fb
fin
}
. (8.4)
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The plate model thus directly contributes to the elastic domain with an additional
mass and stiffness contribution, but does not introduce additional DOFs.
Using a WB plate bending model, however, the coupling cannot be made through
an elimination of DOFs because of their different nature (direct nodal values in
the FEM vs. indirect wave function contributions in the WBM). Therefore, the
coupling needs to be made through an error residual, resulting in a system of
equations of the following form:Abb + Cbb Cb,if 0Cif ,b Zif ,if + Cif ,if Zif ,in
0 Zin,if Zin,in
 ubuinuif
 =
 bbfiffin
 . (8.5)
Since this always results in a higher number of DOFs than the equivalent FE
model, it can never be solved as efficiently, both computationally and conceptually.
Therefore, a hybrid coupling between elastic/poroelastic FE models and WB plate
bending models has no added value.
8.2 Hybrid coupling with acoustic FE models
Whenever there can be direct DOF elimination with plate bending models, the
pure FEM is in the advantage. This is however not the case in the vibro-acoustic
coupling (2.63), where the plate DOFs and the acoustic DOFs are coupled in a
way that neither one of them is annihilated. Therefore, a hybrid coupling of a WB
plate bending model and a FE model makes sense; by modelling the plate using the
WBM, one can effectively reduce the number of DOFs, and reduce the sensitivity
to numerical dispersion, which often happens in the plate bending model because of
the high wave numbers involved. Moreover, by applying a modal reduction scheme
to the acoustic FE model, the computational cost of the FE part in the hybrid
model can be effectively reduced.
Note that this approach is complementary to the hybrid vibro-acoustic FE-WBM
developed by Van Genechten et al. [221]; this time, it is the acoustic cavity that is
modelled using the FEM and the structure that is modelled with the WBM.
8.2.1 Projection of interface DOFs
As was shown in Chapter 4, two schemes are available to apply distributed
excitations to a WB plate bending model: a discretisation in the spatial domain
based on Hankel functions, which are solutions of an infinite plate under a point
force, and a discretisation in the wave number domain based on the Fourier
transformation and a spectral solution of the Kirchhoff equation.
The Hankel-based approach, as shown earlier, is a very flexible technique, which
can apply any distributed pressure field. Therefore, it seems very apt to apply the
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polynomially varying pressure fields in each of the elements of the FE model at
the interface. However, it requires a double surface integral over the interface (4.1).
As was shown in Section 4.2.2, there is no computational gain unless the interface
is small.
Also the Fourier-based approach seems to pose problems; this technique shows
its virtue when the plate is excited by global, spatially harmonic pressure fields,
whereas the FE model describes the pressure using polynomial functions defined
within local elements. This would thus require a forward and inverse Fourier
transformation and results in problems with Gibbs phenomena similar to those
seen in Section 4.2.1.
This problem can be avoided through projection of the FE interface DOFs onto more
suitable projection functions. This procedure starts again with the partitioning
the FE system matrices into submatrices governing the behaviour of the hybrid
interface DOFs and internal DOFs, and their mutual coupling terms:[
Zif ,if Zif ,in
Zin,if Zin,in
]{
pif
pin
}
=
{
fif
fin
}
, (8.6)
The choice of the projection functions is free. Nevertheless, they should meet two
prerequisites:
(i) They have to be spatially harmonic in a Cartesian coordinate system such that
the Fourier-based solution procedure can be used. The classical trigonometric
functions (cosine, sine and exponential) are good candidates as they allow a
very efficient forward and inverse Fourier transformation.
(ii) At the interface, they have to be able to capture the dynamic behaviour of
the acoustic cavity.
Therefore, the set is defined based on the 3D acoustic wave function set (3.10) with
zero dimensions normal to the interface in the spatial (Lz = 0) and wave number
(kz = 0) domain.
This leads to the following subset:
Φpr =

Φpr1 = cos (kpr1,xx) cos (kpr1,yy)
Φpr2 = cos (kpr2,xx)e−jkpr2,yy
Φpr3 = e−jkpr3,xx cos (kpr3,yy)
, (8.7)
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where the wave numbers kpr•,? are defined as:
(kpr1,x, kpr1,y) =
(
pia1
Lx
, pia2Ly
)
,
with a1 = 0, 1, . . . npr1 and a2 = 0, 1, . . . npr2 ,
(kpr2,x, kpr2,y) =
(
pia3
Lx
,±
√
(ka)2 −
(
pia3
Lx
)2)
,
with a3 = 0, 1, . . . npr3 ,
(kpr3,x, kpr3,y) =
(
±
√
(ka)2 −
(
pia4
Ly
)2
, pia4Ly
)
,
with a4 = 0, 1, . . . npr4 ,
(8.8)
The projection sets are truncated in a similar way as the 3D bounded acoustic
wave functions (3.12):
pinpr1
Lx
≈ pinpr2
Ly
≈ pinpr3
Lx
≈ pinpr4
Ly
≥ Tka. (8.9)
This leads to a total number of projection functions npr:
npr = (npr1 + 1)(npr2 + 1) + 2(npr3 + 1) + 2(npr4 + 1). (8.10)
Note that the wave functions of the plate bending problem can’t be used to project
the pressure. In this case the solution of the Kirchhoff equation in the wave number
domain would have an infinite amplitude, see (8.18) further in this chapter.
The interface DOFs pif are projected on this basis such that:
pif = Φprppr. (8.11)
This leads to the following system of equations for the FE submodel:[
Zpr,pr Zpr,in
Zin,pr Zin,in
]{
ppr
pin
}
=
{
fpr
fin
}
, (8.12)
where
Zpr,pr = ΦTprZif ,ifΦpr, (8.13)
Zpr,in = ΦTprZif ,in, (8.14)
Zin,pr = Zin,ifΦpr, (8.15)
fpr = ΦTprfif . (8.16)
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8.2.2 Projection based hybrid coupling
The projection of the interface DOFs of the FE submodel onto special purpose
projection functions allows for a novel type of hybrid FE-WB approaches where
the coupling is made through the particular solution functions instead of through
a weighted residual.
Figure 8.1 illustrates the concept. The FE submodel is partitioned into internal
and interface DOFs. The latter are then projected onto special purpose projection
functions and used to define particular solution functions to the WB submodel.
WB Domain FE Domain
uwb uinuprn
Γ
Figure 8.1: Concept of the projection based hybrid FE-WB coupling strategy.
The coupled system can be written as:Awb,wb Cwb,pr 0Cpr,wb Zpr,pr + Cpr,pr Zpr,in
0 Zin,pr Zin,in
 uwbpprpin
 =
 bwbfpr + cprfin
 , (8.17)
where Awb,wb and Z•,? are the uncoupled WB (3.9) and partitioned FE (8.12)
system matrices, respectively. Their right hand side loading vectors are denoted by
bwb, fpr and fin. The coupling terms to the intermediate frame are denoted by
C•? and c•.
This hybrid strategy bears characteristics of both the indirect and the direct hybrid
coupling strategy presented in Section 6.2. Similarly to an indirect coupling, two out
of the three anti-diagonal terms in the coupled system of equations are zero block
matrices, indicating that the internal DOFs of the FE submodel do not directly
couple to the WB submodel. The difference in this case is that the interface is still
part of the FE submodel and has its own dynamic behaviour, unlike the frame in
the indirect approach whose sole purpose is to couple the submodels. Therefore,
all DOFs in the system contribute to the global system dynamics, similarly to a
direct coupling.
The concepts of a projection based hybrid coupling are illustrated in the following
sections on a vibro-acoustic coupling.
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8.2.3 Vibro-acoustic coupling terms
In a vibro-acoustic FE-WBM with a WB plate bending model, the hybrid coupling
is no longer solely made through the boundary residuals on the interface, as was
the case in all previously developed FE-WBM schemes (see [221, 224] and Chapter
7). Now it also involves additional particular solutions, which was also the case in
the WB-WB coupling discussed in Section 4.4.1.
The excitation of the plate by the acoustic pressure in the cavity is accounted for by
converting the interface projection functions Φpr into particular solution functions
Φˆpr through the solution of the Kirchhoff equation in the wave number domain:
Φˆpr(r) = − Φpr
D
[
((kpr,x)2 + (kpr,y)2)2 − k4b
] . (8.18)
This leads to the following expansion for the out of plane displacement of the plate:
uˆbz = Φbub + uˆbF + uˆbp − Φˆprppr. (8.19)
As discussed earlier, the acoustic pressure field variables are partitioned into
internal and interface DOFs (8.6), after which the interface DOFs are projected
onto projection functions (8.11). This leads to following notation for the acoustic
pressure DOFs:
pa ∼=
{
Φprppr r ∈ Γab
Npin r ∈ Ωa \ Γab, (8.20)
with N the polynomial shape functions in the FE model (2.128). The plate
transverse displacement velocity acts as a normal velocity excitation on the FE
submodel. The necessary coupling term is innate to the FEM weak form of the
problem (2.133):
j
ω
∫
Γ
p˜a (van · n) dΓ = −
∫
Γab
p˜aubzdΓ. (8.21)
The introduction of the variable expansions of the FE and WB submodel leads to
the hybrid coupling terms:
−
∫
Γab
p˜aubzdΓ
= −
∫
Γab
(Φprp˜pr)T
(
Φbub − Φˆprppr + uˆbF + uˆbp
)
dΓ
= p˜Tpr
[
−
∫
Γab
ΦTprΦbubdΓ +
∫
Γab
ΦTprΦˆprpprdΓ
−
∫
Γab
ΦTpruˆbF dΓ−
∫
Γab
ΦTpruˆbpdΓ
]
= p˜Tpr [−Cpr,bub + Cpr,prppr − cpr]
(8.22)
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This relation should hold for any weighting function p˜pr. Therefore, only the
expression between brackets is introduced into the coupled system of equations.
The unknowns are the wave function contribution factors ub, interface projection
contribution factors ppr and internal nodal pressure values pin: Abb Cb,pr 0Cpr,b Zpr,pr + Cpr,pr Zpr,in
0 Zin,pr Zin,in
 ubpprpin
 =
 bbfpr + cprfin
 . (8.23)
The coupling terms Cb,pr come from the evaluation of the projection based particu-
lar solution in the enforcement of the plate boundary conditions (2.52),(2.55),(2.58).
8.2.4 Comparison to other hybrid FE-WBM strategies
This hybrid coupling scheme is fundamentally different from any previously
developed hybrid FE-WB scheme; now a plate bending WB model is used as
part of a 3D vibro-acoustic FE-WB model. Since the acoustic pressure (FE
submodel) acts as a distributed excitation to the plate (WB submodel), part of
the hybrid coupling is done through the variable expansion of the WB submodel;
special-purpose particular solution functions which have an a priori unknown
amplitude are included. These depend on the acoustic DOFs at the interface of
the FE submodel.
Even though fundamentally different to the previous schemes, a parallel can be
drawn to the hybrid WB-PMFE by Van Genechten et al. [220]. This hybrid
approach couples an acoustic WB model to a reduced acoustic FE model, using a
Craig-Bampton [21] reduction scheme. It makes a similar partitioning between the
internal and interface DOFs in the FE submodel. The interface DOFs are projected
onto the acoustic wave functions, just like in this case, and the internal DOFs are
reduced through projection onto a Craig-Bampton basis, consisting of so-called
fixed interface dynamic modes, enriched with static solutions.
A similar approach can be followed here. The following section presents a further
reduction of the model through projection of the internal DOFs onto a Craig-
Bampton basis. Thereafter, further improvements are discussed that optimise the
building step of the Craig-Bampton basis in a WB context, and the projection step
of the interface DOFs onto the projection functions.
8.3 Modal reduction of the FE submodel
In the hybrid FE-WB scheme that was developed in the previous section, the
solution of the FE submodel is still a computationally demanding step. A further
improvement involves a modal reduction on the acoustic FE model.
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Following the Craig-Bampton approach, the DOFs of the FE submodel are
partitioned into two groups: nin number of modal internal DOFs inside the problem
domain and nif number of physical interface DOFs on the hybrid interface. The
FE mass matrix M and stiffness matrix K are thus partitioned as:
M =
[
Mif ,if Mif ,in
Min,if Min,in
]
and K =
[
Kif ,if Kif ,in
Kin,if Kin,in
]
. (8.24)
The two following function sets can then be computed to form a Craig-Bampton
projection basis:
Fixed interface dynamic modes Ψf – The first part of the basis consists of
the dynamic modes of the internal DOFs with all interface DOFs set to zero.
They can be calculated through the eigenvalue problem of the equivalent
internal problem:
Kin,inΨf = ω2fMin,inΨf with f = 1, ... nf . (8.25)
The classical rule of thumb often used in modal reduction also holds here; in
order to have a representative basis, all nf modes with eigenfrequencies up
to typically two times the maximum frequency of interest need to be taken
into account.
Static enrichment modes Ψc – The second part of the basis consists of vectors
that enrich the fixed interface modes with static pressure fields. These fields
are the response of the system to a unit value applied to one of the interface
DOFs, while fixing the other interface DOFs to zero. They can be calculated
as follows: [
Kif ,if Kif ,in
Kin,if Kin,in
]
Ψc =
[
I
0
]
, (8.26)
where I is an (nif × nif ) unit matrix.
This combined basis function set is used as a variable expansion for the acoustic
pressure pa in the FE submodel:
pa =
[
Ψf Ψc
]{ pf
pc
}
, (8.27)
where pf and pc are the (nf × 1) and (nif × 1) vectors of unknown modal
participation factors belonging to Ψf and Ψc, the (nFE × nf ) and (nFE × nif )
matrices collecting the acoustic fixed interface dynamic modes and the static
enrichment modes. This leads to the following FE submodel:
[
Zcc Zcf
Zfc Zff
]{
pc
pf
}
=
{
fc
ff
}
, (8.28)
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where the projected system matrices are calculated based on the original partitioning
(8.12): [
Zcc Zcf
Zfc Zff
]
=
[
Ψc Ψf
]T [Zif ,if Zif ,in
Zin,if Zin,in
] [
Ψc Ψf
]
. (8.29)
This reduced system, described in terms of nf fixed interface modes and nif static
enrichment modes, however, is not yet suitable to couple with a WB plate bending
model: an interface projection step is again necessary.
Because of the fixed interface assumption in the calculation of the dynamic modes
Ψf , the dynamic behaviour at the interface is solely described by the static
enrichment modes Ψc. These need to be projected further onto special purpose
projection functions as done in (8.11):
pc = Φprppr. (8.30)
This leads to the following projected system of equations:[
Zmpr,pr Zpr,f
Zf ,pr Zff
]{
ppr
pf
}
=
{
fmpr
ff
}
, (8.31)
where
Zmpr,pr = ΦTprZccΦpr, (8.32)
Zpr,in = ΦTprZcf , (8.33)
Zin,pr = ZfcΦpr, (8.34)
fmpr = ΦTprfc. (8.35)
The superscript •m denotes that these are the coupling matrices with modally
reduced internal DOFs, to make a clear difference with the non-reduced partitioned
matrix (8.12).
Introduction of the vibro-acoustic coupling terms through the WB variable
expansion and the FE boundary residuals again leads to the coupled system
of equations, similarly as in (8.23): Abb Cb,pr 0Cpr,b Zmpr,pr + Cpr,pr Zmpr,f
0 Zmf ,pr Zmff
 ubpprpf
 =

bb
fmpr + cpr
ff
 . (8.36)
The coupling terms Cb,pr, Cpr,b and cpr remain the same as for the direct coupling
scheme.
However, this approach, is very inefficient as it requires the calculation of normal
modes, the calculation of the full (static) system response to the excitation of
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each of the interface nodes individually, and an expensive projection step of entire
system matrix onto the new (modal) basis, which is large due to the large number
of enrichment vectors. Moreover, much of the information that is calculated
is subsequently thrown away; through the projection step, the information in
individual nodes on the interface is recombined based on the projection functions.
Indeed, as the fixed interface dynamic modes Ψf (8.25) have zero values for the
interface DOFs, the interface is solely described by the static enrichment modes
Ψc (8.26), thus simplifying the variable expansion (8.27) to:
pa = Ψcpc r ∈ Γab. (8.37)
Subsequently, according to (8.30), the interface DOFs are projected onto special
purpose projection functions in order to introduce them in the WB submodel:
Ψcpc = ΨcΦprppr. (8.38)
Defining ΨΦ as:
ΨΦ = ΨcΦpr, (8.39)
the projected static interface modes can be directly calculated with each of the
projection functions as an excitation, instead of a unit nodal excitation:[
Kif ,if Kif ,in
Kin,if Kin,in
]
ΨΦ =
[
Φpr
0
]
, (8.40)
where ΨΦ is the (nFE × npr) matrix collecting the static enrichment modes based
on the projection functions.
This way, there is a computational gain on two fronts:
(i) The number of static enrichment modes that need to be calculated is lower,
as the number of nodal projection functions npr is generally smaller than the
number of interface DOFs nif .
(ii) There is no more need for an additional projection step, as the projection
functions are built into the Craig-Bampton set a priori and take over the
role of interface DOFs.
By incorporating a Craig-Bampton reduction for the internal DOFs and by choosing
appropriate static enrichment modes based on the interface projection functions,
the synergy between the Craig-Bampton reduction scheme and a FE-WB model
can thus be exploited.
8.4 Numerical validation
This section evaluates the performance of the developed projection based hybrid
FE-WB scheme for vibro-acoustic problems where the structural component is
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Figure 8.2: Problem geometry of a rigid box shaped acoustic cavity, excited with a
uniform velocity van = 1 m/s (top, black) and a 1.5 mm steel plate with clamped
boundary conditions (bottom, grey) (Validation case 1).
a WB plate bending model. The first problem case serves as a proof of concept,
illustrating that, given a sufficiently refined FE submodel, the same solution as a
WB-WB vibro-acoustic model is obtained. The second case considers the frequency
response of a concave shaped cavity, which is a problem setting where the acoustic
WBM would not be applicable.
8.4.1 Case 1 – Proof of concept
The first validation case considers the cavity (0.35 m × 0.29 m × 0.14 m) with
parallel walls in Figure 8.2. The top surface of the cavity is excited with a normal
velocity boundary condition van = 1 m/s. The opposite surface consists of a
1.5 mm thin steel plate with simply supported boundary conditions. The material
properties can be found in Table 8.1.
Air
Wave speed ca 340 m/s
Fluid density ρa 1.225 kg/m3
Table 8.1: Material properties of air (2).
Two different model types are used: (i) a full WBM vibro-acoustic reference model
with truncation settings T = 4, resulting in 526 acoustic and 212 structural wave
functions and (ii) hybrid FE-WBM models. Three configurations are considered:
a direct FE model, a modally reduced FE model with nodal enrichment vectors
which are afterwards projected and a modally reduced FE model with projection
based enrichment vectors.
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Figure 8.3: Conceptual sketch of the mesh discretisation of the acoustic FE
submodel, taking into account both structural wave length (λb) near the interface
and acoustic wave length (λa) (Validation case 1).
In the hybrid models, the structural WB submodel uses a truncation of T = 2,
resulting in 108 wave functions and 234 projection functions. The acoustic FE
model is built up using Comsol 4.3. It consists of quadratic tetrahedral Lagrangian
elements which are built up in such a way that they match the structural wavelength
on the interface and the acoustic wavelength in the rest of the cavity. See Figure
8.3 for a conceptual example. This results in a total of 65762 DOFs. For the
modally reduced models, according to the typical rule of thumb, modes up to
double the frequency are selected, resulting in a set of 49 normal modes. These are
enriched with static response vectors, either nodal based (6110 enrichment vectors)
or projection based (234 enrichment vectors).
For all models and configurations, the out-of-plane structural displacement ubz of
the plate is shown at a frequency of 1500 Hz.
Figure 8.4 shows the results for the hybrid FE-WBM models. The three amplitude
contour plots for the direct approach in Figure 8.4a, a modal base with nodal
enrichment vectors in Figure 8.4c, and a modal base with projection function
enrichment vectors in Figure 8.4e are visually the same. A comparison of the
relative error ε (4.14) to the WB-WB reference model in Figure 8.4b, 8.4c and 8.4f
illustrates the accuracy of the three hybrid configurations. Naturally, the direct
approach is most accurate. The modally reduced models in Figure 8.4d and 8.4f
seem to perform less good, though still in the accuracy range of a few percent,
which is a typical value for modally reduced models. Both modally reduced models
perform the same, which was to be expected, as both approaches to build the
Craig-Bampton basis are equivalent.
Indeed, when the number of normal modes is increased to take into account modes
up to 2.2 times the maximal frequency of interest, resulting in 69 normal modes,
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Figure 8.4: Out-of-plane displacement ubz [m] and relative error ε [-] (ref. WB-WB
model) at 1500 Hz (Validation case 1).
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Figure 8.5: Out-of-plane displacement ubz and relative error ε [-] (ref. WB-WB
model) at 1500 Hz (Validation case 1) – Increased frequency truncation setting for
the modally reduced models (2.2fmax).
the accuracy increases as Figure 8.5 shows.
8.4.2 Case 2 – Frequency response prediction
The second validation case considers a cavity (0.881 m × 0.9 m × 1.868 m) with a
cylindrical cut-out, shown in Figure 8.6. Because of the cylindrical shape of the
cut-out, the cavity is concave. Consequently, this problem can not be divided into
convex subdomains and can thus not (exactly) be tackled with the conventional
WB-WBM. The FEM, however, does not have this convexity restriction.
Half of the top surface of the cavity, which describes a cylindrical shell segment,
is excited with a normal velocity boundary condition (van=1 m/s). Note that,
because of the curvature of the surface, this normal velocity both has x- and
z-components. The bottom surface consists of a 2 mm thin aluminium plate with
clamped boundary conditions. The material properties for aluminium can be found
in Table 4.2 and for air in Table 8.1.
The calculations are performed on a Windows-based 2.52 GHz Intel Xeon system
with 32 GB RAM.
The performance of two model types to calculate the frequency response from 50
Hz to 500 Hz is compared: (i) a full FEM vibro-acoustic reference model with
69453 acoustic DOFs and 64242 Reissner-Mindlin plate bending DOFs, and (ii)
a direct and modally reduced hybrid FE-WB model using the Kirchhoff theory.
The acoustic mesh is the same as in the FEM reference model, whereas the WB
plate bending model has a truncation setting of T = 2, resulting in 44 to 140 wave
functions and 52 to 374 projection functions. The modally reduced model contains
59 fixed interface modes.
Figure 8.7 shows the out-of-plane structural displacement ubz in the frequency range
from 50 Hz to 500 Hz in a point (0.67 m, 0.10 m, 0 m) on the plate. Comparing
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Figure 8.6: Problem geometry of a rigid walled concave acoustic cavity, excited by
a normal velocity boundary condition van = 1 m/s(top, black) and with a 2 mm
thin aluminium plate with clamped boundary conditions (bottom, grey). The
response point at (0.67 m, 0.1 m, 0 m) is indicated by • (Validation case 2).
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Figure 8.7: Out-of-plane displacement ubz [m] for a response point on the plate at
(0.67 m, 0.10 m, 0 m) from 50 Hz to 500 Hz, with a particular zoom on the region
between 450 to 500 Hz (Validation case 2).
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the result of the direct hybrid FE-WBM to the full FE model using the same mesh
discretisation shows that the hybrid model produces results that are very similar
to the FEM model. The main difference is situated at the higher frequency, where
a small, yet increasing frequency shift builds up between both models, especially at
frequencies where plate-driven resonances occur. Similarly as in the FE reference
models in Chapter 4, this is due to numerical dispersion in the plate bending FE
submodel in the full FE model. With a refined FE model, now using 127578 DOFs
in the plate (and 139578 DOFs in the acoustic cavity as this mesh is also refined
near the interface), the dispersion error is still there, but it has decreased. The
hybrid FE-WB model is again less sensitive to this error since the bending wave
number is an integral part of the wave functions.
When comparing the direct and the modal solution, Figure 8.8 shows that the direct
and modally reduced hybrid models produce very comparable results. The relative
error ε of the modal solution to the direct solution is in the order of a few percent,
like in the previous example. Figure 8.9 shows the reduction in computational load
of the frequency-dependent operations at a frequency of 400 Hz. Whereas in the
direct model, the demanding step is the solution of the system of equations, and
more specifically its sparse (FE-driven) part, the matrix solution is no longer an
issue in the modally reduced model because of the very low number of DOFs. In
this case, the demanding step is the calculation of the static enrichment functions,
based on the projection functions, and projection of the internal FE DOFs on this
new basis. By applying a modal reduction scheme, the total time for frequency
dependent operations, can be reduced with more than one order.
8.5 Summary
This chapter treats the development of a new family of hybrid coupling schemes
between plate bending WB models on one side and elastic, poroelastic and acoustic
FE models on the other side.
The first section discusses hybrid coupling approaches between plate bending WB
models and elastic FE models and by extension any displacement based FE model.
In pure FE models, the coupling can be done directly by DOF elimination on
matrix level since the stress continuity is innate to the weak form. Through DOF
elimination, the dynamic behaviour of the plate becomes an integral part of the
elastic FE model as a frequency dependent dynamic boundary condition. In a
hybrid context, the situation is different; enforcing the coupling conditions through
an error residual, leaves the two sets of DOFs (wave functions for the WBM and
nodal values for the FEM) unaltered. For displacement based problems, a FE
model is thus always preferred, both from a computational and a modelling point
of view.
For a vibro-acoustic interface, a hybrid FE-WB approach can be used since the plate
and the cavity are modelled with variables of a different kind (displacements vs.
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Figure 8.8: Out-of-plane displacement ubz [m] and relative error [-] (ref. Direct)
for a response point on the plate at (0.67 m, 0.10 m, 0 m) from 50 Hz to 500 Hz
for the Direct approach and the Modally reduced approach based on projection
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Figure 8.9: Typical distribution of the frequency-dependent computational effort
for a direct (left) and a modally reduced (right) hybrid FE-WB model at 400 Hz.
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acoustic pressure). Neither in the pure FEM and the hybrid FE-WBM, any of the
variables is eliminated. By partitioning the acoustic FE model into matrices
governing the internal and interface DOFs (and their mutual coupling), and
through projection of the interface DOFs onto harmonic projection functions,
novel particular solution functions for the WB plate bending model can be derived.
The computational cost can be further reduced by applying and optimising a
Craig-Bampton CMS approach to the FE submodel.
Two numerical validation cases illustrate this projection based vibro-acoustic hybrid
FE-WBM. The first example shows the proof of concept on a simple geometry.
A very good agreement compared to a reference model is obtained. The reduced
models produce results which are accurate up to the modal truncation assumption;
by taking into account more acoustic modes, the accuracy can be increased. The
second example shows the prediction capabilities over a wider frequency range. In
this validation case, it is demonstrated that by replacing the FE plate bending
submodel with a WB formulation, the model is much less sensitive to dispersion
errors. Indeed, the high wave numbers of the plate bending problem can lead
to problems of pollution and numerical dispersion in the FEM. Since the WBM
incorporates information about the plate bending wave number into the wave
functions a priori, this is much less a problem.

Part IV
Conclusions
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future
research topics
The research presented in this dissertation is set in the background of a number
of trends in the industrial practice. An increased attention for the vibro-acoustic
properties of products, together with a strive for lighter materials has instigated
research towards noise and vibration damping materials. The high complexity
of these often multilayered material solutions, makes that the design engineer
and material manufacturer need user-friendly, accurate and efficient numerical
modelling techniques in order to build trustworthy virtual prototypes, to come
to an optimised design and to gain insight in the underlying physical operating
principles.
After a short survey of the state-of-the-art in mathematical models for the vibro-
acoustic problem and the various components of damping treatments, the numerical
techniques were discussed. All these techniques are limited in applicable frequency
range; they are either considered low- or high frequency approaches. In between,
a mid frequency region lies where no sole technique is mature enough to bridge
the gap. One of these techniques, which formed the core of this dissertation, is the
Wave Based Method (WBM), which was originally proposed by Desmet [72].
The WBM follows a numerical modelling concept, which is based on an indirect
Trefftz approach. The main idea is the introduction of a priori known information
about the physical problem into the models. In a complexly damped vibro-acoustic
context, for example, the evanescent wave functions can be utilised to capture the
near-field effects induced by the local damping treatments.
This way, the computational load as compared to conventional, element based
techniques is strongly reduced. Moreover, the advantages of the method lie not not
just in its computational efficiency, but also in its ease-of-use; as the WBM is a
so-called meshless method, model refinement can simply be done by increasing the
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number of expansion functions. The method is also very well suited for optimisation
problems, including inverse material characterisation, as earlier research showed.
Another interesting advantage is that all dynamic variables of interest can be easily
post-processed with high accuracy.
Before this research, the WBM has been mainly applied to undamped, or
proportionally damped (e.g. complex speed of sound or complex Young’s modulus)
vibro-acoustic problems. More complex configurations, involving add-on, localised
damping treatments, have hardly been treated. Nevertheless, in many realistic
applications, these complex damping treatments are present and play a very
important role in the global dynamic performance of a product. The objectives for
new developments to overcome this limitation are thus clear:
User-friendly numerical models for quick predictions – The first goal of
this dissertation is the development of user-friendly numerical models which
allow for quick predictions of the impact of multilayered damping treatments
at hardly an increased computational cost as compared to the undamped
vibro-acoustic model.
Efficient and accurate models for detailed insight – Introduction of more
accurate models of multilayered damping treatments in a highly efficient
vibro-acoustic system model can lead to a better assessment of the impact
of multilayered materials and an increased understanding of their operating
principles. Development of such techniques forms the second research goal.
9.1 Research achievements
This section further details the research achievements for the two main research
goals.
9.1.1 User-friendly numerical models for quick predictions
Chapter 4 sets up the framework for the first research goal. This chapter extends
the theory of the WBM for Kirchhoff plate bending problems to applications
with distributed excitations. Continuing on work of Desmet [72], a framework
is presented to introduce these distributed excitations, based on an integration
of point forces (Hankel based) or on the solution in the wave number domain of
the Kirchhoff equation (Fourier based). Numerical validations show that both
approaches give, in their range of application, very good results, both in accuracy,
computational efficiency and ease-of-use. Consecutively, the techniques are applied
to two relevant problem settings: a vibro-acoustic problem and a plate excited by
a broadband stochastic excitation in the form of a turbulent boundary layer, (i.e. a
weakly coupled aeroelastic problem). Both are examples where the (decomposition
into a) spatial harmonic behaviour of the excitation is exploited in a WB context.
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With full vibro-acoustic WB-WB models in place, Chapter 5 discusses the
introduction of the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) into the WBM. This method
is a very convenient concept to model multilayered damping treatments. For
four separate problem configurations, the coupling terms are detailed. For each
configuration, the concepts are also illustrated with a simple numerical example.
The use of the WBM as the modelling framework for the vibro-acoustic environment,
however, allows for a more efficient use of the TMM; when applied in conventional
techniques, the TMM predictions require an a priori estimate of the trace wave
number (or angle of incidence) for the TM model. This information is innately
present in the propagating and evanescent wave functions in the WBM. By using
the wave number vector of the wave functions and the location of the source terms,
wave function- and particular solution dependent TM coefficients can be calculated.
This way, the performance of the TMM can be boosted by the WBM in application
cases where the impact of the boundary conditions is limited, such as acoustic
absorption problems.
Chapter 5 finishes with a thorough validation of the applicability of TM based
damping treatment models in vibro-acoustics. For materials with an open pore
interface, it performs very well. In this case, the method can be used for narrowband
prediction of both absorption and transmission configurations. For materials with
a closed pore interface, add-on layers glued to a plate or other configurations where
the boundary conditions are important, the narrowband results are not accurate
enough. However, here the models can still be used to predict trends.
9.1.2 Efficient and accurate models for detailed insight
Vibro-acoustic models with TM based damping models are not always trustworthy
for narrowband predictions, especially when the impact of the boundary conditions
can not be neglected. They also do not allow a detailed and localised analysis of
the dynamic behaviour of the damping layers, as the method is a 2D approach.
Therefore, Part III discusses hybrid FE-WB models where the damping treatment
is modelled explicitly using the Finite Element Method.
Chapter 6 extends the versatility of the existing hybrid techniques for acoustic-
acoustic and vibro-acoustic coupling towards equivalent fluid and equivalent solid
variations on poroelastic materials, and viscoelastic solids. Both extensions are
illustrated with a numerical example. It is shown however, that equivalent fluid
and equivalent solid models are not always accurate enough. Equivalent fluid
models do not predict the resonance of the frame which causes a dip in the
acoustic absorption. Equivalent solid materials give poor results as the underlying
assumptions of uniform pore pressure are false. Moreover, these models can not
model e.g. a poroelastic material glued to a plate.
Therefore, in Chapter 7 a novel hybrid coupling type is developed between acoustic
WB models and poroelastic FE models, both for open pore and closed pore
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interfaces. Many FE implementations, all using a different formulation of the
poroelastic problem, exist. For the two most conventional ones, i.e. the (us,uf )
and the (us, pf ) formulation, the coupling terms between the acoustic WB model
and the poroelastic FE model are detailed. Through a number of validation cases,
the method’s increased efficiency is illustrated. The validations show that in a
hybrid context the (us, pf ) formulation is more accurate, more efficient and more
stable than the (us,uf ) formulation due to a more natural coupling with the
ill-conditioned WBM and a lower number of FE DOFs.
Finally, a novel class of interface projection based hybrid approaches using the
WBM for plate bending problems is discussed in Chapter 8. For some multi-physical
coupling types, where the coupling can be done very efficiently in the FEM by
direct DOF elimination (e.g. plate-solid coupling or plate-poroelastic coupling) it
is shown that there is no added value in creating such hybrid FE-WB coupled
systems with the WBM for plate bending problems. For the hybrid vibro-acoustic
coupling, where the plate is modelled with the WBM and the acoustic cavity
with the FEM, the hybrid coupling leads to an effective reduction of DOFs and a
decreased sensitivity to numerical dispersion problems in the plate bending model.
For this coupling type, the coupling terms are detailed, both for direct FE models
and for modally reduced FE models using a CMS approach. A numerical validation
study illustrates the advantages of this novel hybrid coupling type.
9.2 Future research topics
The research presented in this dissertation opens a number of interesting
perspectives for future research. In this section, these ideas are briefly highlighted.
9.2.1 Extension of the WBM for vibro-acoustic modelling
One of the core research themes of this dissertation (especially Chapters 4 and 5) is
the extension of the pure WB modelling framework to fully coupled vibro-acoustic
problems with complex damping treatments. The following ideas can further
enhance the applicability of the WBM:
Extension of the WBM to explicit damping treatment models – In this
dissertation, the WBM was applied to the vibro-acoustic system model; for
the damping treatments, either the TMM or the FEM were used. Even though
these damping treatments often require a geometrically flexible technique,
some subvolumes can still be modelled explicitly using the more efficient WBM.
New developments should focus on 3D poroelastic problems, in succession
to Deckers [63] who studied the problem in 2D, and to 3D structural solids
(e.g. viscoelastic materials) in succession of the 2D work by Vanmaele [226].
Moreover, when the multilayer constituents are sufficiently thin, they might
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be considered a thick plate. Therefore, the further development of a plate
bending WBM towards the Reissner-Mindlin formulation can be useful.
Introduction of more complex constitutive material laws – All validation
cases presented in this dissertation assumes isotropic constitutive material
properties, in structural plates, poroelastic materials, . . . In reality, however,
orthotropic or even anisotropic material behaviour is widespread and is e.g.
caused by the rolling direction of a plate or by the fiber direction in reinforced
composite materials. Introduction of this behaviour improves the accuracy
of the models and allows for a broader material characterisation. First
steps in the WBM are taken by Devriendt et al. [74] who introduced the
AHL formalism [77] into WB plate bending models and applied this to thin
orthotropic plates.
Application of Lorentzian averaging – Recent research by D’Amico [56]
developed efficient techniques to perform frequency averages. Through
application of the residue theorem [101], frequency averaged values can
be efficiently calculated through a limited number of calculations at complex
frequency instead of using quadrature schemes on the real frequency axis.
Up to this point, these techniques were only applied to structural vibration
problems, but also for acoustic and coupled vibro-acoustic problems, these
averaging techniques can be very valuable to obtain results that are more
robust to variability and uncertainty, which can be especially of interest in
optimisation schemes.
9.2.2 Extension of the hybrid FE-WB modelling framework
The hybrid extensions in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 show a very promising technique to
enable efficient vibro-acoustic simulations with explicit damping treatment models.
Following ideas can lead the research to further improvement and extension of the
hybrid approaches:
Introduction of more complex constitutive material laws – Similarly as
the second research topic in Section 9.2.1, hybrid FE-WB models can be
extended with more complex constitutive material laws in the FE submodel.
E.g. recently developed poroelastic FE schemes which take into account
anisotropy [100, 111] can be coupled to acoustic WB models.
Extension of intra-physical coupling schemes – Whereas this dissertation
treated inter-physical coupling terms between the vibro-acoustic system
model (acoustic and plate bending WBM) on the one side and various
FE formulations of complex damping treatments on the other side, intra-
physical coupling terms were left aside. Examples of intra-physical coupling
schemes which can further extend the hybrid FE-WBM, depending on further
developments on the WB part, are intra-physical coupling approaches for
Kirchhoff and Reissner-Mindlin plate bending problems, 3D solid elastic
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problems and 3D poroelastic problems, where Lee et al. [148] made first steps
in 2D.
Investigation on alternative hybrid coupling schemes – There are many
schemes available for the derivation of hybrid coupling matrices. Both direct
and indirect approaches exist. Moreover, many different formulations exist
for the considered physical problems. A further investigation can thus be
split up into two parts:
• Indirect approaches In view of the most recent extensions by Van
Genechten [217], this dissertation focuses on direct hybrid coupling
approaches for the WBM. The main motivation for this approach is
that the coupling terms are easy to interpret since they have a physical
meaning. Nevertheless, van Hal [223] and Pluymers [179] showed that
indirect formulations may increase the accuracy of hybrid FE-WBmodels.
In the future, alternative indirect hybrid coupling schemes for vibro-
acoustic and acoustic-poroelastic interfaces should be considered.
• Different formulations As illustrated in Chapter 7, the use of different
formulations can influence the accuracy of the hybrid coupling due to
the ill-conditioned nature of the WBM. Future research can reveal more
accurate coupling schemes using less-conventional formulations.
Introduction of modal and CMS based reduction schemes – The main
computational cost of a hybrid FE-WB model still lies in the solution of
the FE submodel. Van Genechten [220] showed on acoustic-acoustc hybrid
models that reduction of the FE submodel in terms of a modal set can result
in a considerable reduction of the computation times. Recent developments,
which allow for modal reduction schemes of complex damping layers (e.g.
viscoelastic [158] and poroelastic [60, 199] materials) can further improve the
performance of hybrid models with damping treatments.
Global integration of coupling matrices – Apart from the solution step,
also the building step of the hybrid system of equations is quite expensive,
since the integration is performed element per element. Apart from the fact
this implies that the implementation of the coupling requires a less efficient
for-loop, it also uses too many integration points, since the minimal number is
calculated for each element separately. Therefore, the number of integration
points is based on a local optimum. By performing the integration globally,
the number of integration points and thus the computational load can be
further reduced. One of the options is to project the interface DOFs on
globally defined functions and use these to enforce the coupling conditions.
9.2.3 Application to material characterisation
The introduction of complex damping models into efficient vibro-acoustic WB and
hybrid FE-WB models opens perspectives for material characterisation, especially
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in synergy with the test setup for material characterisation discussed in Chapter 3.
Following research topics elaborate on this:
Improvements of WB models of test setup – The case studies presented
in Chapter 3 shows the potential of the synergy between efficient numerical
models and the lightweight materials test setup. To further exploit this
potential, however, the model of the setup itself could and should be improved
on a number of points, such as the exact cavity geometry, the loudspeaker
model, finite wall impedance, non-ideal clamping boundary conditions, . . . A
rigorous and multi-objective characterisation should be performed to come
to a trustworthy frozen setup model.
Inverse techniques for material characterisation (Absorption) – The
application of the WBTMM, which was developed in Chapter 5 results in
very efficient models with a high prediction accuracy. These models can
be easily plugged into inverse characterisation techniques to characterise
damping materials in an absorption configuration. This characterisation
can be made on two levels: A first option is the characterisation in terms
of the angle dependent surface impedance (instead of a normal incidence
absorption value without phase information which can be obtained with a
classical Kundt tube setup). First steps based on undamped WB models
were taken by Vivolo [239]. A second path is the characterisation in terms of
material parameters, such as the Biot parameters for a poroelastic material
(see Section 2.2.2) through global measurements instead of using dedicated
setups for each parameter [121, 173]. First steps were taken by Vanhuyse et
al. [225] on a Kundt tube measurement device.
Naturally, hybrid FE-WB models using explicit damping schemes can also be
applied in a characterisation context. These can especially be worth the extra
effort when an accurate description of the boundary effects is necessary.
Inverse techniques for material characterisation (Transmission) – In
a transmission configuration, four parameter TM models of multilayered
damping treatments and/or full packages can be identified using the TM
based schemes which were developed in Chapter 5. They can then be applied
in TM based numerical models of the considered problem. This way, the
experimental characterisation can be efficiently translated to the application.
In this case, the TMM itself is not used in the strict sense of the word,
only its four parameter formalism with experimentally determined transfer
coefficients.
The explicit hybrid models using FE models for the damping layers could be
used to identify macroscopic material parameters. For example, by glueing
a poroelastic layer to a thin plate, the skeleton is excited more efficiently
than in purely acoustic cases. Earlier research [46] already showed that
these parameters are difficult to identify, but that adding a thin structural
component could mitigate the problem [196].
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